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May 7th 2006
National \fintage Communications Fair
Now at The National Motorcycle Museum .
Birmingham

Now in our 14th year!
10.30 to 4.00 £5 admissiOn, early entry 8.30 at £20
200 Stallholders
Free carparking!

Stall bookings
NVCF, PO Box 15, Hereford,.HR4 9WX UK
www.nvcf.org.uk .

* a downloadable bookingform is available from .- w .nvcf.org.i, -'
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From the Chair
Next year the Society will be celebrating its 30th
Birthday. We will be marking the occasion with a
large display of equipment both working and static
themed on members interests and collections. This
will allow a diverse selection of items showing
both radio, television and electronics history from
the earliest experiments, through their development
to the ‘hey day’ of the valve era and forward to
the semiconductor in the present day. We aim to
encompass items sought after by the first BVWS
members in 1976 as collectables through to what is
expected to be collectables of the future and where
the likely future of the BVWS lies. The event will close
with an informal Buffet evening meal and drinks along
with demonstrations and lectures. The evening event
will be by pie-booking only due to limited space. A
form for this will be sent out to all members in Feb
2006. The next day will be the NVCF, giving those
people coming a good distance a whole weekend
of vintage entertainment. We aim to make this an
international event and invites to other organisations
will be writ out in the New Year.
Witheachday racing byatafiercepacethecloseof
the year is almost upon us. .
This is significant for our Treasurer as this will also
be the close of the BVWS financial year, giving
him plenty to be getting on with, and a chance to
report the Societies financial state at the AGM in
March 2006 with more clarity than previous years.
The Societies finances are perhaps better than
we would usually expect at this time of the year,
being our low point, simply because we have been
careful to keep costs down. However this has been
affected by the NVCF events this year. We have
seen lower attendances and a smaller number of
stallholders booking for the last two events. A lot of
questions were put to both stallholders and visitors
to the fair, and the general gripe was the car parking
at the NEC. With this and the rising costs of the
NEC foremost we moved the fair to the National
Motorcycle Museum (NMM). Knowing that the move
would cost a few hundred pounds more to stage,
we thought that the added atlracfion of free parking

and easier access would increase the stall bookings
and door numbers on those at the NEC. This was
proven not to be the case. A unanimous positive
vote was received from both stallholders and visitors
for the move, but the fair still made an overall loss of
some £3,600. The NVCF is not able to take another
loss like this one, and so a re-think was required.
The main part of the loss can be equalled to the
extremely non-proportionate cost of the larger hall
at the NMM compared with the smaller halls and
therefore we have decided to take advantage of a
different arrangement of halls at the NMM. This still
allows the same levels of access but reduces the
costs of hiring the venue. This will reduce the total
number of stalls that can be staged a little, so it will

‘havetobebooked onafirstcome,firstservedbasis
only. it should be noted that this would offset any
future loss. If we had stayed at the NEC the loss
would have been at least equal if not more.
The addition of a Bring & Buy facility will be added
to all future NVCF events as well as the usual ESE
at Harpenden, Willand and Wootton Bassett. Due
to the size and numbers of people attending, there
will be a limit of two items per person at the NVCF
Bring and Buy.
l have accepted the resignation of the current NVCF
management team and it has been decided that
members of the Committee will be organising the
event for the foreseeable future. All detail changes
will be communicated via the NVCF website www.
nvcf.org.uk and the Bulletin at a later date.
I would like to thank Terry and Peter for their
efforts in staging the NVCF events under the BWVS
ownership. Their move to Scotland and new careers
mean they are unable to continue with the amount of
work needed to organise the show.
i am very pleased to announce that the Charities
Commission have granted the British Vintage
Wireless and Television Museum, Dulwich full charity
status. This will now enable the Museum to gain
support and funding, further insuring its long future
for the Nation and us all.
Merry Christmas and a very \fintage New Year!

BVWS events diary
changes for 2006

The Committee has noticed a drop in table bookings
and attendance at the Harpenden and NVCF events
over the last couple of years. This is not a problem
just isolated to the Wntage Wireless and TV groups,
nor the BVWS. A good number of organisations are
suffering in the same way.
With online Internet auctions becoming more popular,
people either no longer want to, or cannot make the
effort to go to events, when they can sit at home and
find many of the items they wish to collect.
The harsh reality is that in a number of cases
what you get and pay for is not perhaps what you
thought it would be, or it arrives as a kit of parts,

rather than what you thought you had bought due
to the carelessness of the seller.
There is no substitute for seeing and touching an
item before you buy it, and more often than not,
once you see it, you will be able to buy it without the
hassle of the bidding and ‘snlpe’ software getting
you. What’s more it will probably be cheaper.

With this in mind, the Committee has decided to
reduce the number of yearly events.

This means from 2006 there will only be one
NVCF each year in May.

For Harpenden we have decided to remove the
September and November events and replace them
with just one event in October of each year, thus
reducing the four events per year to three and giving
better spacing between events in the autumn.

All other events are unaffected. -Mike



A round wreck!
Restoring an A076
by Matt Spanner

It was a rainy Sunday afternoon back in April, and l was rather bored. As
usual I’d turn on the computer and sit for ages browsing the radios and
other goodies which were offered for auction on the ever popular Ebay.

It’s a bit of an addiction really. Sometimes you’ll see some really nice
original and working sets on offer, and often for pennies. Here’s a top  tip.
Look for the hidden stuff that nobody realises is on there. Its easy, if you’re
searching for ‘a particular make or model, just deliberately enter a few spelling
mistakes when doing so and you could be amazed what you can find. Try
typing in ‘Ecko’ instead of the correctly spelt ‘Ekco’ and see what happens.

l casually entered my favourite spelling error and to
my surprise a round A076 appeared on the screen.

It was pretty sad looking, although from what I
could tell the set looked complete. The back was
in place, all the knobs were present, and after
enquiring about the condition of the cabinet, I
was told that there were no splits or cracks.

The only real horror was that the horizontal
bakelite front bar had been snapped off and
was now long gone. The speaker fabric was
also practically non existent, and to my slight
concern the speaker cone was in ruins. It gave
the impression of having received a hefty blow
to the front at some point in its murky past.

I noted when the auction expired and watched
with interest over the next few days. It had
a few small bids, but far fewer people had
viewed the web page than would be usual for
a correctly—listed item. It would seem that most
Ekco sellers know how to spell their subject!

I entered my winning bid during the last few
seconds of the auction and the set was mine.
I would say the price I paid equates to a mere
fifth of a restored example. Excellent stuff.
The set was then carefully packed and transported
some 250 miles down to me in Portsmouth by
specialist courier. (I never use the post office
for radios ever since they managed to destroy
a rather nice bakelite AW67 last year).

I've been collecting pre-war bakelite Ekco’s for about
five years now, and most have been total restoration
jobs. My finest is a totally original round A065 which

was discovered in a dusty junk shop somewhere-on-
the-South-Coast a couple of years ago. it proves they
are still out there if you get really lucky. Now with
the second round Ekco carefully unwrapped and on
the bench, and with a copy of Trader sheet no 671 to
assist me, I could start work on my latest project.

Launched in 1935 at a cost of 211.113 the
A076 was the successor for the now infamous
A065. The new model used a far superior chassis,
boasting reflex l.F. amplification and a noise
suppressor circuit, the purpose of which was to
provide silent tuning as the control was turned.

With the back removed I could see that this
receiver hadn’t been touched for decades. The
tuning capacitior was seized, much of the wiring
had lost its rubber insulation, and everything
was coated with thicklayers of dust, rust,
and cobwebs. I love finding sets like this.

An hour later I was still trying to remove the
wavechange knob so that I could withdraw the
chassis. Quite predictably the grub screw had
rusted to the spindle and had now been stripped.
I tried all the usual tricks but in the end all I could
do was to try and drill out the screw without
damaging the case. l had a matching knob tucked
away in case it broke up. Luckily the others all
gave up the fight after an overdose of W040.

The rusty chassis was then given the brush and
airline treatment, and all the valves removed for
cleaning and examining. When everything was in a
cleaner condition I could see that nothing much had
ever been done to this set before. A pair of 1950’s

With the back
removed I could
see that this
receiver hadn’t
beentouched
for decades. The
tuning capacitior
was seized, much
of the wiring had
lost its rubber
insulation, and
everything was
coated with
thick layers
of dust, rust,
and cobwebs.
I love finding
sets like this.
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A small amount
of fine tuning
and we had the
first bit of music
for probably 50
years or more.

‘Fladiospares’ electrolytics had been clumsily installed
to replace what was once the V4 cathode bypass
618, but apart from this I had a fully original beast.

Meter checks on the mains and output
transformers gave no nasty surprises, so capacitor
replacement was the first thing on the list. A
full set of new RS high voltage polyester items
were prepared, all of which were concealed or
fitted discreetly to continue an original look.

The three HT smoothing capacitors were the
wax filled ‘cardboard box’ type, which Ekco used
extensively in most of their sets of the era. All looked
well past their best, and were covered with the tall
tale powdery white deposit. The casing on these
electrolytics can easily be re-used to house the
modern replacements. You can do this by carefully
slicing the reverse side of the cardboard open and
knocking out the contents. The small ‘box’ can
then be glued back to its base and the modern
components hidden inside. New wiring is then run
out of one end to connect to the rest of the set.

As I worked my way through the chassis, I
replaced all the dangerous wiring, and continued
the meter checks on anything that looked suspect.
A few resistors had gone a bit high but not
drastically. Nothing struck me as being horribly
wrong so it was time for the first power up.

I refitted all the knobs to the chassis and
plugged her in, one hand near the connection
in case a sudden switch off was needed.
I watched cautiously for smoke or fireworks
but all appeared to be well. The HT was
rising nicely with plenty of glowing valves,
but little else seemed to be happening.

With the volume turned right up there was
some faint audio and a definite crackle when the
wavechange switch was operated, but this was as
good as it got. Fair enough really, it’s not often they
work first time! I noticed that the mains tapping
was set far too low so I moved it up a notch and
tried again. Plenty of glowing valves, HT, a little
more audio than before, but nothing else....Mmrn

After studying the circuit I found that V1 had
been replaced with an ACNP1, which according to
my databook has a slightly different pinout to the
original FC4 which should have been in place. I kept
this in mind as I carried out some voltage checks
to the area. I didn’t have a spare F04 available to
try. A screwdriver blade on the top cap brought in
a fair bit of noise. The valve was just as dirty as
the rest of the chassis had been, so I came to the
conclusion that it must have once worked in this set.

As I worked my way round the valve base, I
discovered that the screen voltage was absent. I
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traced it back on the circuit: two windings (L8 & L9),
one HT feed resistor (R3) and one HT‘decoupler (05).

I immediately suspected the pair of windings,
due to past problems on similar sets, but they
metered out perfectly. R3 was equally innocent,
supplying a good 80v, and CS was a brand new ’
replacement 0.1 uf. l traced the wiring from R3 back
to a virtually hidden (and hard to get at) tag strip,
which crumbled into dust as soon as | poked at it
with the meter probe. One seriously open circuit.

l remade the connection, moving the wires across
and soldering directly to 05, and ran the set up again.
This time, to my delight the Ekco came alive. A small
amount of fine tuning and we had the first bit of
music for probably 50 years or more. Total success!

In all fairness, it sounded pretty terrible though.
Something had to be done about that ragged old
speaker, but I wasn’t sure quite what. I couldn’t carry
out any further work on the chassis until l’d sorted
this out, as it was impossible to say if the output
(was distorted or if the set was off tune in this state.

I’d thought about patching the damaged areas
with material from another speaker, or alternatively
leaving the field coils in place and fitting a smaller
speaker inside the original body. I didn’t want to resort
to this unless I really had to though. As I searched
through my box of bits I suddenly remembered seeing
a similar size speaker up on a shelf in my garage. It
was one that I’d salvaged from the shattered AW67.

The cone and casing were identical and
undamaged, the only problem being that it was
a permanent field item, so would not be any
good as a direct replacement in this set.

After careful examination I felt sure the cone
could be swapped over as long as I could remove it
intact. it took great care, but eventually I managed
to separate it from the metal with a scalpel blade
after unsoldering the speech coil. It lifted out nicely.

The damaged speaker was removed and the
same process repeated. On this speaker a circular
retaining ring first had to come off by drilling
out a series of rivets. There was just under half
an ohm in difference between the two speech
coils, which was quite acceptable to me.

It was very straightfonivard to fit the replacement
cone, getting it centred correctly took a while, and
a tiny amount of silicone grease was applied to the
centre core, which eliminated some minor scratchiness.
I had beforehand removed all traces of rust and
small particles which always find their way inside.

I finished off by refitting the retaining ring and
then lightly dusting the new cone with some clear
lacquer to stiffen it. When the speaker was bolted
back onto the chassis l was very happy with the



sound quality. A few tweaks to the alignment and
the rear mounted “image suppressor’ made the
output even better, and the Ekco was soon pulling
in plenty of stations, even without an aerial. The
last thing to do before starting on the cabinet
restoration was to install a new dial drive cord,
and replace the perished rubber feet on the tuning
capacitor. Both tested my patience to the limit...

1119 cabinet
The first thing I tackled on the bakelite case
was the semi-circular tuning scale.

As is quite common on the round Ekcos and
several other sets, the plastic scale had become
warped and distorted from being exposed to years
of sunlight and temperature changes. It was still fairly
flexible and otherwise looked to be in good condition,
so I decided to have a go at straightening it out.

After cleaning off the grime I warmed it gently with
a hot air gun, clamped it up between two thick pieces
of MDF and left it out in the sun for a couple of hours.
When I removed the clamps l was pleased to find
that the scale was now perfectly flat and smooth.
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l was a bit apprehensive about whether or not
this would work, as there was a possibility it
could have split. I would exercise great caution
if you want to have a go at this; don’t overdo

Having spent the
last few years
working in car

the heat, and do make sure the plastic is in bodywork repair,
a good enough condition beforehand. I chose to use

Now came the part I was dreading. Somehow .
I needed to fabricate a new horizontal front bar Veh'CIG bOdY

filler, as it has the
same texture and
feel as bakelite.

and make the repair look absolutely invisible.
My first thoughts were to cut a piece of rigid
plastic or-hardwood to size, shape it, and
blend it in to the bakelite. I wasn’t altogether
sure this would work well enough.

The next idea was to follow the original method
and re cast the bar using resin. It was quite a
tough challenge but after a couple of evening’s
work and endless measurements I managed to
construct a three piece aluminium mould which
could be attached to existing mounting points on
the cabinet. This was tricky as I had to replicate the
curvature to the front, as well as a slight downward
taper towards the front edge. The mould could
then be filled and smoothed from the rear.
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Having spent the last few years working in car
bodywork repair, I chose to use vehicle body filler, as
it has the same texture and feel as bakelite. It's also
easy to shape and work with, and is a wonderfully
strong substance. The first attempt wasn’t too
successful, as the end result refused to adhere to
the cabinet. As l’d suspected, the surface area was
simply too small to create a good enough bond.
I got round this by drilling two tiny holes about
20mm deep into each side of the exposed edges
and inserting two lengths of heavy steel wire.

These were secured into place using Ioctite, and
would be completely encapsulated by the filler. This,
I hoped would reinforce the moulding properly.

I cleaned and oiled the mould, and the same'
process was repeated. This time it worked a treat and
after a short drying time the new bar was immovable.
All I had to do now was some light reshaping using
miniature files and production paper, occasionally
adding a little more filler to slight imperfections.

The finished bar was then flatted, primed and
sprayed dark brown. The paint used was a Haffords
product, the shade being Fiio Brown. This provided
an identical colour match to the rest of the cabinet.

It sounds simple, but from start to finish this
repair alone took near enough an entire week. I then
gave the cabinet a good few days to dry, before
spending an hour or two T-cutting and buffing the
bakelite to a mirror finish. If you want to save time
you can use a buffing wheel mounted in an electric
drill, which I’ve done on a few occasions. When
I was happy with the shine I gave the cabinet a
good going over with some ordinary furniture wax.
The grubby knobs also received the same, after
the soapy water and nailbrush treatment. After that
everything was gradually reassembled, which to
me is the most satisfying part of any restoration.

A new speaker cloth was fitted which was
very close to the golden brown original. l 'm
fortunate enough to live near a well stocked fabric

shop which has a match for almost anything. I
soaked the new material in a mixture of white
spirit with a tiny amount of dark wood dye to
give it an aged look. I’ve found this to be a very
successful method of doing such things.

Before long the AC76 was all back together and
belting out ‘Capital Gold’ on MW. It looks and sounds
fantastic. I believe this set is recognised as the most
technically accomplished round Ekco. The sound
quality is indeed quite impressive for its 70 years.

The only thing which annoys me slightly is the
semi circular tuning bar which, like the scale had
become horribly distorted. Unlike the scale i made
no attempt to reshape this, as being a cast metal
item it will fracture easily (I speak from experience).

I might try and replicate one if I get really bored.
Until then it serves as an original feature. The
finished set doesn’t come across as being ‘over
restored’ though, which is something I’m keen
to avoid. I always aim to create a reciever which
gives the appearance of being totally original, yet
having been well looked after and cared for.

How many more round Ekco’s are
still waiting to be discovered.....‘?



Murphy Radio
Employees
Reunion 3rd
July 2005......R.s.w
Most readers will doubtless be
aware that Murphy Radio chose
Welwyn Garden City as the location
of its main manufacturing works,
and the focus of all engineering and
business activities remained at the
site until the company eventually
ceased production of radio and
television related products.

A museum local to Welwyn Garden City is staging
a small exhibition of receivers to give local people
the opportunity to see some of the products that
emerged from the Murphy works over the years.
To mark the start of the exhibition the Curator
staged an open day and ex-employee reunion at
the museum. The Murphy reunion was held on
Sunday the 3rd July and included within this article
are some photographs as a record of this event.

Some 45 ex-employees attended the reunion.
Having contributed a small amount of assistance in
preparation of the exhibition l was fortunate enough to
also be invited, though regrettably other commitments
meant I did not spend as much time there as I would
have liked. Speaking to some of the Murphy “old
boys and girls” it was nonetheless interesting to hear
some of their stories. One recurring theme was of the
comparatively rather low wages paid by the Murphy
Company. But what also came across was the great
sense of community amongst the company employees.
Along the walls were photographs of various social
events, and I heard of sports days and evening theatre
groups etc. As well as being part of the Murphy
“family”, employees were also happy to be located in
the pleasant surroundings Frank Murphy selected for
his workforce by choosing Welwyn Garden City for
his new factory. The town was laid out by Ebenezer.
Howard in 1920, so by the time Frank Murphy was
looking for a site the trees that characterise the
wide streets and boulevards would have become
well established. This must therefore have been an
attractive setting for the new production facilities,
providing a pleasing work environment and easy
access to the countryside, appealing to a company
that cared about its employee welfare more than most.

Also to be heard were stories of Murphy receivers
still in service. One gentlemen told me he and his
wife had been using a Murphy B4 receiver dating
from 1930 for the last 10 years without trouble. The
B4 (with the mirrored M) was the first receiver made
by Murphy, and operated from battery/accumulator.
Apparently Gerry Wells had serviced the receiver and

View of exhibition
display cabinets

One gentleman
told me he and
his wife had been
using a Murphy
B4 receiver dating
from 1930 for
the last 10  years
without trouble.
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Above: View ofV1918TTV

Heavestancfitgalongskje

ToprightGeneralviewofgathering

fight: Comnemorativeoale
beirgwtbyeaitiestBS)
employee,Alanl-lassellmw92

FarrightphyV84Ttelevision
fIDm1939,theonlyknown
wmlestfilhefistenoe

Belmsmphy‘lVdW
byBVWSmembersVlc
WflliansonandTonyStatham

...many of the.
more interesting
sets are featured,
and it is probably
your only chance
to see a V84T
television from
1939 in real life...
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constructed a suitable battery eliminator 10 years
ago, since when the radio had been trouble free.
The turntable integral to the receiver could be used
to direct the sound into either the kitchen or the
hall and landing: fortunately the directional effect of
the frame aerial tended to reduce the volume when
facing into the kitchenl It would have been doubtful
that many of the radios sold in 1930 would still have
been in use 10 years later in 1940, let alone 2005.

Also apparent was some of the traditional British
reserve: one interesting gentleman l chatted to
had designed the cabinet for the Murphy V1913T
television. This was a departure in design, in that

the controls were placed on a strip along the top
of the cabinet, instead of at the front, beneath or
to the right of the screen. As opportunities like
this rarely occur I asked him to pose next to a
television of his design, holding the sales brochure.
The picture, is reproduced above. Afterwards he
mentioned having also designed various transistor
radios from the earfy 19603, as though it was of little
consequence or interest. Refreshing understatement
from someone who has every right to feel proud of
the fact that his designs entered so many homes,
and demonstrated such thought and imagination.
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AWA Radiolettes Models 29 (1935) & 38 (1937)WW
Not much has been written about AWA models over here, but quite a lot ‘down-under’. Our Editor did publish
an article, "lhe AWA Radiolette”, way back in December 1995 but this was more an artistic appreciation of
the radio rather than the nuts and bolts of restoring one. He didn’t actually quote model numbers but if you
have the original Bulletin, you will see they are similar in design to the 29 but, he features coloured models,
most likely model 37’s (1937).

Both my sets were sold “In good working order, having had recent restoration work carried out”. This, for
these radios, is even more worthless than others. Carl quotes Bill Smith, of The Historical Radio Society of
Australia (HSRA), who in two articles . .showed me how difficult they are to repair”. This is certainly true and
so most will have iust have been ‘fixed’.
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Above: AWA ‘Fisk’ badge
found on both models
29‘ and 38

Right: Three-quarter view of
AWA Radiolette model 29

Below: Book on AWA
Radiolettes from 1932 to 1949

Below Right: Three-
quarter view of AWA
Radiclette model 38

Below: Cover of British
Industrial Plastics “Shaping
the Future’ brochure.

Below right: Page reproduced
from “Shaping the Future’
Illustrating both Radiolette
cabinets alongside some fine
examples for Ekco and Ferranti.

‘

shaping the future
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AWA History
(Sources: AWA Radiolette Models, 1932 -1949,
edited for the HRSA by Peter Hughes. Revised (2nd
edition) by Ray Kelly and Wanivick Woods. Article
(author unknown) sent to me by Peter Hughes.

1913
Prior to 1913, the commercial side of wireless in
Australia was carried out by the rival overseas firms
of Marconi and Telefunken. The representative for
Marconi was a shipboard wireless operator, Ernest
Fisk. Eventually commercial interests made it prudent
for the rivals to combine and form, in 1913, a new
company called Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia)
Ltd (AWA). This company was to become a major
influence in all areas of radio in Australia. Close links
were forged with RCA of America, which influenced
receiver and valve manufacture in the years to
come. Initially interests and sales were in spark
transmitter and components for the growing number
of experimenters and amateurs interested in ‘wireless’.

1925 .
AWA started manufacturing receivers in 1924/25,
in Knox Street, Sydney. This was the start of
the RCA name of ‘Radiola’, although with one
exception all sets were of local design. Initially sets
were either crystal or TRF the exception being an
Australian version of RCA’s massive ‘catacomb’
Superhet, dubbed the Radiola Super 8.

1927 - 1928
For this year Superhets predominated in the
company’s sales brochure, there being four models
compared to just one TRF. But by 1928 the Superhets
had been discontinued and were not seen again
until 1934. Their reintroduction came with the start
of the advertised “Fisk” models, named after the
wireless operator who had been there from the
start and became managing director in 1916.

1933 - 1934
Probably the most well known receivers sold were
the ‘Radiolette’ series (another RCA name). The
first, in a Bakelite cabinet, for 1933 sales, was the
model 087, a 4 valve TRF. It is a highly ornamented
cathedral style, very beautiful and so is now
much sought after. It graces the cover of the AWA
Radiolette book (see below and picture on far left).

Oddly, the use of Bakelite was dropped in 1934 and
two Superhet table models, with wooden cabinets, the
24 and 27 along with some console types, were sold.
These sets were the first, in a long line of AWA
radios, to use a reflex circuit whereby the IF stage did
double duty as the first AF amplifier stage as well.

1935 - 1940
By 1935 Bakelite was back and the 28 model (black)
was introduced. This was the first of the so-called
“Empire State” (step sided skyscraper) models that
are now enthusiastically collected world-wide.

For 1936 the model 33 arrived, in the same
“Radelec" cabinet style as my model 38, but in
black with highly contrasting green fret and feet.
The 33A came out at the same time and this was
in “figured walnut” with ivory fret and feet.

Both the Empire State and Radelec styles contlnued
until the early 40’s. During these years colour and
dual waveband (MW and SW) were selling points.

1940 on
The post war Radiolettes reflected the simplicity
and austerity of the times. Circuit design was simple
broadcast with no return to the pre-war reflex circuitry.



Components
A feature of AWA radios has been their almost
total Australian content with only carbon resistors
and electrolytic capacitors being obtained
from overseas. Although imported valves were
used up until 1933 or later in some cases, the
establishment of a separate valve factory in 1932
produced valves under the Radiotron brand.

Information
The definitive book on AWA Radiolette Models,
1932 -1949, was edited for the HFlSA by Peter
Hughes. It was revised (2nd edition) by Flay Kelly
and Warwick Woods. It’s well worth having if you
have an AWA interest and say a couple of models to
restore. Along with reproductions of period adverts
are excellent schematics, component lists, layouts
and alignment data plus useful comments from
the authors. The adverts, by the way, show the
mouth-watering coloured models in grained ivory
and jade green that were only one guinea more.

Peter also kindly sent me an article “Restoring AWA
Radiolettes” that he wrote for the HRSA back in 1992.

Circuit Description
Model 29 (1935)
This has only the Broadcast (MW) band.
It is an AC only, 4 valve plus rectifier Superhet.
The valves used are: 6D6, 6A7, BB7, 42 and 80.
There is a tuned RF amplifier followed by a frequency
changer. Then the BB7 lF amplifier with the diodes
strapped together for detection and simple AVC.
This valve also functions in reflex fashion as an audio
ore-amplifier. Finally an audio output stage and
rectifier. The IF is 175 kHz, hence the need for the
tuned RF amplifier for second image suppression.
The IF transformers are tuned on one side only
(secondary on the first and primary on the second).

An odd thing (in the UK anyway) is that there
is no mains ON/OFF switch, either as a separate
item or included on the volume control [Editor’s
note: This was to make sure that the sets were
unplugged from the mains when not in use
thus reducing the risk of electrical fires etc].

Model 38 (1937)
The model has two wavebands, Broadcast
(MW) and SW 19-50 metres.
Again it is an AC only, 4 valve plus rectifier Superhet.
The same valves are used but in a different
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arrangement: 6A7, 606, 637, 42, and 80. Firstly
there is the frequency changer followed by an IF
amplifier. Then, unusually in a small table model, a .
second IF amplifier using the 687. Again, it has its
diodes strapped together for detection and AVC.
As in the model 29 it also performs as a reflex
audio preamplifier. Finally the audio output stage
and rectifier. The IF is now 460 kHz with the first
two IF transformers being tuned on primary and
secondary. The third transformer, in the anode
of the 687, is tuned on the primary side only.

Again there is no mains ON/OFF switch,
either as a separate item or included on
the volume or top out tone control.

Restoration: General
Both these sets are difficult to repair but are nicely
challenging to restore. Many things are in their
favour. Firstly they are well made with tropicalisation
not seen in British radios. The chassis are plated

16



Various views of the
Radiolette 38 chassis

Below: AWV Super
Radiotron valve box

and then spray painted grey. Then the transformer,
coils and valve cans, electrolytics and loudspeaker
are painted in different shades of blue (almost a
Tektronix ‘scope’ blue for the 38). Consequently
the dreaded rust or speckled corrosion on ‘ali’
parts, is not likely to be found. Dig deeper and
you find that all coils are pitch dipped.

What makes them difficult to repair is a compact
chassis, which even supports the electromagnetic
loudspeaker, along with the good practice of most
passive components being mounted on tag panels.
These are hard to get at or difficult to work on, leading
to bodged repair jobs; however, for restoration not
bad at all, as once the panels have been sorted then
most component issues will be out of the way.

Restoration: Model 29
29 Loudspeaker and Electrolytics
One of the first items l removed was the loudspeaker
along with the output transformer. Unless doing
really minimal work this is the easiest way to work
under the chassis as it sits well on the mains
transformer and front-end valve screening enclosure.

The speaker did not grate when the cone was
flexed so normally I would have left it alone. However,
the three wires (two field coil and transformer primary)
passed under a bent—over metal tag that was part of
the transformer frame. Over the years pressure and
movement had caused bad cracking of the insulation
(cotton over rubber). With HT voltages it was best not
to leave it like this. To renew the wiring, because of
limited access, the transformer needs to be removed.
This actually is cunningly secured by one of the
electromagnet bolts (see picture). Better to remove
both than one and so I stripped the speaker taking the
opportunity to repaint the parts before re-assembly.

The electrolytics are enclosed in a metal box
mounted alongside the 80 rectifier. You can't
get at the screws for this until the tuning gang is

17

taken off. On the side of the box was a flaking
asbestos heat shield that I carefully removed. After
re-spraying the box I replaced it with a piece of
black fibreglass matting, not that it is essential
with the modem electrolytics I put inside.‘

29 Tag Panels and Wiring
On this chassis there are two small panels, one on the
rear and the other at the front alongside the volume
control. As Peter says, in his article, the only way to
get good access is to remove the tuning capacitor.
Compared to the model 38 this is fairly easy.

The chassis and plates were designed to hinge
outwards. On one are mounted the IF transformers
and on the other apparently a bundle of components
(associated with the BB7 and 42) not accommodated
elsewhere. I’ll quote Peter here: “On sets in original
condition this area of the set contains a nightmarish
collection of components wrapped up in brown
paper like a bunch of firecrackers”. On mine, this
along with virtually all of the original components,
was long gone, to be replaced by suspended
resistors and a motley collection of capacitors. All
these came out and were replaced with good quality
items mounted on a tag panel on the end plate.

I simply rebuilt this chassis even down to
completely rewiring it with the same colour silicone
rubber wire. The reason I did this was because the
bodger before me had cut short many of the original
wires in his suspended component arrangement.

29 Cosmetics
The chassis was tatty! It should have two plastic
labels, one for License details and the other for Patent
information. One was still there but all that was left
of the other was goo: alongside it was a large blob of
solder so I guess whoever did that melted the label.
I decided to clean all that off and remove the other
label. This was warped but still legible but I could not
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replace one without doing both. I made reproductions But before this everything came off the chassis
on the computer and printed them out on top quality topside (including the valve screening enclosure
photo paper. The missing one was in fact the Patent after drilling out its rivets) bar the transformer,
info and I copied that from the model 38. On their RF coils and valve bases. Then time was spent
own they would not look too good but covered with rubbing down and spraying the chassis and coils
0.4 mm acrylic sheet to me they are acceptable. Ford Steel Grey and everything else Ford Cobalt
They were going to be secured with eyelets but I Blue. Both these are metallic and the end result
would have had to remove the riveted valve bases is too bright. However, a light spray with matt
to get access to use them. I decided against this lacquer dulls things down and looks a lot better.
and used 8 BA round head screws instead. 1 would have removed the transformer but it was
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Above: Radiolette 29 layouts

Top right: Radiolette 29
Friction drive front and
below, friction drive rear

Right: View of the LED taking
the place of the original
bulb In the Radiolette 29

Below: US—made electrolytics
found in the Radiolette 29

secured in an unusual way. Tags come out from the
shroud and pass through slots in the chassis that
are then ‘biffed’ over. It would be very foolish to
bend these straight and hope you could refit neatly
again. Better to mask off and leave well alone.

Similarly with the RF coils; these, so Peter’s
article told me, are held in place with spring clips
under a lip, looking pretty inaccessible. I had
measured the resistance of all the coils, which were
correct, and saw no point in removing them.

Finally I applied new transfers (decals), with
artwork created by me and printed by a friend with
an Alpes printer that can print black upon true gold.

The cabinet just needed a good polish but
I did have the dial escutcheon re-plated with
nickel before finishing it off with satin lacquer.
This model came without a back cover.

29 Tuning Capacitor and Dial nht
The tuning gang assembly along with the volume
control is beautifully engineered, see pictures.
Drive to both items is via friction ‘gripper'
wheels (two discs) and worked faultlessly unlike
that of the model 38. Anti—backlash gearing,
as can be seen, drives the dial pointer.

Care needs to be taken when replacing the
mountings for the assembly. New rubber bushes,
on the underside, need to be thin, the ones I
used were 2 mm thick. The gang needs to be
this low in the chassis (upside down) otherwise
the control spindles will foul the bottom of the
cabinet holes. On most radios this wouldn’t be

19

a problem as you could simply raise the whole
chassis using thicker mounting rubbers. On
the 29 you have limited headroom between the
valve screening enclosure and the cabinet.

It is quite critical because the gang frame
must not touch the chassis either, as it is directly
Connected to the AVG line. I would advise fitting
the gang but not rewiring it until after trying
the chassis properly in the cabinet first.

My chassis uses a few components and a super-
bright LED, for the dial light, mounted in an old
bulb base. It does keep the heat, adjacent to the
plastic scale, to a minimum. I won’t repeat the
details here as it is all in Bulletin Autumn 2003,
in an article on “The Fada 790”. On my set the
dial is a plain plastic reproduction; originals are
simulated mother—of-pearl, probably celluloid, that
often has a hole burnt through it from the bulb.
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Radioiette 29 speaker
components

i found but the
hard way that it
may be a good
idea to power up
the electronics
with the gang out
of the cabinet! i
had expected my
chassis to work
straight upon
power up and
then just to do a
quick alignment
but not so.

29 Testing and Alignment
I found out the hard way that it may be a good
idea to power up the electronics with the gang out
of the cabinet! I had expected my chassis to work
straight away upon power-up, and then just to do
a quick alignment but not so. It did work but was
terribly unstable due to the IF strip being in oscillation
around the 637. It could be made conditionally stable
by offsetting the IF transformer tuning and then
stations were received, which was encouraging.

Naturally, I assumed it was possibly a rewiring
error on my part and needing access, out came the
tuning gang. At this stage the loudspeaker assembly
was safely face down along the bench, wired on
extended cables, so I did not need to remove that. It
was then, after checking that the rebuild was indeed
correct, that i decided to try just the IF strip alone.
Although the side panel and [F transformers can be
hinged outward, with the short wires from the coils,
access is still limited. It is worth removing the side
plate and the transformers from it, so that they can
be swung outside for access to the valve pins. Use
solder tags on the coil screening cans and fit a wire
to ground them. I used low tack masking tape, wound
around the cans, so that I could swing them roughly
into their correct location without getting shorts.

I have included a schematic for this model
(the original is not so easy to understand and
some item values in the AWA Book are no longer
legible anyway) so a look will show what happens
when you power up the electronics like this.

Two things need to be done: an earth must
be made to G1 of the SA? oscillator. (Yes! it still
oscillates at around 2.5 MHz) and R10 needs to be
connected to the 637 cathode to give a diode load.
This resistor would have gone to the volume control
wiper but this control is removed along with the gang.
In practice you just join the two wires you remove
from the volume control. Now the IF strip functions
and it is easy to inject a signal to the top cap (G4)
of the 6A7 with a resistor of say 220K to ground.

Again the instability was dramatic: once in oscillation

2-1

Frame bolt secures
speaker transformer

250V pk/pk was present on the diode anodes of the
637. It soon became apparent that the lead to this
valve top cap (G1) was ‘hot’. its position was critical,
even to not letting it get near the glass envelope.
Why AWA didn’t make it a screened lead I don’t
know, after all they went to a lot of trouble making
a compartmentalised screening box for all the front
and valves. it must be possible, the manufacturers
obviously thought so, to find a wire routing that
makes the strip unconditionally stable but I decided
to take the easy way and fitted a screened wire.
What a difference this made: now totally solid and
the IF transformers could be peaked up properly.

I did a check of the IF bandwidth, using
a Wobbulator, monitoring at the audio load
(R12, T5, etc junction). it was a single peak,
around 10 kHz wide at half height.

There was no significant problem, on the
aerial lengths i use (20 to 30 feet), with minimum
volume, on strong signals such as Virgin Radio
(see below for the model 38). initially i put this
down to the radio being a lot less sensitive but
in subsequent tests found this not to be so.

Two other reasons occurred to me: the
frequency changer, preceded by the RF amplifier;
was limiting in conversion or that the AVG
was more effective in this configuration.
To investigate the first I injected carrier wave, via a
dummy aerial, whilst monitoring the 637 grid with an
oscilloscope. Of course i needed to stop the AVG and
did this by connecting the output of T5 (junction of
R10, R11 etc) to the 637 cathode (volume control).
Input to output was fairly linear with no sign of limiting.
So it must be that the AVG is more effective. This i
could prove with the signal generator but also with an
aerial (20 to 30 feet). For this radio the level remained
constant at around 350mV pk/pk, at the 637 grid,
for Virgin Radio and Radio Tlgne (a much weaker
station). In contrast, repeating these measurements,
on the model 38 gave 2.0V pk/pk and 600mV pk/pk.

The radio needed to be operated with the Local /
Distance switch (chassis rear) on the latter as it was



completely dead switched to Local. Here, what the
switch does, is to put in extra cathode resistance
for the first two valves. It increases the bias from
6V to 20V, which leaves the 606 conducting but
cuts off the SAT as proven in my valve tester. Not
wanting the switch to be non-functional I put 1Kw
across it, which made the bias 13V and the set
operational at a reasonably reduced sensitivity.

Restoration: Model 38
This chassis is shallow, compared to models we
know that also use large tag panels (EG: Murphy).
These on the 38 are on spacers, above the valve
bases, and worse, components are mounted on
both sides of the panels. This was necessary, as
many of the old capacitors and resistors were
simply too large to mount on the exposed side.

38 Loudspeaker and Electrolytics
Once the chassis was out of the cabinet the
first thing I did was to remove the edge-lit glass
dials (one for SW and one for MW) and store them
away. Then off came the loudspeaker assembly,
which includes the output transformer and electrolytic
capacitors. These had been changed to two
inappropriately sized modern items. I found some
better physical sized cans, ‘re-capped’ them, and
mounted them in their place. The loudspeaker was
not in bad shape apart from the coil grating in the
gap. Once the pole piece and field coil was taken off
really large pieces of sandy dirt could be extracted.

38 Tag Panels and “firing
In order to work under the chassis two fixing bars
are detached to give clear access. Then some way
of supporting it has to be found. In each comer
of the front and back faces, two holes are drilled.
It was easy to out four pieces of mild steel strip and
bolt these in place, with a piece of thin cardboard
under them to protect the paint. This makes a very
secure arrangement. As the holes are not used for any
other purpose maybe AWA used them for this as well.

Removing the wiring from the tag panels
is delightfully easy as they use tags (also on
the valve bases) shaped as a large U. Into this
the assemblers could drop several wires and
component leads before filling with solder.

For my chassis, all but one of the original wax-
paper caps had gone, so replacement was the only
way fonNard. Once I had the tag panels stripped they
were cleaned of years of dirt and grime using cellulose
thinners. After measuring insulation they were rebuilt.

Interestingly, the one wax-paper cap that
remained was a black pitch—dipped type, mounted
at the bottom of the waveband switch and
hence very difficult to get at. It was on the AVG
line and measured only 1M5 Ohms at 2.5V.
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38 Tuning Capacitor It’s worth taking
It is fairly certain that a ‘fixer’ will not have replaced -
the tuning capacitor mounting rubbers. Actually taking some detal'ed
it off is fairly long winded as you will probably do it sketches or
as I did. That is, strip the dial pointer mechanism, photographs of the
with separate cord drive, and then the fairly complex arrangement as
friction drive ‘slo-mo’ for the tuning capacitor.

It's worth taking some detailed sketches or
photographs of the arrangement as you disassemble.

you disassemble.
This may save

This may save time later but—maybe not. In my case time later—but
I was not sure that it had been put back correctly t
and spent a while examining it and trying different maybe no '
assembly variations before making a spacer which
I reasoned should be there. It now worked but the
intermediate wheel slipped on part of the half circle
(D shaped) wheel attached to the tuning gang shaft.
As can be seen from the pictures, drive is transferred
from the primary shaft, again by gripper wheels, to a
disc on the intermediate shaft. Behind the disc is a
collar and another gripper wheel that transfers drive to
the D wheel. This had obviously given trouble as the
grippers showed signs of abuse and the edge of the
D wheel, in one area, had been built up with solder.

I played around with this for a while but then
decided to clean off all the solder and make new
grippers. The old had only gripped on a millimetre or
so. As I had no material with as powerful a spring,
I decided to work on an overlap of least 3 mm. I
made new ones from tin plated steel sheet and
they work very well. I did not get to this solution
straight away, trying other materials first. It is
actually quite critical: the grip needs to be strong
enough not to slip but not so great as to cause slip
betWeen the primary and the intermediate shaft.

That originally it had worked at all was
surprising; the tuning gang mounting rubbers
were mainly dust and the capacitor could
be wobbled about all over the place.

Another reason that most will leave things well
alone is that the capacitor connections are on the
bottom of the waveband switch and a beast to
get at. Actually they hadn't done too good a job
originally as one wire, passing through a switch
tag, was loose and dry. Nevertheless it had worked
like that for the many years that it was used.

When I had got the gang nuts off and
the earth bonding wire unsoldered, I simply
cut the wires off underneath; easier to put
in new flexible wires than struggle with the
solid bus bars that were there originally.

38 Cosmetics
Once the gang was out of the way, I could then
get at the screws for the loudspeaker bracket and
those in the sides of the coil cans. These I decided,
along with the valve screening cans and transformer,
needed to be re-sprayed. They had been given
a 'blow over’, in-situ, with a paint of the wrong
shade. I found a paint can, spot on to the original;



Above: Radiolette 38 Dial cord

Top right: Modified
Radiolette 38 friction drive

By the way,
the tuning
gang washers
(everyone uses
grommets these
days) want to be
about 3mm thick
on the topside. At
this the primary
shaft lines up
reasonably
with the hole in
the cabinet.

Ford Ocean Blue. Again this looked best when
over—sprayed with matt lacquer. For the chassis,
once cleaned, I touched in missing paint areas.

Re-assembly was straightforward except
that I forgot to replace the loudspeaker bracket
(Note; this can be fitted the wrong way round)
before the tuning gang. However, it didn’t turn
out too bad. Once I removed the three nuts and
washers there was enough slack in the new
wiring to lean it over and fit the bracket.

By the way, the tuning gang washers (everyone
uses grommets these days) want to be about 3mm
thick on the topside. At this the primary shaft lines
up reasonably with the hole in the cabinet. Once you
have the tuning gang drive back in place, but before
mounting the dial and pointer mechanism, it’s worth
trying the chassis in the cabinet for this. The plates
that mount the ‘slo-mo' mechanism have slotted holes
and allow some adjustment for mechanical alignment.

Again the cabinet just needed a good polish and
the dial escutcheon re-plated with nickel before
finishing it off with satin lacquer. This model was
fitted with a moulded Bakelite back cover.

38 Testing and Alignment
The speaker assembly (including electrolytic
caps) needed to be wired with extensions to
the wiring. This allowed having the chassis
inverted for measuring voltages and aligning;
all trimmers being adjusted from below.

Voltages were close to those given and
alignment was straightforward. l was interested
in what the IF bandwidth would be. i t  turned
out to be around 6 kHz wide at half height.

Once the radio was working then the “minimum
volume” issue, of the reflex circuit, showed itself.

The Reflex Circuit
Reflexing, or using the same valve twice, has been
written about a few times by BVWS members. John
Ounsted, in Bulletins Summer and Winter 1996,
described how it worked in the KB BM20/30. This
too uses a double diode pentode, with the screen
grid as an anode for audio amplification. The valve
functions as a pentode for IF amplification, the audio
is detected, using the diodes, and is fed back to the
grid, where the valve works as a triode. The output
from the screen (an anode to AF) is coupled to the
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output valve. That it can be made to work relies on
choosing component values carefully, to separate out
the fortunately disparate frequencies of IF and AF.

The model 38 does the reflexing in another way.
I have described this using the model 29 diagram
and circuit numbers as the circuit is identical.

The 637 pentode has lF fed to its grid from the
secondary of the second IF transformer T4. lts
bottom end is at virtual earth, to IE because of C11.
The amplified lF appears across the anode tuned
circuit (1'5) and is coupled to the secondary. The
valve diodes, strapped together, rectify the IF and
the audio, via the volume control, is coupled back
to the bottom of the secondary of T4. The audio
goes straight through this (it sees it as just a piece
of wire) and unaffected by C11 arrives at the valve
grid. Once amplified it passes through the anode
tuned circuit (another piece of wire) and appears
across the load resistor, R12, for AF. With some lF
filtering by 013, it is coupled to the output valve.

But why is there a problem with minimum
volume? That is strong signals (EG: Virgin Radio)
still very loud with the volume control shorting all
diode detected audio to ground. Radio designers
Handbook, Chapter 21, by F. Langford Smith explains
that it is simply the valve being driven into a non-
linear region by large IF signals at its grid. This it
detects itself and passes audio straight through
to the output valve. Conventional detection is still
happening of course and a large AVC voltage swing
occurs (more than twice that of the model 29) but
is not effective enough to control the situation.

AWA’s answer, to what would not have been a
significant problem back in the thirties, was again
the Local / Distance switch. Then, transmitter
powers being so much less, the radio would have
been operated normally on the distant setting. Local
would only be used by some listeners, residing
near a transmitter, when they tuned to that.

On this, with the switch again putting in extra
cathode resistance for the first two valves, the bias
is virtually trebled. A different circuit arrangement
is used to the model 29, which gives a bias to
the GA? of 19V and 15V to the 606 so it does not
cut off. Practically, this increase i s  too severe and
makes the set very insensitive; therefore I added a
resistor, across the switch, of 3K3 Ohm. This makes
it much more usable and even foreign stations

Article continued on page 68



So you want to
build a wireless
using germanium
crystal triodes WW.
There is a far off twilight era that
has always fascinated me. It is that
obscure, sparsely documented,
misty period between the
announcement of the world’s first
practical crystal amplifying device,
in 1948 and the dawn of the
commercially available Transistor
Radio in Britain. If I had been
an average radio enthusiast or
constructor at that time then I
would have been coming to terms
with the new miniature all glass
valves, learning about the possibility
of new TV channels or reading about
how to incorporate strange FM
circuitry into the Domestic Wireless
set. However, if I had also followed
the accounts from America, since
its introduction, of this exotic device
called a Germanium Triode and had
been further tantalized by snippets
in the radio press referring to its
experimental production by British
companies and also harboured a
desire to build a circuit using it, what
would have been available to me
in terms of circuits or guidance?

History
First let us put down a few mileposts so we
can see exactly where we are in the scheme of
things. What had been officially announced in
June 1948 by Bell Telephone Laboratories was a
Point Contact Transistor: Journals subsequently
referred to it quaintly as a Germanium Triode or a
Crystal Valve. It had many drawbacks and wayward
characteristics but it worked and it paved the way
for other devices. Amongst early contenders in the
field in the UK. were British Thompson Houston
and G.E.C. both of which appear to have produced
point contact transistors in 1948 and there is new
evidence from France to challenge the Bell claim
that they were the sole inventors.* (see postscript)

In 1951 Shockley at Bell announced a working
junction transistor and the following year they were
available commercially in pilot quantities in the United
States. The junction transistor was a much more
predictable beast but its Achilles heel initially was its
poor frequency response. However research was going
on to overcome these difficulties and in late 1954 the
world’s first commercial transistor radio went on limited
sale in the USA and in March 1956 Britons could
buy the U.K’s'first transistor radio over the counter.

Echoes of another era
So we can see that for our enthusiast constructor
the period when he could build something that
wasn’t yet freely available in the shops would have
been that bit longer in Britain than in the States.
There are probably parallels to be drawn here with
the era of home construction that existed in the
1920’s but there are also important differences.
Whereas constructors in the 1920’s were served by
suppliers of valves, a stream of magazine designs
and even kits of parts, our enthusiast, prior to about
1956, would have faced a much more formidable
challenge with a dearth of available devices and
proven designs. The period after about 1957, when
manufacturer’s reject and surplus junction transistors
began to appear on the hobby market, through to
the early 1960’s is probably a more direct echo of the
construction boom of the 1920’s and early 1930’s.

What is a point contact transistor?
It is a descendant of the Cats Whisker crystal detector,
although the increase in the understanding of the
physics of semiconductors and the improvement in
purifying techniques required to make the leap to an
amplifying crystal was enormous. Two fine metal wires
make contact approximately .005 of an inch apart with
the surface of a very pure crystal of germanium which
has been carefully doped to provide an availability of
charge carriers. The transistor action takes place at
or close to the surface of the crystal. To complicate
things further the physics of operation have probably
never been completely explained while the devices
that were later manufactured probably operated
differently from the first experimental transistor at the
Bell labs. This is because of the adoption of ‘forming’
a technique which involved sending a brief but heavy
pulse of current through one whisker. This lightly
welded it to the surface and diffused material from the
whisker further into the crystal. The result is thought to
create a four layer device with a buried floating layer
(Fig. 1). In contrast a junction transistor has its layers
formed throughout the bulk volume of the crystal using
a variety of techniques with the rectifying barriers
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The finished receiver encased
in perspex

The period after
about 1957, when
manufacturer’s
reject and
surplus junction
transistors began
to appear on the
hobby market,
through to the
early 1960’s is
probably a more
direct echo of
the construction
boom of the
1920’s and
early 1930’s.
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The original experimental
receiver from the 1954 Wireless
Wortd article

I set about
researching some
suitable circuits
and references.
The earliest I
could find in a
British publication
turned out to be
in the January
1954 issue of
Wireless World.
It was an article
by BB. Bettridge
who worked for
the Osram Valve
and Electronics
Dept. of G.E.C.

between them relatively clearly defined and parallel.

Research
Now, to return to this unfulfilled and apparently
unrealisable ambition that I had nurtured for some time.
How could I put myself in the position of my imagined
pioneer constructor? The main requirement was to
find out what, if anything, might have been available
to an enthusiast outside the field of the professional
research paper or development lab application notes.

I set about researching some suitable circuits
and references. The earliest I could find in a British
publication turned out to be in the January 1954 issue
of Wireless World. It was an article by B.R. Bettridge
who worked for the Osram Valve and Electronics
Dept. of G.E.C. There was an earlier design available
in the American magazine Popular Science but this
was for essentially an amplified crystal set using the
point contact transistors as audio amplifiers. I will
return to the topic of other related home construction
designs later but for the moment the Wireless
World approach seemed to be the route to go.

Mr Bettridge presented two basic designs for
simple two transistor T.Fl.F. receivers using a detector
and an audio frequency amplifier stage surprisingly
feeding a loudspeaker directly. The second design was
the more complex of the two with an unusual reflex
arrangement where the second transistor doubled as
both a radio frequency and audio frequency amplifier.
Both claimed to use positive feedback applied
around the detector to improve gain and selectivity
since only one tuned circuit was used. I decided to
opt for the simpler two stage circuit which Bettridge
claimed was ‘sensitive enough to operate at its full
volume about 20 miles from a regional transmitter
using a small outdoor aerial’. This circuit was to
be the starting point for my attempts to recreate a
working receiver and is reproduced here (fig.2).

It is worthwhile pausing at this point and reflecting
on the low powers expected into the loudspeaker
and also on the reproduced curve for the GET 1
transistor. ‘20 mw input to the speaker’ with a 15
volt supply doesn’t sound like much so this radio if
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it worked was not going to be a room filler. I have
to admit feeling slightly sceptical that this two stage
circuit could drive a loudspeaker on anything other
than a powerful local station but enthusiasm and
faith in the redoubtable Mr Bettridge drove me on.

The Quest
Another major obstacle of course to the attainment of
my goal was the complete unavailability of any point
contact transistors. A perusal of the lists of various
suppliers of obsolete semiconductors and a visit to
the excellent website of Andrew Wylie ( Mr transistor
) convinced me that functioning GET 1 point contact
transistors were as rare as the proverbial hens’
teeth. Then what seemed like a breakthrough:
on browsing around the internet I came across
transistormuseum.com an amazing U.S. website
run by Jack Ward and devoted to the development
of the transistor. Although it was oriented mainly
towards the United States it included for me an
‘Aladdins Cave’, 3 Museum Store. In this virtual
store I found for sale, amongst other obsolete and
esoteric types, the 2N110, a point contact transistor
made in the 1950’s by Western Electric. This was the
manufacturing arm of Bell Telephone Laboratories and
these devices were apparently made as replacements
for the U.S. telephone system and the U.S. military. I
won’t even speculate what the latter used them for.
The package used is a later version of the original
Bell encapsulation and unfortunately is not like the
cylindrical G.E.C. type in the article. However it
was the holy grail, a potentially functioning point
contact transisitor and I ordered several of them.

Strange territory
You will notice in the original Wireless
World circuit some departures from what
later became standard practice.

Firstly both transistors are operated in grounded
base with signal fed in at the emitter. There are
probably several reasons for this. Operation of
transistors is theoretically improved close to their
cut off frequency in this mode and point contact
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transistors, unlike junction types, have an amplification
factor much greater than unity when operated this
way. However, it may also have just been convention
because the original 1947 experimental crystal of
germanium with two close proximity gold contacts
was arranged in a circuit like this at the Bell labs
when transistor action was first noted and the
early amplifiers were also configured like this.

Secondly the audio amplifier has its emitter biased
positive with respect to the base by a separate
reverse—connected 3v battery via a resistor. In fact the
receiver was designed to be fed from two tapped 9V
grid bias batteries in series using one of the taps to
provide the emitter bias. This is probably an example
of inertia in carrying on the practice of the development
lab. I didn’t understand why a potential divider across
the supply could not have been used to keep the 0.0.
base voltage negative with respect to the emitter as
in modern circuits. However I wanted my re-creation
to be as authentic as possible so I stuck with it.

Note also that the detector is transformer coupled
to the audio stage to maximize the transfer of signal.
The transformer provides a step down from the high
impedance at TR1 collector to the few hundred ohms
presented by TR2 emitter. The use of transformer
coupling and the separate bias batteries noted
above again provide a curious echo of the 1920’s.

Early experimenters
Aware from experience that magazine articles are
often followed by corrections I decided to check all the
Wireless World issues right through to the end of 1954.
This proved enlightening because although I found no
corrections or feedback from builders of Mr Bettridge's
receiver I did find references to other early circuits in
the correspondence pages. This gave me a glimpse
into a world of isolated early amateur experimenters
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who had managed to obtain a few of these exotic
devices and who were putting them to use as best
they could and I will return to this again shortly.

Getting started
I was now at the point where I could think about how
to approach the task. The best course of action, i
decided, was to build a small test circuit (fig.3) on
a piece of tag board for one stage at a time. I knew
from the mythology of point contact transistors that
their parameters could vary widely. One in particular,
alpha cutoff, (the frequency at which the current gain
in common base falls by 3 db relative to the gain at
100 kc/s) would obligingly have to occur at around
1.5 Mc/s or higher for regeneration to be possible in
the detector stage across the medium waveband.
To quote Mr Bettridge ‘those presently available in
this country have a nominal cutoff frequency of 250
kc/s - whilst some function at considerably higher
frequencies’. Success was not a forgone conclusion!

A lash—up based on the detector stage was put
together using a socket to enable transistors to be
changed and a meter placed in the negatlve supply.
The coil L was selected to be resonant across some
part of the medium waveband with the variable
capacitor values shown. The transformer although
not needed in the test set up to couple to the next
stage was included to function as an FLF. choke
so that positive feedback could be obtained from
collector to emitter when capacitor 02 was closed.
The variable resistor in the base is a curiosity. With
no apparent positive bias on the emitter the transistor
is cut off and we need a little emitter current to flow
in the absence of a signal to bring up the current
gain. Ah, but this is the strange world of point
contact transistors! According to the theory at the
time, leakage current from the collector through the
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Far left: Characteristic curves
for the GET 1 point contact
transistor

Fig 1: Theoretical explanation
for a typical point contact
transistor

Fig 2: The Wireless World
circuit by BR Bettridge.
The basis for the attempt
to recreate a point contact
transistor radio.

Fig 3: First test circuit tamed
on Bettridge's detector stage.
The choke and coupling
winding were added to achieve
oscillation

Aware from
experience that
magazine articles
are often followed
by corrections I
decided to check
all the Wireless
World issues
right through to
the end of 1954.
This proved
enlightening
because although
I found no
corrections or
feedback from
builders of Mr
Bettridge’s
receiver I did
find references
to other early
circuits in the
correspondence
pages.



Fig 4: Circuit from March 1954
Wireless World by Grey and
Karl Walter

Fig 5: \Mreless World circuit by
Lorin Knight

Fig 6: Wireless World C.W
transmitter and receiver circuit
by GSIEE

...l was fascinated
to be able to pick
up a signal from
the generator
and eventually
also from the
local BBC station
on an outdoor
length of wire.

bulk of the ‘n’ type crystal, which forms the base
contact, causes a small potential drop across the
base resistor which provides auto bias. To complicate
things further, too much resistance in the base can
lead to negative resistance effects and instability.
The base resistor is not shown in the first Wireless
World circuit but Bettridge says in the text that it
may be needed with some samples of device.

As a start and to get some feel for these things I
measured the collector current for two values of base
resistance for my three 2N110’s. I also used the circuit
to check for RF. oscillation. All these measurements
were taken with a 12 volt supply although for the
final circuit this would be incmased to 15 volts.

Device 1 R = 0; lc = 700micro A
Fl = 180 ohms; lc = 800micro A
No oscillation over 600 - 1500 Kc/s

Device 2 Ft = 0; lc = 550micro A
R = 180 ohms; lc = oscillating
between 1.3 and 1.5 milliamps
At approx. 2 cycles per second.
No oscillation over 600 - 1500 Kc/s

Device 3 Ft =0; lc = 300micro A
Fl = 180 ohms; lc = 300micro A
No oscillation over 600 - 1500 Kc/s

So you can see already the variability between
transistors and also, with device 2, a hint at the
negative resistance instability effect referred to earlier.

Trials and tribulations
There followed a period of modification and trial and
error, the goal of which was to produce RF. oscillation.
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It was also a period of frustration interspersed
with setbacks and false indications of success.

i found that the original transformer used was
leaking Fi.F. fed in from a generator, to earth, so I
placed a choke in series with it. Then i changed the
tap on the coil L for an auxiliary winding which gave
fighter coupling. Eventually, using this circuit and
device 2 coded 635 (manufactured 35th week 1956)
l achieved R.F. oscillation around 1400Kc/s at a
collector current of approximately 1.5 milliamps. There
was a brief moment of satisfaction as I listened to the
signal from this 49 year old point contact transistor.
However there was a problem. There is always a
problem! The oscillation could not be controlled
or reduced by using the normal variables of base
resistance or by reducing 02. After days of silence all
it wanted to do now was oscillate. With the transient
feeling of success already a thing of the past it was
time to do something else and come back to it later!

A few weeks afienivards I returned to it with
fresh enthusiasm. in order to temporarily monitor
its performance as a detector i had coupled the
transformer into a commercial audio output stage
feeding a small speaker. I finally achieved stable
positive feedback below oscillation level by removing
the base resistor Fl and increasing the value of
collector resistor R2 to 8.2Kohms. Actually to say
‘stable' would be stretching the Trades Description Act
a bit but I was now entering a new phase of euphoria
and I was fascinated to be able to pick up a signal
from the generator and eventually also from the local
BBC station on an outdoor length of wire. So much
was I fascinated by this that l was happy to accept the
fact that the point of optimum feedback seemed to ‘
vary with the phases of the moon and the number of
birds on the roof! When the signal became too strong



or a burst of interference occurred there would be a
click and the circuit would go into oscillation. After this
there was a strong hysteresis effect, requiring C2 to be
closed by quite an amount, to quench oscillation. Then
it occurred to me; increasing the value of the feedback
capacitor to reduce oscillation is the exact opposite of
what you would expect to happen with a conventional
transistor in this circuit. Since the signal at the collector
is 'in phase’, feeding more of it back through CZ
shOuld encourage oscillation. The signal being fed
back here had to be in ‘anti phase’. The strange world
of the point contact transistor had struck again!

OK. So what did it matter? The thing worked
after a fashion and CZ controlled reaction even if
it did it in reverse! Well, the only thing that niggled
me was the following quote from Bettridge about
his circuit ‘The introduction of reaction to improve
gain and selectivity is delightfully easy and the
trimmer between the collector and tuned circuit
is all that is required in view of the lack of phase
reversal’. I wanted to know what was going on.

Revised Theory -
This gives me the opportunity for another minor but
relevant digression. I mentioned earlier correspondence
in the pages of Wireless World triggered by Bettridge’s
original article. A strange interesting circuit was
submitted in March 1954 by W Grey Walter and Karl
Walter who gently chided Mr Bettridge for being too
cautious in his approach to feedback and claimed
that their own single point contact circuit had received
stateside signals at night on a ‘tree aerial’into
headphones. Can this be taken seriously? Later in
May 1954 Loran Knight submitted an even simpler
circuit, claiming that The Walter circuit was needlessly
complex while an article from Mr A Cockle GSIEE, in
the same issue, gave a fascinating account of one
of the earliest transistor Amateur Radio transmitters
using a crystal controlled point contact transistor. l’ve
reproduced the circuits here as figs. 4, 5 and 6. While
I don’t believe the Walters understood completely how
their circuit worked, I believe they all demonstrate in
one way or another the use of negative resistance
oscillation in the point contact transistor. in fact
A Cockle describes his circuit as using, ‘ the well
known negative resistance base oscillator principle’.
The Bettridge circuit that I was using, as far as l was
concerned, was functioning in the same manner.

I now believed I had an explanation for the
detectors’ unexpected behaviour and that results
were potentially promising enough to move to the
next stage, adding the point contact audio amplifier.

The flnal hurdle
The audio stage was fairly straightforward and
in readiness for the final receiver the supply was
increased to the recommended 15 volts by means of
10 HP7 cells..The only deviation from Mr Bettridge’s
circuit was that the emitter bias was supplied by
two HP7 cells in a holder fed through a 5K pot
instead of a fixed resistor. This allowed me to set
the optimum emitter bias current. The stage was
tested in isolation as l slowly reduced the value of
the 5K pot and amazingly there was a little peak in
the background noise as the audio tone from the
generator peaked up in the speaker. It was not for
the hard of hearing and there was some distortion
but at least this stage was behaving as it should.
With about 800 microamps emitter bias the collector
was passing 2.5 milliamps. Almost textbook stuff.

It was at this point that things really began to
‘ go wrong. When the two parts of the circuit were

connected together I encountered a low frequency
instability problem like a trigger effect pulsing at about
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Above: Test set-up for early versions of circuit.

once per second. I reverted to the commercial audio Above: The final 'breamoard’
amp and all was well. I changed back to the 2N110 Circuit With separate emitter
output stage and it pulsed again. All the point contact bias W93-

demons had returned! Listening on another receiver it
was obvious that the circuit was pulsing in and out of
HF. oscillation irrespective of any setting of 02. There
had been hints of this previously and of course it harks
back to the initial instability with device number 2.
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Right: The finished mcei'ver with
a few period pieces.

Below: Western Electric
2N110’s. Code shows that the
device on left was made on the
31st week of 1956.

Mr Bettridge’s
miracle was
housed in a
Perspex case.
In the early 50’s
this hinted at
modernity and
atomic age
technology and
had the added
advantage that
you could look
inside and go,
‘IoDk, no valves’.

Negative resistance oscillators can respond at many
frequencies if circuit constants are right and can couple
through common impedances along supply lines.

I did seriously consider giving up at this stage
and taking up heavy drinking. What I did do was
go on holiday for several days and come back to it
with dogged determination. Additional Ft.F. bypass
capacitors were added in case the audio stage
thought it was an RF. oscillator as well. Putting
these in the wrong place such as across the output
made matters worse. However, attempts to further
tame the detector by placing a damping resistor
across the aerial coil coupling winding to TH and
increasing the value of the collector resistor eventually
produced results. The value of both was determined
by experiment and is shown on the final circuit
diagram. A variable resistor of 5K was included in
series with the collector resistor, which was now
15K. This made the collector voltage adjustable
since it was obvious it was an important parameter
in keeping things stable. The final circuit (fig.7) looks
a bit different to Mr Bettridge’s because it has had
to evolve but I hope it is in the spirit of the original.

At long last, months after putting solder to iron,
I was able to listen to the sound of a radio station
coming from a speaker courtesy of two small devices
of the type that had ushered in the transistor era
in a circuit that was hopefully not too dissimilar
to those available to the early enthusiasts.

High fashion
Mr Bettridge’s miracle was housed in a Perspex
case. In the early 50’s this hinted at modernity
and atomic age technology and had the added
advantage that you could look inside and go, ‘Iook,
no valves’. It was therefore essential that even a
partial replica should be in a similar case and use
similar construction techniques. The problem was
that the illustrations of the receiver in Wireless World
appeared to show a variant of his more complex
circuit. However by careful scrutiny it was possible
to deduce basic dimensions from such facts as
the use of a three and a half inch speaker.
He also described the use of a construction technique
using stiff wire buses anchored to short sections
of wire sealed into the Perspex after heating with
a soldering iron. So by using these facts and with
a little knowledge of other components that would
have been readily available at the time, a radio
could be put together similar to one a reader of
Mr Bettridge’s article might have produced.
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Components
There was no component list or detailed layout
in Wireless World so this was obviously meant
for the more resourceful constructor, or the
more foolhardy depending on your point of view.
Modifications to take account of what was available
at the time would have been normal. Guidance
was given for some of the components; for others
the specification is vague or non existent. ‘

The coupling transformers specified were hearing
aid types by Multitone and were actually very small
for their day. The important parameters were a high
primary impedance and a step down ratio of about
5:1. I used an Eagle type P631M from Maplin (prim.
resistance 1K., impedance 20K. sec. resistance 50
ohm. impedance 1K. ) for T1 and a miniature 9v mains
transformer, same source, for T2. This has nearly
4Kohms primary resistance and works well. Attempts
to use two of the Eagle transformers produced
instability, probably because of coupling through
identical inductances. Soto make life simple, ldidn’tl

in the Wireless World article the tuning coil is a
'Weyrad’ type with tuning slug and a tap one fifth
from the earthy end. Not having one of these i used a.
small wave wound medium wave local oscillator coil
on a paxolin former of the type Pye employed in their
fifties transistor radios. it has a main winding of 175
turns tapped and a coupling winding of 35 turns.

The reaction capacitor used by Bettridge was a
form of preset but the detail of this was not clear from
the photographs. Since I was going for limited tuning
and more control of the wayward reaction I used two
ceramic base variables with open vanes, of the type
common at the time, one of 150pf for reaction and one
of 50pf for tuning. Two 150pf’s would have been better
but these were what I had to hand. The solid dielectric
‘Dilecon’ type would also have been suitable for the
period but the smaller metal framed variables had yet
to appear with the first commercial transistor radios.

Electrolytic capacitors were the physically
biggest axials I could get. i had some new old
stock types and with the plastic sheath removed
they looked about right although still too small.

For Fi.F. bypass I used some good wax paper
tubulars that I had saved although i was a bit worried
they would have higher inductance and trigger the
dreaded instability again because I had used disc
ceramics in the test lash up. The tubulars will not be
subjected to the same high voltage stress that they
would in a valve radio and provided the wax is not
degraded they shouldn’t absorb too much moisture
which at worst would incmase their capacitance.
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l tried to use one watt or half watt carbon
composition resistors and fairly stiff uncovered
interconnecting wire. The 2N110 holders were made
from cut down integrated circuit sockets. For the
holder leadouts l used salvaged lacquered fabric wire.
No coloured PVC connections in this 1954 replica!

Final Construction
Construction of the case was relatively uneventful
using offcuts of 3mm thick Perspex. Pins for
anchoring were made from short lengths of stiff
wire inserted with pliers and a 30W iron. All drilling
on the front face: the fixing in place of the supply
bus wires and the soldering of most components
was done before the side pieces were fixed in
place to facilitate ease of construction. The side
pieces were superglued on although in the original
they were screwed on using thicker Perspex.

lnevitably there are differences in the finished
layout compared to the Wireless World radio
since two variable capacitors now have to be
accommodated. Bettridge’s original layout had
used a high value variable resistor as an attenuator
in the aerial input. I wasn’t using this method
of signal control. Instead I was using a variable
resistor in the collector of TR1 to give coarse
reaction adjustment, so this replaced Mr Bettridge's
attenuator at the lower left comer of the front panel.

Setting-up and resufts
The receiver has a couple of idiosyncrasies. It appears
to need to warm up! After switch on I often find
that sufficient reaction is difficult to obtain at any
combination of settings or only occurs at minimum
setting of CZ. Immediate adjustment of the controls to
provide a satisfactory signal will result in the receiver
bursting into oscillation after a short time. In practice
it is best to leave it for a minute or two after applying
power and then adjust VR1 to just below oscillation
point with CZ at mid travel before finding the optimum
setting of CZ and resetting the tuning. I put this
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effect down to the base leakage current through the
germanium crystal which heats up slightly increasing
the leakage further until equilibrium is achieved. The
temperature dependence is exacerbated by the auto
bias technique used, optimum reaction always being
affected by large ambient temperature change.

A second effect concerns the stable tuning range
of the receiver. In a sense this is common to most
simple regenerative receivers but is more pronounced
here with instability increasingly difficult to control
as the tuning capacitor is closed. There may be
an optimum ratio between the tuning capacitor
and CZ so that for tuning in a station at the low
end of the band it may be better to increase the
coil inductance by means of its tuning slug.

While we are on the subject of regenerative
receivers I am reminded of Captain P.P. Eckersley's
warning of the 1920’s on the subject of radiating
howls, ‘Please don’t do it!’. I would like to
assure you that no neighbouring radios were
assailed during these adjustments and that
the aerial was temporarily disconnected!

From a performance point of view this radio
is not loud and it also suffers from a continuous
background hiss, although even that is not loud.
Tuned to the 100kW BBC Radio Ulster 35 miles
away and fed with about 35 ft of aerial and no earth
it is possible to follow programme content quite
well in a quiet room, particularly on speech. Music
is a bit more problematical because of distortion
which is most obvious when the circuit is at its most
unstable point just below oscillation. If detector
reaction is backed off a little things improve but there
is a trade off between output level and distortion.
A bigger diameter speaker would give improved
acoustic coupling with these meagre output levels.

Some readers will be familiar with the illustration of
the 1951 experimental receiver by GEC which appears
in the book ‘The Set Makers’. Close inspection of
this seems to indicate that it is a TFlF receiver. RCA
and some other American companies demonstrated

L



However it now
appears that
two German
physicists,
Herbert F Matare
and Heinrich
Weiker, working
at Westinghouse
research
labs in Paris,
independently
and without-
knowledge of
the Bell results,
fabricated a
working device
very similar
to Bardeen
and Bratain’s
Transistor in about
February of 1948.

experimental Point Contact superhet receivers prior to
1953 but it is not difficult to appreciate why equipment
manufacturers did not see the Point Contact transistor
as having a future in mass produced domestic radios.
Telephone networks, tone oscillators and computer
switching circuits provided a home for many of these
early Point Contact transistors but a superhet receiver
was altogether a different proposition requiring a local
oscillator to work reliably over a wide frequency range
and several l.F. amplifiers to provide stable gain without
tricky setting up adjustments. A further consideration
was that all these devices were literally hand
assembled and the process didn’t lend itself to mass
production which was going to keep unit costs high.

Summary
The Bettridge circuit proved not to work for me
exactly as described using conventional regenerative
feedback. This is not because Mr Bettridge was a
chaflatan, indeed the circuit probably arose from
the GEC development lab, but is most likely due
to the slightly different characteristics of the 2N110
compared to the GET1. Then again all these early
devices differed, so possibly some samples of the
GET1 did in fact display the negative resistance effects
noted. It is certainly obvious that other enthusiasts at
that time were using this principle in their own circuits.

I have carried out some further experiments using
additional 2N110s and although these are not
yet complete it is clear that for someone trying to
replicate this circuit it would not be easy. it is however
not impossible and is a challenge for anyone who
is prepared to investigate these circuits while the
devices are still available. Perhaps also this account
will trigger memories for someone who recalls these
early circuits or who actually built them or who
remembers someone who did. i t  would be very
satisfying to hear of their experiences either direct
or through these pages and to further add to our
knowledge of the early transistor experimenters.

I mentioned earlier other available construction
articles and the following is a brief sample.

Radio Constructor March 1956; ‘The Transistorette’,
a ‘portable’ designed for use with a short
throw out aerial! Essentially an amplified
germanium diode detector feeding a
speaker. Uses early junction transistors.

Radio Constructor December 1956; ‘The
Eavesdropper’, a personal TRF receiver using
an early surplus RF junction transistor.

Radio Constructor August 1957; A superhet
using white and red spot transistors and the
Pye intermediate frequency of 315 kcs.

Postscript“
Two people deserve acknowledgement in connection
with this article; Jack Ward who supplied the
transistors and encouragement, and Andrew Wylie who
supplied additional information. i am also indebted
to Andrew Wylie for some potentially important new
historical facts that came to light after i started this
article. i have decided to do justice to them here rather
than include it in the narrative of the introduction.

The first Bell transistor operated in the lab just
before Christmas 1947 but Bell decided not to publicly
announce it until June 1948. The production of a
point contact device in the UK. by both BTH and
GEC before the end of the same year is perhaps not
so surprising since both were involved in wartime
radar crystal detector work. These organizations had
expertise in purifying germanium and could have
replicated the results announced by Bell quite soon
afterwards. What we don't know is whether they were
carrying on any similar research themselves prior to
this. There is an interesting photograph of a wedge
shaped point contact device ascribed to BTH in
1948 in the book Crystal Rectifiers and Transistors.

However it now appears that two German physicists,
Herbert F Matare and Heinrich Weiker, working at
Westinghouse research labs in Paris, independently
and without knowledge of the Bell results, fabricated
a working device very similar to Bardeen and Bratain’s
Transistor in about February of 1948. They called
their Point Contact amplifier the Transistron and its
significance was almost immediately celebrated in
the French press although Westinghouse were slow
to follow it up with a patent. Had they done so they
could have pre empted Bell’s June announcement for
which Bardeen and Bratain shared the Nobel Prize.
Perhaps in time we may come to regard Matare and
Walker as co—inventors along with the Bell team
unless some further revelations come to light!

Andrew is very fortunate to have one of these
rare Transistrons and the IEEE are excited enough
to have commissioned a special article on its
development “How Europe missed the transistor”.
i would recommend those interested to visit
Andrew Wylie’s website where a fuller account
complete with photographs can be obtained.

Bibliography
Crystal Rectifiers and Transistors; edited M.G.
Say, published by Newnes 1954.

Transistors and Crystal Diodes, What They Are And
How To Use Them; author B.R. Bettridge, first published
by Norman Price 1954. (Published after the Wireless
World article and obtained before this piece was
finished at Andrew Wylie’s recommendation).

Handbook of Semiconductor Electronics; edited od P.
Hunter, published by Mo Grew Hill sec. Edition 1961.

Ray Kelly,
an obituary
Ray Kelly, the founder of the Historical Radio Society
of Australia, passed away on Saturday November 19th
2005 at the age of 84.

Ray chaired the inaugural meeting of the Society in
1982 and from that time threw himself into the various
tasks needed to run the organisation. He held various
Committee positions including Secretary, Newsletter
Editor and President.

Since 1991 he concentrated on maintaining the
Society’s Archives and running the members’ circuit ‘
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diagram service.
He spent many hundmds of hours researching

his files for information to help members with their
restoration projects and handled these tasks right up to
the time of his passing.

His passing is a great loss to members of the HRSA
and the Vintage Radio fraternity generally.

Warwick Woods. (Pmident, HRSA).
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LOtus ‘ 3  Valve, Band Pass, AC
All Electric Receiver’ mama...
As far as I know, Lotus Radios were made in Mill Lane Liverpool, from the late
19203 until the mid thirties. Exactly how many models and how many sets
they produced, and how wideSpread were their sales, I am not sure. Maybe
one of the members can tell us. The example of their mains 3 valve plus
metal rectifier receiver l have, is a well made 3 valve TRF of the early 303.

The interesting thing is that with this radio, which
i bought as part of a “job lot” of old sets from a
shop in Haslemere, Surrey, had the original bill of
sale tucked away inside the set. From this I know
it was purchased on the tenth of September 1932,
from a shop called “Radio House” in Freeman
Street, Grimsby, for the sum of 18 Guineas, by
a Mr Womack of 2 Clee Villas, Grimsby.

Radio! Radio! has a picture of the set on page
124 and the price as 215. 15s. 0d in 1931, but
I wonder whether the Band Pass set with its 3
tuned circuits came out later and cost more.
The serial number of the set is A3000. Was
this set the first of this model produced?
The receiver is divided into a main chassis of
spot welded steel painted black, and the power
supply, built around the speaker on the baffle
board. The two are connected by an 8 way lead
which screws onto a terminal strip beside the

speaker. The Magnavox moving coll speaker
magnet is energised by the HT current, in what is
commonly known as “mains energised” mode.

When I first acquired the set, 2 of the valves
were the wrong type, but these may have been
fitted during the war when replacement valves were
hard to come by. The condition of the set was very
good for its age, and since the main smoothing
condensers were paper ‘sealed by bitumen in a can’
types and not electrolytics, they still retained their
original capacity values and were not leaky. The 8UP
electrolytic on the main chassis, although apparently
good, I replaced with a small modern one underneath,
leaving the original in place for appearances. The
full wave metal rectifiers also still worked, even
if their output was a little lower than normal.
Perhaps this was to be expected after over 60
years. Most of the wiring is blue systoflex sleeved
20 SWG copper. but the rubber covered wiring had
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I would be
interested to hear
from any other
owners of this
model of a Lotus,
as l have never
seen another
at a sWapmeet,
so it must be
pretty rare.

deteriorated, and I had to replace some that was
dangerous, including of course the mains lead.
i don’t fully understand the “band pass” input
stage, which means the set has a three gang tuning
capacitor. Hopefully I have drawn the circuit correctly.
The aerial input winding is on the same coil former
as the first tuned circuit. There are 4 options for the
aerial; direct to the coil, via a small series capacitor
or “mains aerial” through an isolating capacitor
to either of the two. I imagine 2 tuned circuits on
the input to the screened grid valve must improve
selectivity. Gain control is by bias to the cathode
of the first stage (called volume), and there is
reaction by feedback from the detector anode.

The all purpose 4 position rotary switch is a
marvel of mechanical engineering. It consists of an

insulated rod on which are mounted brass bridges
which make contact with spring fingers mounted
below. These switch between long and medium wave
coil windings or connect the pick up socket to the
input of the detector valve. A cam at the and also
flicks a toggle switch to turn the mains to the set on
and off, and there is separate dial lamp switching
for gramophone mode. However apart from a good
clean of all switch contacts including the valve bases,
nothing else was needed except 2 valves and the 8uf
smoothing electrolytic to make the set work again.
The receiver had obviously been kept in a dry well
ventilated area, as the wooden cabinet showed no
signs of distress or deterioration, and just needed
polishing to bring it back to original condition.

I have found over the years that old radios I have
restored usually fall into two categories. They are
either in very good condition for their age and only
need little work to bring them back to life, or they
may at first sight appear to be all right, but in fact
need almost everything replacing to restore them to
anything like an acceptable working standard. These
are the ones with open circuit coils and transformers,
leaky capacitors, high value resistors, broken
valve bases, worn switches, missing parts etc.

The Lotus is a very handsome radio which works
quite well, though of course its selectivity is not as
good as a superhet on a crowded medium wave
band, and it has no AVC to cope with stations
of widely differing signal strength. i would be
interested to hear from any other owners of this
model of a Lotus, as l have never seen another
at a swapmeet, so it must be pretty rare.



The McMichael
367 Suitcase
Por tab le  Bya'ucrant

This restoration project was an
impulse buy from one of the early
NVCF’s. An interesting suitcase
portable from the golden age built
in the mid 1930’s. This one was a
partly dismantled kit of parts lurking
under a table. A lot of the cabinet
furniture appeared to be missing and
the case was in two parts with the
hinges removed. Obviously someone
else’s abandoned restoration project.
Further investigation revealed a
polythene bag inside containing the
missing bits. Not being able to resist
a good puzzle it was purchased
for the price of a pile of parts.

The first job was to get the two halves of the
case cleaned and put back together. The case
itself was in good condition and cleaned up
quite nicely. A good scrub with a paint brush
with the bristles cut short, to about half an inch
long or so and a drop of foam cleaner. This gets
the grime out of the texture of the leatherette;
then followed with some wax furniture polish.

The hinges, catches, handle mounting plates and
feet had been removed and were located in the bag of
bits. Unfortunately all a bit rusty, a trip to my friendly
local electro-plating firm confirmed my suspicion that
they were too rusty to re—plate in nickel, the finish I
assumed they were originally. (I get the impression that
l relieve some of their boredom with my odd requests).
The plating chap suggested zinc, this would fill the
pitting, stop the rust and give a reasonably bright
finish. Agreeing to this I collected these parts a few
days later and to my horror found they were now a
bluish metallic colour with all the charm of a galvanized
bucket. The planned coat of colour correcting
lacquer over the top of this wasn’t going to work.
While trying to think of a way to disguise this, I looked
up this set in Radio! Radio! to get an idea of what they
should look like and found that they were originally
matt or satin black to match the leatherette of the
case. Problem solved, they were sprayed satin black
and looked as good as new. The zinc plating had
done its job and all the pitting had disappeared.

The cabinet furniture was all fitted back into the
cabinet with a mix of countersunk bolts and bifurcated
rivets. This odd mix was deduced from the drilled
out bits in the bottom of the bag and the holes that
they fitted in the case. The rivet and bolt heads were
touched in with a paintbrush after fitting, with some
of the spray paint sprayed into the lid of can.
Bifurcated rivets have become much easier to
obtain of late, available in a lot more of the hobby
shops and most of the big DIY stores. They are
also available in a much wider variety of sizes.
This makes restoration work a bit easier as
these rivets were very popular in the 1930’s.

The aerial coils and speaker in the lid
were found to be undisturbed and the whole
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Above: Inside the lid. Below: The speaker and transformer
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assembly only was removed to be checked out
and the drilled—out hinge rivets replaced.

The good look round before the removal of the
speaker panel paid off as the whole assembly is
held in place by four semi-domed countersunk
screws, with cup washers, through the side of the
case. These screw into the front frame of the frame
aerial, removing the front speaker panel screws
first. Pulling the panel forward as usual for a suit
case set would have pulled off the connecting wires
inside, so this possible damage was avoided.

At this stage I started to draw a circuit diagram
as I couldn’t find a copy of one in any of the usual
places: always handy even if just for future reference
when you can’t remember what you did last time.

The speaker cloth was original, undamaged
and relatively clean. The bezel was intact with
all of its screws still present. The aerial windings
were in excellent condition, the coils are wound
with single cotton covered wire on a reasonably
well made wooden frame and were all in good
order. There was no evidence of any green spot
or damp damage and only I needed the number
of turns to count for the circuit diagram.

The speaker and output transformer are encased
in a black cotton bag which had become very
fragile with age. I opened this very carefully in
order to inspect the speaker and check the type
and make, I wish I hadn’t as this cloth bag tore as
I undid the draw-string; it was much more fragile
than I had first thought and almost untouchable.
The speaker cone could be inspected from this side
without removing the speaker from the front panel;
all was in good order. I measured the speaker speech
coil and transformer DC resistances, making notes for
the circuit diagram. After taking a few photographs I
managed to partially hide the tear in the folds when
the opening was re-gathered and tied, then the
whole assembly was re-fitted in the lid before I did
any more damage to the speaker bag. Fortunately
this will be unseen when fully assembled but it
would have been nice to have left it undamaged.

This set seems to have a mixture of old and new
circuit techniques, being a regenerative TRF using
a variometer for reaction more like a 1920’s set
rather than the Superhet expected in the mid 1930’s.
The AF stages are two transformer coupled HL2
triodes and an LP2 output triode also of the older
1920’s technology, at the same time employing a
moving coil speaker instead of a moving iron type
usually found in this kind of set and a Pentode in
the RF stage, again more typical of the 1930’s.

The moving coil speaker has a speech coil of 3
Ohms as expected, driven by an output transformer
with an RC top out circuit, possibly an early example
of this tone correction that later became the norm.
The grid bias voltages are provided by resistor
network in the negative HT line, also a modern feature
for this style of set, dispensing with the grid bias
battery. Other unusual features of this set include
three separate tuning scales driven by a single drive
cord. A horizontal one in the center has two scales
marked in meters for medium and long waves and
two vertical scales to the left and right of this with
medium and long wave station names. There’s a logo
pilot lamp on the front of the case, very unusual for a
battery set but a nice feature regardless of the 0.3A
drain on the accumulator as it’s on the whole time
and it doesn’t even illuminate the tuning scales.

l toyed with the idea of replacing it with a .1 Amp
type but left it unchanged as battery drain wasn’t
going to be a problem and to keep it original.

The anode tuning coil has a reaction
variometer in it’s centre, the grid tuning
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few pf’s on the relatively wide bandwidth of a TRF set.
The volume potentiometer and reaction

variometer are also ganged: the volume control shaft
passes through the centre of the potentiometer
to the variometer which rotates inside the anode
tuning coil. This volume/reaction control is
scaled from 1 to 10 but goes into self oscillation
after about 7 with a fresh set of batteries.

The main components of this set are all mounted
on an aluminium chassis behind the front panel more
like a 50’s set than a 30’s. With the valves removed all
components checked ok. There were a few capacitors
that were slightly leaky (megohms) but not enough
worry about. The resistors are the carbon rod types
encased inside a ceramic tube, still using the “Body,
Tip and Spo ” colour coding. The next generation
of resistors were the same type but band coded.

There was a wire solder joint broken away
from the wave change-on/off switch; this was

Above: The Works

Left: Aerial coils

coils being the frame aerial i n  the lid.
The anode and grid tuning capacitors of the RF

valve are ganged together; the anode section is fitted
with a trimmer. This balances the two gangs and really
improves the sensitivity. It doubled the number of
stations received when tweaked for maximum output,
this was a much greater effect than I expected from a

soldered back on but tended to be pulled off
with opening and closing of the chassis panel
and needed the cable clamp loosening to allow
movement and avoid a re-occurrence. The solder
joint also became much stronger after the switch
contacts and solder tags were cleaned.

The wave-change switch was quite heavily



Above: Under the Chassis

Above right: The Variometer

Right: The Anode Tuning Coils

Far right: The Wavechange
Switch

The moving coil
speaker makes
all the difference;
you could listen
to this set all day.

oxidized and was cleaned with some carburettor
cleaner on a small stiff artist’s paint brush, this was
done very carefully as this solvent is excellent at
cleaning off oxidation but has a tendency to melt
most kinds of plastic or spoil any paint, so the area
around the switch was stuffed with tissue paper
to soak up any suplus during this operation.

With everything looking good, a set of re-
stuffed HT and LT batteries were fitted and the
set switched on. An instant rush of loud crackling
ensued from the speaker and got very much
worse when any of the valves were touched. On
inspection the valve pins appeared to have a
greasy film over them so they were cleaned with
solvent along with the holders ( I used lighter fuel
in this case, the liquid kind). This did the trick and
the set proved to be quite lively; many stations on
both bands and of good strength and quality.

The moving coil speaker makes all the
difference; you could listen to this set all day.

The battery cover was missing and wave change
knob was the wrong type. A rummage through my
knobs box found the right type of knob but on the
volume one the “volume” decal was very faint and
faded into nothing so the rest of it was removed by
rubbing it on some wet-n—dry on a flat bench and then
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re-polishing with Brasso. I’m sure the right knob will
turn up eventually as l have seen them while looking
for other knobs, they’re not that rare. I think the same
knobs are used on several models of McMichael sets.

I don’t expect a battery cover to turn up,
although I could make a new one as it’s only
plywood but decided to show off my re-filled
original batteries and left it without one.

Finding and restoring some original batteries
was another project on its own. The HT battery is
a portable 61 type I purchased with another set of
this period. It has a list of makes and models it’s
used in on the end, all from the 30’s so although
it didn’t come with this set it’s the correct type.

The innards were removed and a new stiff cardboard
lower box was made, copying the original, This was
part filled with a tailor—made block leaving a gap at
the top of an inch or so for 10 PP3 batteries. The
cement block was cast in a makeshift wooden frame
made to measure and when fully dry, was painted
with some left-over emulsion paint to seal the rough
surface and stop it dusting. (The small amount of
cement required was left over from a fence post repair,
I knew it would come in handy one dayl). This got
the weight about right and made it feel much more
realistic. l have found that many battery sets need the
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battery weight to be about right or the centre of gravity
is wrong and they hang lop-sided when carried.

A piece of hardboard was cut to size to fit in this
top gap. The original top cover was then fitted and
the hardboard marked through the terminal holes.
Two brass terminals were made by wrapping some
thin brass sheet around a small screw driver, forming
a tube about half an inch long and an eighth in
diameter. Two holes were drilled in the hardboard
where marked and these manufactured terminals
fitted. They were held in place by a small puddle of
rapid setting Araldite, later painted black to resemble
the original pitch. A square piece of thick corrugated
cardboard was glued to the top of hardboard in the
center, to support the centre of the lid and stop the
brass terminals protruding too far though the holes. All
that was left was to fit the 10 PP3 batteries. 10 battery
connectors were wired in series and soldered to the
terminals under the hardboard (5p each from Maplins)
and then the batteries were fitted between the block
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Far left: The pilot lamp

Left: The pilot lamp fitting
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installed
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and the hardboard top, filling the gap exactly. When
all the PP3's are fitted it pays to handle the assembly
with care as you can get a good tingle from 90 volts.

The accumulator is a non-spill celluloid type,
also from another set of this period. The one used
has “Miss Goodwin" scratched on it, presumably
by the shop that recharged it, an interesting “user
mark”. I find this kind of evidence that it was
owned and used by someone adds to its historical
interest. There’s nothing like a few “user marks” to
enhance its history when you bring it back to life.

Again the innards were removed and replaced.
The top was prized off with a pen knife, the original
glue was very old and gave up quite easily (i think
they only used camphor to glue the celluloid). The
disintegrating plates and their debris were disposed
of and the inside thoroughly washed out. I found a
small 2 volt gel filled accumulator in a model shop:
this was about the right size and shape (they use them
for starting glow plug engines). This one was bright
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The accumulator
is a non-spill
celluloid type,
also from another
set of this period.
The one used has
“Miss Goodwin”
scratched on it,
presumably by
the shop that
recharged it,
an interesting
“user mark”.



Right: Drawing of the circuit
diagram

Below: LT Accumulator

Far right, centre: Cardboard
base. with block

Far right, above text:
Hardboard with terminals

Far right, bottom:
Manufacturers tape

There’s a piece of
the manufacturer’s
brown paper
sticky tape that
appears to be
randomly stuck
to the bottom
of the case, its
mostly stuck
quite fast and I
don’t know why
it’s there, it’s not
covering anything!
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orange so I sprayed it with gray primer to resemble
the lead plates and painted brown strips on the ends
to resemble the original wooden plate separators.
The tops of the plates were originally covered with
some sort of perforated insulating material. This
resembled Vera-board (a prototype printed circuit
board also available from Maplins) so that’s what I
used in its place, sprayed matt black to match the
original. The connecting wires were passed through
holes drilled in this Vero-board and soldered on to
the original terminals on the top; this hid the wires
and inside terminals quite nicely. The top was then
replaced and held in place with some clear Sellotape
(just in case I need to get inside it again). The new
innards looked quite good through the clear celluloid.

The battery compartment contains a bit of
an unsolved mystery. There’s a piece of the
manufacturer’s brown paper sticky tape that appears
to be randomly stuck to the bottom of the case, it’s
mostly stuck quite fast and I don’t know why it’s
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there. it’s not covering anything! I can only assume
it’s been there since manufacture. Where else would
anyone else get “McMichael” branded sticky tape ?
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Perdio PR29
‘ M aai r ,  by Paul Stennlng

I had one of these sets, in a light
purple case, when I was a child.
My grandfather gave it to me, and
eventually it stopped working and
I pulled it to pieces, as kids do.

I was keen to get hold of another
one, so I put a request on my
website. Pete Roberts contacted
me, and offered to send me
his set so I could look at it and
make an offer. We came to an
agreement and the set was mine.

This set is a different colour to the one I had
previously, but I have never seen any of these sets
at vintage radio swapmeets and fairs, so they may
be fairly rare now (probably because many were
thrown away when they went wrong years ago).

The set is a small MW/LW model using the
infamous AF117 transistors. The four AA size batteries
fit in holders on the PCB in a neat square around
the speaker magnet. Edge operated volume and
tuning controls are on the right side and external
aerial/earth and earphone sockets on the left.

Condition
The cabinet was cracked in the top right corner, but
was otherwise complete. It was originally a pale grey
colour but has become discoloured over the years.
The areas that were not exposed to light (such as
underneath the handle) are still the original colour.

I initially thought this was dirt, but although the set
was very dirty, the discolouring seems to be the actual
pigment in the plastic (rather like cream panels on
photocopiers and fax machines become yellowed over
time). The discolouring is very even, which is fortunate.

The tuning drive cord was missing. The pieces
were in a plastic bag inside the set, which is fortunate
because they would be quite difficult to copy. The
off/waveband slide switch was broken, although
it could be provoked into working. The indicator
piece that shows through a window below the
switch to indicate the waveband was missing.

AF1 17 Transistor
When I first received the set I put some batteries
In it and it worked (with the waveband switch
wiggled to make it connect). It could not be tuned
due to the missing drive cord, but happened to
be tuned to receive a BBC local station. However
when I came to repair it, it had stopped working.

With the back off, | tapped the cases of the
AF117 transistors with a screwdriver. Tapping
the uppermost AF117 got it working, but only
temporarily. AF117 type transistors are notorious
for developing internal short circuits between
the case and one of the other connections.

To dismantle this set, three screws are removed,
then the PCB is carefully lifted out at an angle
to allow the controls to clear their holes in the
case. The speaker leads are a reasonable length
and don’t need to be disconnected. The aerial
and earth sockets are connected by short leads,
which are soldered to the PCB and clip onto
the sockets. These had already dropped off!

The offending AF117 was unsoldered and checked
with a meter. It did indeed show short-circuit
between collector and case. Andy Emmerson’s
“Electronic Classics" book suggests that the
short circuit can be blown away by discharging
a 50uF capacitor charged to 50V across it.
There was nothing to lose, so I gave it a try.

I linked the E, B and C leads of the transistor
together and discharged the capacitor between this
and the case connection. There was a small spark as
the leads touched for the first time and the capacitor
discharged. Touching the leads for a second time
produced no spark, suggesting that it had worked.

Before refitting I checked the transistor using
my transistor tester. Alternatively the diode or
resistance range of a test meter could be used.
It was fine, and when refitted the set worked.

Switch
The OFF/MW/LW switch consists of a plastic carrier/
lever containing the moving contacts, operating against
tinned track sections on the PCB. The carrier is held in
place with a spring clip at one end, and bumps in the
plastic work with the spring to give the position clicks.
The other end has a T—shaped piece that fits in a slot
on the PCB. This piece had broken off, so the switch
was not making good contact. The contact sections on
the PCB were also blackened, which didn’t help! There
were signs of glue where somebody had attempted
to repair the switch previously. This obviously hadn’t
worked so as an alternative repair some pieces of
plastic had been cut to fit over the switch lever and
bear against the front of the case. Since this is the
back-printed tuning scale I felt this wasn’t a good idea.

Before the switch can be accessed fully the tuning
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To dismantle this
set, three screws
are removed,
then the PCB is
carefully listed
out at an angle to
allow the controls
to clear their
holes in the case.
The speaker leads
are a reasonable
length and don’t
need to be
disconnected.



Next to the switch
was one of those
little black Hunts
capacitors, which
was falling to
pieces, as they
are prone to do.

drive back-plate needs to be removed. Normally I
would have needed to dismantle the tuning drive to
do this, but this was already missing. The plate is thin
black aluminium and is held by tabs that pass through
slots in the PCB and are twisted on the other side.

With the switch carrier removed I cleaned the
PCB contacts and moving contacts with a scouring
pad. I fabricated a new T—section using the hollow
plastic stick from a cotton-bud and some 24SWG
tinned-copper wire. I filed a small locating notch in
the end of the carrier, then held the new piece onto
the carrier by wrapping the wire around the switch
lever and looping the ends together. I then lifted off
the formed wire and soldered the looped ends.

Before finally refitting the switch carrier/
lever I cleaned it with foam cleaner.

Capacitor
Next to the switch was one of those little black
Hunts capacitors, which was falling to pieces,
as they are prone to do. This was the only one
of these in the set. I removed it and fitted one of
those striped Mullard 0280 PCB types, which is the
same type as other capacitors fitted in the set.

Timing Drive
The original tuning drive cord was complete but was
broken. I positioned it back in the set to see what
I had. There was insufficient to just tie the broken
ends back together. The pointers in this set are small
white round plastic beads, pulled along behind the
scale by black cord (the idea being that the cord
cannot easily be seen against the black background).
It was therefore important to retain the black cord
where it was visible with the set assembled.

Fortunately the break was in an area that could not
be seen, so I tied a short piece of thin modern white
drive cord onto the broken and and completed the
run with that. The knots were secured with a drop of
Super-glue (I used the version that comes with a brush
in the cap) and left for a few minutes to ensure it was
dry before applying tension by refitting the spring.

I then tried the board in the case to see how
far out the pointer alignment was. I found that the
correct positions for the beads so that they cover
the full scale is as far out towards their respective
ends of the PCB as possible (the beads just touch
the pulleys at the end of the travel). With batteries
fitted I then checked the calibration. Bearing in
mind the basic scale, it was fine on both bands.

Switch Indicator
I designed a replacement switch indicator label
using CorelDraw 7, printed it onto glossy photo
card using an inkjet printer, but it out and fitted ”it.
it took a few attempts to get it right; these were
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printed on paper to avoid wasting the expensive
card. The idents were as I remember from the set
I owned as a child - “OFF" in narrow letters, and
“M” and “L” as single wider characters. The text
is white on a dark blue background so I needed
to use bold characters and the highest resolution
setting on the printer for the best results.

Battery Connectors
The battery contacts were somewhat corroded and
tarnished, partly due to previous leaking batteries.
During earlier tests I had needed to poke and
wiggle the batteries to get them to make contact,
so the contacts cleariy needed some attention.

The holder is in fact four separate sections
fitted to the PCB, each containing a spring
negative contact and a solid positive contact,
mounted at a right angle to each other.

l desoldered these, and was then able to. remove
the metal contacts from the plastic supports. Andy
Emmerson's book suggests bathroom descaler for
removing the effects of leaking batteries, so I put
the metal pieces in an aerosol can lid with “Lime
Light” descaler for a few minutes. This did get rid of
the battery residue but the contacts were still very
dull. I then tried some “Instant Brass and Copper
Cleaner”, which successfully removed some of
the tarnishing and left the contacts reasonably
presentable. They were not gleaming, but should
be clean enough to make a good contact.

The springs on the negative contacts merely pass
through a hole in a metal plate and are held between
this and the plastic holder. l felt it was possible
that this could give rise to connection problems, so
soldered the spring to the plate before reassembling.

Wiring
The wires to the speaker were sleeved with that
brown woven sleeving that is well known for going
sticky. This sticky residue is slightly conductive,
so I decided to replace it. i used some modern
sleeving of a similar type. The similar sleeving
was also used on two connections from the
ferrite rod, so these were also replaced.

The aerial and earth wires were resoldered to their
contact clips and to the PCB. One of these clips was
also sleeved with the same sleeving, which I replaced.

Case
The loudspeaker was removed by releasing the two
screws, and disconnected. I tried to remove the
earphone socket but was unable to release the nut.
Rather than risk damaging it, I decided it would have
to remain in place while the cabinet was washed.

The handle can be removed by folding it fully
forward, then carefully pulling the ends out of the



holes in the case. The pivots on the handle have tags
that align with notches on the holes with the handle
in this position. The tuning scale could be removed
easily due to the broken top section of the case.

The case, back and handle were then given
the usual cleaning treatment with warm water
and washing-up liquid. Somebf the dirt was fairly
stubborn so I left the parts to soak for fifteen
minutes before adding some more warm water
and carefully scrubbing with a toothbrush.

During the soaking the metal PEFIDIO trim started
to come away, so I carefully removed it and cleaned
it separately. I didn’t bother to clean the adhesive
side, and once everything was dry I found that the
adhesive was sufficiently sticky to allow the trim to be
stuck back in place with no new glue being required.

The break had been repaired previously with some
brown adhesive (maybe Evo-Stik);rEven with all
this scraped away the pieces would not fit closely
enough to use Super Glue, so I used a plastic
cement of the type intended for assembling plastic
model kits instead (Revel! Contacta Professional,
which has a thin metal tube applicator spout). The
repair was held together with a couple of elastic
bands for several hours while the bond set.

A small part of the dark blue printing on the tuning
scale was chipped. This was immediately in front
of one of the brass tuning drive pulley shafts on
the PCB, so the damage had presumably occurred
during attempts to repair the set in the past. I did
not have any suitable coloured enamel paint, but did
have a lighter blue. I mixed some of this with some
black and a bit of mauve to get the right shade.
Once the paint was dry I refitted the scale into the
cabinet, taking care not to stress the glued joint.

Discolouring
I discussed the discoloured cabinet with various
people on the Vintage Wireless email list, and the
general agreement was that there was nothing
I could do about it. Andy Emmerson summed
it up nicely in his message, which was in reply
to some suggestions made previously:

“I have seen pastel coloured telephones where
the blue colour had faded to a pale greyish blue.
Aggressive and abrasive grinding, followed by
polishing with finer and finer grit, restored the original
rich colour. But all surface detail of the moulding
was lost and it would be only a matter of time
before the colour faded again in the ultra-violet.”

“If you see that nicotine brown colour, then the
plastic has passed point of no return, simply because
the added pigment has vanished. The brown is the
natural colour of the moulding material. I know just
how frustrating this is. So do all the collectors of early
home computers. In the past, I’ve had reasonable
success with acrylic spray paint. However, it is
less convincing on smooth plastic surfaces."

“There's a guy in London who resprays 19608

telephones into ‘pop’ colours and dyes the curly cords
(you can see his efforts at Flying Duck Enterprises
opposite Greenwich DLR station and in other ‘cult’
kitsch shops and markets). I don’t know how he does
it (static electricity may be involved) but the effect is
so convincing you have to look twice to see that it’s
paint. I can tell you, I’m not easily convinced but this
guy has got it off to a tee. He uses eggshell paint
with just the right amount of sheen. Amazing.”

Pete Roberts added the following observations:

“This type of fading is caused by the UV in sunlight.
Plastics are coloured by adding a complex mix
of dyes and polymers (known as masterbatch) to
the base mix of polymer and fillers. UV light either
selectively bleaches some of dyes, causing colour
change, or bleaches the whole lot, leaving just the
residual colour of the base polymer and any fillers.”

“Unfortunately if exposure to UV has been long
and intense enough to bleach the colour out of
the surface layer, it could well have penetrated
deeper into the material. The only test that you

- could do is to try cutting back the surface over a
small area where it wouldn’t be seen. Your best
bet would be to carefully paint the exterior with
Humbrol or similar specialist plastic model paint. “

I decided to leave it as it is.

Finishing Off
The set was then carefully reassembled. One corner
of the rear of the PCB was originally insulated with
thick tape to prevent short-circuits to the earphone
socket. I had retained the original piece of tape
and refixed it with some spray-mount adhesive.

The mounting holes in the PCB are a bit larger than
the fixing screws, so the board can be moved to the
correct position before the screws are tightened. I
set the switch to the “M” position and positioned the
board so that the text was central in the window.

On a final test I felt the set didn’t sound quite right.
It was slightly shrill. With the set tuned to a weak
station I carefully adjusted the final IF transformer
for best audio quality by ear. It was only about a
quarter-turn out, but this small adjustment made a
significant improvement to the sound quality. I checked
the other two IF transformers in the same way and
decided they were fine where they originally were.

There was no sealing on the IF cores and they
were quite loose, so I sealed them with a small
amount of red enamel paint. I have a tin that
has gone rather thick so I used that because it
is less likely to run too far into the thread.

The finished set works very well for a trannie
of this size. The speaker is made by Fane so it’s
probably rather better quality than the speakers
in the cheap Japanese sets of this era.



Book Review
Communications: An International History of the Formative Years
Russell W. Burns,
IEE History of Technology Series 32 2004
ISBN 0 86341 327 7 639 pp £55.00
Reviewed by Anthony Constable

When battle commences, kings, generals and
commanders need to be able to issue orders and to
conduct a continuous dialogue with subordinates in
the confined space of the battle-field as well as with a
host of camp followers stretching all the way back to
home base; recruitment officers, munitions suppliers and
victuallers. We may wonder how Alexander or Caesar
moved armies over vast territories and conducted effective
military campaigns without what we may describe
as a comprehensive signalling system. Russell Burns
introduces his book with detailed accounts of ancient
communication methods. Detailed written reports, letters,
orders, requests etc were transmitted by runners or
riders - an expensive private postal system — or perhaps
by megaphones, stentors or carrier pigeon. Information
was rapidly relayed with flags, fire beacons, trumpets,
drums, mirrors or smoke signals and, while most of
these signalling methods passed on simple pre—arranged
message codes, the Greeks also devised a multiple
torch arrangement for relaying true alphabetic signals.

Chappe’s mechanical semaphore signalling system
emerged in France in the Napoleonic wars. This
signalling system was a timely departure from
everything that preceded it and was most appropriate
to the wars themselves as they came to involve whole
nations in contrast to the localised battles of old. it
was a refined version of the ancient alphabetic system
and a direct descendant of the alphabetic systems
of the Marquis of Worcester (1661), Robert Hooke
(1684) and Richard Edgeworth (1767). In seeking to
name his successful practical semaphore apparatus
in 1792, Chappe at first thought of ‘tachygraphe’
(speed wring) but was advised to use the word
‘télégraphe’ (long distance writing) - and so a new
word telegraphy was born for the first thoroughly
modern practical version of an ancient occupation.

By the mid 1840s there were 534 semaphore
stations linking 29 of the largest cities and towns
in France along a network of some 3000 miles
(4800 km) of trunk lines capable of transmitting
coded messages at speeds ranging upwards from
about 3 words per minute. Like all technologies, it
would be superseded. The electric telegraph began
to make an appearance as a practical signalling
system in 1844 aftera long gestation period
through years of experiment and invention with
what Russsell Burns inadvertently calls fictional
electricity (p.59)... meaning, of course, frictional
electricity. Typographical errors can, it seems, never
be eliminated but they sometimes cause more than
a mere smile: in this book the indexing and reference
errors are few but those I spotted were misleading.

His chapter on ‘The Development of Electric
Telegraphy’ is well researched and covers a wide
range of ideas and inventions from all over Europe
and North America. The works of many are reported
including Schilling, Cooke, Wheatstone, Gauss,
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Weber, Steinheil. Dyer, Vail, Gale and Morse.
One of the driving forces for electric telegraphy was

the railways: The London & Birmingham was opened
in 1838 some 13 years after the first passenger
line from Stockton to Darlington and 8 years after
Stephenson’s Rocket first trundled happily between
Manchester and Liverpool in 1830. Trains often ran
on single lines with short lengths of double track for
overtaking where only crude methods were available
for avoiding collisions. For steep inclines, methods
had to be developed to alert the crew of an extra
engine in time to get up steam. Distant signalling
was becoming a necessity. William Cooke and Charles
Wheatstone saw the potential for electrical signalling
and the age of electrical telegraphy soon followed.

Electric telegraphy began slowly but it received
welcome popularity boosts by such domestic
telegraphic events as the announcement of
Queen Victoria’s second son in August 1844
and by such dramatic ones as the arrest of a
murderer, John Tawell, in January1845 who was
later said to have been, ‘... hanged by the electric
telegraph’. By 1852 some 4000 miles (6400 km)
of telegraph lines had been erected in England.

Burns outlines the rapid commercial and
engineering developments of the new technology and
how it progressed from land lines to submarine cables
and from telegraphic keying to the talking machine.
The invention of the telephone by Gray and Bell in
1876 brought new and unexpected problems which
taxed engineers and scientists for decades and it did
not catch on as rapidly as might be expected in this
country. When the telephone first began to appear
after 1876 it was thought that the demand would be
minimal. To paraphrase a well known quotation, why
would people want telephones when there were so
many messenger boys available? Now it is probably
the most ubiquitous communication device of all.

The large amount of electrical interference on
telephone lines caused excessive distortion of
speech until the single wire and earth system was
replaced with the twisted pair. The widespread
use of the telephone and the multiplicity of
telephone companies made it an obvious target for
government regulation and from as early as 1878 a
monopolistic policy began to develop. This would
bring an enormous amount of technology under the
control of the GPO whose Assistant Engineer-in-
Chief, and later Engineer-in-Chief, William Preece,
would take a prominent role in all matters of
electrical communication up to the introduction of
Marconi’s system of wireless telegraphy in 1896.

Optical systems of voice and image transmission
and the electromechanical writing telegraph show how
quickly inventors seized any opportunity to explore
the huge potential of communication technology.

The chapter on distant vision, like other parts
of the book, shows clearly how new discoveries
gave rise to a wealth of proposals before settling
down into a rich supply of slowly evolving practical
inventions. The discovery of the photoconductive
properties of selenium by Willoughby Smith in
1873 heralded yet a further set of developments
into optical technology which coincided with

Book review continued on page 60
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Notes from the past — An unofficial history
of broadcast television Part 4 Coming of Age................
As previous readers will recall I was handed these notes during the routine clear out of some
filing cabinets in the company I help run. They are the work of an unnamed student at the
London College of Printing and Charles Parrott, a lecturer at the College over thirty years ago.

Left: At last, Televison’s own newreel. January 1948.

Above: Test Card 1946.

Television briefly came back to life in February 1945 went to AP to see television in action at the
with a private demonstration given at Alexandra Palace transmission end. They were astounded by the level
to members of the Commonwealth Broadcasting of professionalism and expertise they witnessed.
Conference. The delegates forecast that by 1955 The producer was Philip Dorte who was part of
TV would be in 10 million homes. In February the the original team before the War. Dorte brought
future Prime Minister, Clement Atlee, was confident in Freddie Grisewood and Richard Dimbleby as
that Britain would lead the world in television and commentators. Dimbleby had joined the BBC back
correctly predicted that other forms of entertainment in 1936 as a News Observer whose wartime reports
would suffer at the hand of the new medium. made him a household name along with Wynford
Jasmin Bligh returned to host this closed circuit Vaughan-Thomas, Godfrey Talbot and many others .
demonstration having left in 1939 to make a film Elizabeth Cowell did not return to announcing after
with Arthur Askey and the Band Wagon team. the war. She had joined the WAAF almost immediately

In June 1946 the service re-opened but without war was declared thOUQh later returned to BBC sound
Gerald Cock who had moved abroad. Maurice Gorham broadcasting for the duration, working on the foreign
was appointed Controller of teievision in his place news side. Jasmin Bligh and Leslie Mitchell were
with Cecil Madden, Peter Bax and Denis Johnston. joined by actress Winifred Shatter and a young man
At 15.00hrs on 7th June, The Post Master General, who had been working for the Forces Radio Station
the Earl of Listowel re-opened the service and Jasmin in Ceylon, Radio SEAC, McDonald Hobley. Like
Bligh took her place in  front of the cameras once more. others to come they became the face of BBC TV and
Mickey Mouse re-appeared in Mickey’s Gala Premier with their evening clothes and polished vowels they
and the service took up where it had left off in 1939. guided viewers through the evening’s entertainment.

Through the ‘courtesy’ of British Movietone They covered the technical breakdowns with calm
News, Leslie Mitchell once more appeared and, reassurance and made a huge circle of friends most
before leaving for a desk job in the Corporation, of whom they would never ever meet face to face.
Cecil Madden produced Cabaret Cartoons and Picture Page took to the air immediately with
introduced the Beverly Sisters, an act he had the 263rd edition now presented by Joan Gilbert
discovered during his wartime career. Always a ‘Ieg who was to become one of the first post-war
man’ Madden’s last show also featured the Windmill stars of the small screen. Gilbert had worked
Girls! Though in rather more costume than they on the programme as a researcher and then
were used to wearing! A few years later we were to Assistant Editor before the war. She hosted the
see the arrival of the Television Toppers, no doubt programme from 1946 to its close in 1952 after
as a tribute of the influence of Cecil Madden. over 600 editions and then went on to present Joan

The Victory Parade of 1946 was televised and Gilbert’s Diary which ran for another 6 years.
representatives of some 10 countries asked the in 1947, Joan and announcer Sylvia Peters,
Radio Trade for transmission and reception details. who had just joined the service, left London on the
Wsitors from the Scandinavian countries, France, Golden Anow for Paris to present a special edition
Belgium, Iceland, Holland and Czechoslovakia of the'programme for French TV. This invitation to
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produce a special French edition followed the BBC’s
successful TV cabaret show ‘lci Paris’ in London.
Many French artistes appearing in it took back
glowing reports of Picture Page and so RTF issued
the invitation to the programme to come to Paris.

1946 was a year of many firsts. The coverage
of the Lords’ Test Match with E.W. Swanton and
a young Brian Johnston. The first service from a
church, with the coverage from the St George’s RAF
Chapel of Remembrance at RAF Biggin Hill. George
Bernard Shaw’s 90th birthday was an opportunity for
BBC TV to scoop the newsreels with the cameras at
his home at Ayot St Lawrence for the celebrations.
1946 also saw the departure of Jasmin Bligh to farm
in Ireland with a replacement in the form of Gillian
Webb. Jasmin went on to voice a great number of
Noddy programmes later. In the drama department
George More O’Farrell was consolidating his pre—war
reputation along with Michael Ban'y who went on
to become Head of Drama in the early sixties.

A year later saw the fuel crisis of 1947 force
the BBC TV to close down temporarily from
February 11th to March 11th with only evening
services returning until April 28th. However the
BBC used the time productively to find new
announcers. Gillian Webb had met and decided to
marry an American serviceman and so the search
started for a blonde announcer to replace her.

Sylvia Peters, a brunette, was put on temporary
long-term trial while the search continued but in the
end no suitable blonde could be found. Winifred
Shorter, another brunette, also decided to leave
at around this time and the search for a suitable
blonde was taken up with renewed vigour. Alas
still no replacement could be found and eventually
Mary Malcolm joined the team and stayed on until
her resignation, to great public dismay, in 1956.

The trio of McDonald Hobley, Sylvia Peters and Mary
Malcolm became the public face of the BBC Television
Service and though a few others were tried out during
the next few years no one has ever come close to the
level of popularity and public affection they enjoyed.

Sylvia Peters was chosen to be on duty on
Coronation Day in 1953 but two years before that she
was chosen to give a Royal Command Performance
at the Victoria Palace, a theatre that had become the
home of the Crazy Gang. Coincidently her last stage

Left: Enrovision at Calais 1950.

Below: Cafe Continental 1947.
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appearance before becoming an announcer was in a
revue with Bud Flanagan, one of the members of that
popular group of comedians, at the Coliseum in 1947.

By this time television sets were selling at 4 to 5
times their pre-war rate and there would have been
even greater sales had the availability of tubes and
other components not been so restricted. Austerity
measures were still in place with a vengeance
and production was limited to about 2,000 sets
per month. 1947 saw the first successful use of
tale-recording onto film from a tv screen. At last
programmes could be recorded and played back
later. The Service of Remembrance at the Cenotaph
was the first event to use this new development
where incidentally Prince Philip made his first
public appearance with the Royal Family.

A week or so later and the cameras were covering
the wedding of Prince Philip to Princess Elizabeth.
Cameras were positioned outside Buckingham
Palace enabling viewers to see the departure
of the Queen and then the King and Princess
Elizabeth. The commentators at the Palace were
Leslie Mitchell and Geoffrey Sumner. Another
camera was located at Broad Sanctuary, opposite
Westminster Abbey with John Snagge. The service
itself was broadcast in sound only. Programmes
were interrupted later in the day to show the happy
couple going off on honeymoon and of course film
of the event was repeated later in the evening.

A month later saw the resignation of Maurice
Gorham as Controller. His position was filled
by Norman Collins who was head of the Light
Programme. December also saw the 50,000th TV
license issued to a Mr David Bluemel of Ladysmith
Road, Enfield in North London who was invited to
appear on Picture Page on the strength of it!

The 1948 Olympic Games were held in London
and the cameras prepared for a marathon coverage
of the event which ran from 2.45pm on 29th July
until 14th August. The number of hours of coverage
was over 68 which was in addition to other regular
broadcasts. Receiving equipment was installed in the
various centres and camps along with embassies and
legations representing the participating countries.

Richard Dimbleby was part of a team that
included Outside Broadcast Manager, Ian Orr-
Ewing. Pat Dudley Lister, Roy Moor. Jack Crump,
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In 1949 the
Pye company
delivered a new
outside broadcast
unit with cameras
fitted with
Photicons and
the miracle of the
zoom lens was
made available
to directors. At
long last changes
from long shot
to close-up on
shot could be
achieved.

Below: Andy Pandy 1950.

Bottom: Come Dancing 1947 to 1995.

John Webb, Freddie Milton, Peter Wilson, Michael
Henderson and an ex RAF pilot, Peter Dimmock,
who had joined BBC TV in May 1946 as an Outside
Broadcast Producer specialising in Sport. As an
aside, by 1961 he had become Head of 033.

Philip Dorte, Orr-Ewing and Dimmock worked
hand in hand with the technical team under the
technical guidance of TH. Bridgewater. Some of
the equipment in use dated back to 1936, some
was brand new. The new CPS Em‘rtron was now
available which could operate in lower light levels.
It gave a much better picture with better grey
scale performance, little or no smearing and for
the first time a reasonable level of depth of field.
The co-operation between the BBC in the person
of TC. MacNamara and EMI was responsible for
this along with many other areas of improvement
in the level of picture quality and reliability. _

In 1949 the Pye company delivered a new outside
broadcast unit with cameras fitted with Photicons
and the miracle of the zoom lens was made available
to directors. At long last changes from long shot to
close—up could be achieved. No longer would turrets
fitted with prime lenses be necessary, though it must
be said that their introduction was a fairly long drawn
out process and there were still cameras around in
the mid sixties and early seventies that were fitted
with that familiar turret. Certainly more than one
dimctor was heard to ask for a camera to track-in

Below: Here comes Muffin, Muffin the Mulel.

Bottom: Childrens TV 1950.
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or change lenses forgetting that the cameraman
could achieve a close up at the press of a button.

The year saw a great number of significant events.
The BBC bought the old film studies at Lime Grove
near Shepherds Bush and in the same year the London
County Council gave permission for the old exhibition
site at White City to be developed as a Television
Centre. Tale-recording began in earnest and by the
Boat Race that year employed 100 technicians and
commentators, 9 cameras including one mounted on a
boat following the race. As an indication of the shape
of things to come, the viewers had a better view of
the race than if they had been at the event itself. One
viewer who really had a unique experience was a Mr
H.J. Rieder who watched the race for 20 minutes at his
home in Cape Town! Yet another example of 'a freak
transmission. It was to be many years until a regular
television service would operate in South Africa. The
people living in the range of the new Sutton Coldfield
transmission needed no such freaks of nature when
it came on line just before Christmas that year.

The weather forecast appeared for the first time in
1949 and the moon was televised. Picture Page carried
an edition which saw many of the original pioneers
of BBC tv being interviewed reminiscing about those
early days. There was also a junior edition of the
programme part of which took place from Pets Corner
at London Zoo. The programme was introduced
by Mary Malcolm with interviews conducted by



Max Roberston. A little later Zoo Keeper, George
Cansdale was to became a firm favourite in the area
of introducing children to the wonders of nature.

The work converting Lime Grove Studios to
television proceeded at a pace with May seeing
the opening of one studio with the second one
in December. Muffin The Mule with Annette
Mills was one of the acts which helped launch
Children’s hour in May though he left the screen
for a few weeks after Christmas 1950.

27th of August of that year saw the first Eurovision
transmissions from Calais and London. The name,
Eurovision, was suggested by George Campey
who went on to become Head of Publicity for the
Corporation. One of the current members of the
Society, Ralph Barrett, was heavily involved with
the huge engineering effort need to get the signals
across the channel and was based at Calais for
the first transmission. A couple of months later
the BBC staged the relay of pictures from a
Bristol Freighter aircraft from over London. Baird's
original link, sending pictures to a plane had now
been reversed and the cameras were shown to
be capable of being located almost anywhere.

The 1950 election was covered by television
with a special studio programme showing
mechanically animated graphics created by Alfred
Wumser and live cameras stationed at Trafalgar
Square. Transmissions went on until 1.00am in
the morning. All these three events were the result
of work of the Outside Broadcast Department
under the responsibility of Peter Dimmock.

Norman Collins resigned as Controller in 1950
with his post being filled by Cecil McGivern and
In the same year George Barnes became the

Far lefl: Gasilght 1947.

LeftGeneralElection
results1950

first post war appointment as Director of TV.
Television started 1950 with two studios and

finished the year with two more. It meant more
time for camera rehearsals and this showed in the
quality of the productions, both in terms of picture
quality and lighting and in the performance of the
artists and technicians. There was just less stress all
round. Productivity also went up. in January 1950,
117 programmes were transmitted. By 1951 that
number had risen to 174. In terms of programming
there was one programme a week for children in
1950 by January 1951 there were seven. Evening
transmission time increased and national coverage
along with the Holme Moss transmitter coming on
line in October joining Sutton Coldfield in bringing
the service to the public outside the London area.

The OB cameras visited 10 Downing Street
and the first televised election address was
given by Lord Samuel in October on behalf
of the Liberal Party. The year drew to a close
with a Watch Night Service on New Year’s Eve
from Wesley's Chapel in City Road, London

The following ten years were to see the
consolidation of BBC Television both artistically and
technically and also the arrival of what would initially
be seen as the upstart commercial channel. lTV
would rob the corporation of both talent and viewers
but would be the spur to encourage even more
ambitious work by both. with ITV itself. Eventually
ITV itself would also be seen as being a significant
part of the best television service in the world.

Part five will take us through those action
packed years see the change over to a higher
definition service and the arrival of colour.

BBC Crew at Alexandra Palace, 1950

Clockwise from rear left: Sam Barclay, George
Hewardine, Frank Cresswell, Peter Frieze—Green,
Dick Ashman, Grahame Turner, Arthur Bradley.

Frank Creswell was the senior and a pre—war BBC
man. The four youngsters to the left were probably
designated ‘technical assistants’ at that time. Dickie
Ashman was somewhat older and a Dunkirk veteran.

The photo was taken in one of the studios at
Alexandra Palace in 1950 shortly before I moved to
Lime Grove. I am not in touch with anyone from that
era. There is a copy in the APTS archives.

Arthur Bradley
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Super Inductorsbmma.
The humble coil or inductor is one of the earliest
electronic components. If you showed Michael
Faraday a 21 st century toroidaIIy—wound ferrite
ring inductor he would instantly recognise it. He
wrapped copper wire in cotton to insulate it and
wound it round an iron ring made by a blacksmith.

Above: Bill Williams' ‘recreation"
of the Everyman Four.

There are
more inductors
in modern
equipment than
ever although
they are often
not visually as
evident as 3 inch
diameter coils are
in early radios.

In 150 years an endless succession of devices have
been invented, developed and superseded. In radio
we have seen coherers, magnetic detectors, crystal
detectors, diode valves, triodes, multl—grid valves,
transistors, integrated circuits and semiconductor
and vacuum devices by the hundred. In that time we
have made some improvements to the blacksmith’s
iron ring. The copper wire hasn’t changed much.
There is more physics and technology in modern
resistors and capacitors than there is in modern
inductors, but we can’t do without them. There are
more inductors in modern equipment than ever
although they are often not visually as evident as
3 inch diameter coils are in early radios. Before
proceeding I must include transformers but these
are of course only magnetically coupled inductors.

Fundamental to the development of the broadcast
receiver in the 19205 and 303 was a scientific
approach to the design and the use of inductors.
From the earliest days the need for inductors of
the highest efficiency was recognised. A simple
radio built around a coil was never going to be
more efficient than that coil. Maths was applied
to determine the optimum proportions for a
given inductance but probably the first technical
advance was Litzendraht wire (many strands).

At radio frequencies, current flows principally on
the surface of conductors especially if it is a very
good conductor like copper. Significant reduction
in losses due to wire resistance can therefore be
obtained by maximising the ratio of surface to cross
section of the conductor. Because round wire has

a section proportional to the square of its diameter
and a surface directly proportional to diameter it is
advantageous to divide the conductor into many
strands. For instance 16 strands of one quarter of
the diameter has the same section but four times the
surface. Hence Litzendraht reduces losses. The more
strands in the Litzendraht the better it performs but
it is expensive and not easy to work with. Ordinary
flexible wire won’t work. Each individual strand must
be insulated or only the strands on the outside will
any current and every strand must be connected
at both ends. The Litzendraht used in the very best
receiver circuits in the 19203 was typically 27/42
meaning 27 strands of 42 gauge. Each strand Was
enamelled and wrapped in silk, then the 27 strands
were twisted together and wrapped in two layers of
silk. Much bigger Litzendraht than 27/42 was made
(still is but they don’t use silk any more). I have a small
reel of 96 strand somewhere. The Admiralty, who never
did things by halves, used a Litzendraht for high power
transmitters that was so big it was known as ‘Sea
Serpent'. To requisition a length of this from stores you
had to specify the required length in fathoms - it’s true!
(I get a lot of entertainment from reading old manuals).

The practical minded among you will by this point
be asking how do you strip and solder 27 strands of
42 gauge wire at both ends of every winding? I will tell
you how we did it, but you must not try it at home! A
small amount of methylated spirit is poured into a small
metal bottle cap. About 1/ ” of the wire and is dipped
into the spirit, removed to a safe distance and lit with a
match holding the and upwards so that the flame stays
at the end of the wire. As Soon as the flame goes out
while the wire is very hot, plunge it back into the spirit.
It should be hot enough to hiss as it is plunged in. If
you did it right, the silk wrapping and enamel have
been reduced to a crumbly charred mass which can
be brushed off With an old tooth brush, leaving clean
bright copper. Have ready a solder pot of 60/40 solder
with a good layer of molten resin flux on the surface
to seal out the air. Push the stripped end through
the molten flux and into the solder and immediately
withdraw it. Copper is slightly soluble in molten solder
so prolonged immersion will completely dissolve fine



wire. If you got it right you now have every
strand perfectly tinned ready to twist together
and connect. The safety officer wouldn’t let
you do it - so again, don’t try this at home!

In the mid-19203 there was a rapid
increase in the power and number of
broadcast transmitters creating a need for
more selective receivers. In the USA this
need was met by superhet receivers but
there was a body of opinion in Europe which
considered the superhet to be too complex
and costly and that the best receiver for
Eurpoean conditions was the tuned radio
frequency (TRF) set. By 1930 it was apparent
that the existing TFiF sets, most commonly
the straight 3 (one HF amplifier, detector
and one audio amplifier) were inadequate
for the ever—increasing number and power
of stations. One answer was local station
receivers often with only 2 valves (detector +
LF). These had poor sensitivity to eliminate
interference from distant stations. The
other option was the superhet now well
developed in the USA but there was still
a body of opinion which considered that
the TRF set would hold its own if it were
developed to its full potential. The technical
magazines of the period abound with
stories of TFlF circuits with superhet—like
selectivity. It is significant that the goal to
be reached was parity with the superhet.

Some manufacturers, particularly Philips,
decided to back the TRF set. the key to
good selectivity was the use of several
tuned high frequency transformers of
exceptional efficiency. Having said this
much, there will probably be letters to the
Editor after I’ve given what I consider a
fair hearing to this line of development!

Faced with the challenge, the Philips
engineers developed a superb tuned circuit.
it was wound in Litzendraht wire on a glass
tube sealed in a large copper can. if you
analyse one, everything, even the ratio of
the coil to can diameters is optimum for
the highest quality factor (Q) obtainable
for a given size and cost. It was a super
inductor. I suspect however that the name
superinductance was aimed at a public
who were hearing about superhetrodynes.
l'm not a Philips expert but the first set
l'm aware of bearing the Superinductance
name is the 730A and 720A (both used
the same chassis) in 1931. (Fig 1).

As you see from the circuit it used three
of the superb tuned circuits. Two form a
band-pass aerial circuit and a third couples
the first HF amplifier to the second HF
amplifier. A third HF stage is untuned. In
contrast to some later Philips designs, this
chassis is a model of how a multistage HF
amplifier should be constructed with correct
in—line layout, immaculate screening and
decoupling. In spite of this I doubt it would
be stable if a fourth tuned circuit were added
between the second and third stages.

With five valves plus rectifier it wasn’t
cheap, it wasn’t simple and it didn’t equal
a superhet. Any expertise applied to HF
tuned circuits was equally applicable to lF
transformers, and because IF transformers
can be optimised for one fixed frequency
and signal circuits must operate over a 2 or
3 to 1 range the superhet will always win.

Above: Fig 1: Circuit diagram of the Philips 730A Receiver. Below: Fig 2: Circuit diagram of Philips 830A.

The Philips engineers were not ready
to concede. They had made a superb
tuned circuit and they were going to
use it. They used them in 23, as and 48
as single tuned circuits and band—pass
pairs in many combinations. The 830A of
1932 (fig.2) used two — one for the aerial
circuit and one for the HF stage — only 4
valves, a standard TBF circuit but it was
simpler and cheaper than the 730A.

The 630A or the same year (Fig.3) used
4 coils as two band pass pairs, one each
side of the first HF stage. Best known by
its distictive cabinet, the 634A ‘Ovaltinies’
radio (Fig.4) had a band—pass aerial circuit
and a single tuned circuit for each HF stage.
It had a diode detector and an attempt
at AVC. It also had one of the strangest
circuit arrangements l have ever seen. A
potentiometer mechanically coupled to the
tuning gang varies the HF gain as a function
of frequency. There was 3 636A in 1933 about
which I know nothing except that it used no
less than 7 valves + rectifier, and cost over
£24. It certainly wasn’t simple or cheapl

Compare the superinductance models
with what i believe to be the first British
short superhet (3 valve + rectifier) the
Ultra 22 of 1934 (Fig 5). It used new valve
types specially designed for the job. A
triode pentode converter with variable mu
pentode selection, a high gain variable
mu lF amplifier and a double diode high
slope pentode, second detector AVC and
output stage. Two double tuned critically
coupled 456 KHz IF transformers provided
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real selectivity with freedom from image
responses and it had effective, delayed
AVC. Its performance is adequate for
long and medium wave AM reception
more than seventy years after it was
designed. it was the future of the broadcast
receiver. It used half the components
and was half the cost of the 636A.

Long before the first Superinductance
there was a design using a pair of high
frequency transformers of such outstanding
efficiency that the receiver built around
them became a legend. If it was so good,
why didn’t all the set makers use it?
Not invented here? Expensive to make?
That didn’t stop the Superinductances.
Why did VHS win over Betamax?

in 1961 Wireless World produced a
special Golden Jubilee issue. it featured
what it considered to be the most significant
development reported in its pages in each
year 1911 to 1961. Event of the year for
1926 was a receiver design called the
Everyman Four. I read it but I was not
much concerned about early radio then.
In 1979 Ian Higginbottom produced an
article in the Bulletin on the Everyman
Four. I quote from Ian’s article, “It was
virtually the first receiver to obtain really
effective high frequency amplification from
a single neutralised RF stage using coils
of exceptional efficiency.” It required no
aerial coupling or reaction controls (usual in
1926) only tuning and volume controls. Do
look up lan’s article — Volume 4, issue 1.

l was inspired to do a bit of research.
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of the Ultra 22.

agram of the Philips 630A Receiver. Below: Fig 4: Circuit diagram of Philips 634A.
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Among the source material I obtained
from the British library was a photocopy
of the articles in July 28th and August 4th
1926 Wireless World. The July 28th item.
seven pages long, is devoted principally
to the design and construction of the HF
transformers. They were based upon a
report by S. Butterworth of work carried
out at the Admiralty research Laboratories
at Teddington. (The Admiralty took the
application of science to radio design very
seriously indeed). The transformers are

designed not simply for a very high 0 but
to give the best possible performance when
operating with the valve they were to be used
with. they are quite large ( ” diameter tubes)
and are designed with a high L to C ratio to
give the tuned winding the highest practical
(dynamic) impedance. The tuned secondaries
are wound in quite large Litzendraht but
the primaries are quite different from usual
practice, they have a few turns because
of the high ratio of secondary to primary
impedance and they use very thin wire
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keep them well away from the secondaries,
the thin wire and large air separation is to
minimise primary to secondary capacity so
that pure inductive coupling is obtained. The
text explains this and gives measurements
to show the degradation in performance
resulting from a capacity as small as 10 pF.

The interstage transformer primary has a
stroke of genius (Fig 8). It is a bifilar winding,
(two strands of wire wound side by side so
that two absolutely identical coils result),
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(4O SWG) spaced on ebonite stand offs to
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the end of one wire is connected to the
start of the other so that the windings are in
series forming a perfectly balanced centre
tapped winding. The HT is connected to
the centre tap and one end of the windings
to the HF amplifier anode. The result is
that the other end always has a voltage
equal and opposite to the anode voltage
independent of the tuning of the secondary.
This anti—phase signal applied to the grid
via a capacitor equal to the grid to anode
capacity reduces the effect of the grid to
anode capacity to zero (perfect frequency
independent neutralisation). Because the
balance is always perfect, the neutralising
capacity can be slightly increased so that
the stage gain and selectivity are further
enhanced while stability is maintained at
any setting of the tuning controls. Once set
up the neutralising capacitor need never be
touched so it is,not a panel control. One final
refinement; it is useless having a very high
Q circuit if it is clamped by valves drawing
grid current. Consequently a 1.5V cell was
added to the HF stage grid circuit to prevent
the grid from swinging positive (not normal
practice in 1926), and the usual grid leak

detector was replaced by an anode bend
detector which does not draw grid current
from the tuned circuit. It’s very simple,
(see Fig.7) and it worked superbly well.

When I had finished my researches, I HAD
to have one of these! There were lots made,
but they were so popular that for years the
radio magazines ran latest modifications to
the Everyman Four articles so constructors
kept modifying them, then usually finally
cannibalised them for parts. Consequently
I never saw an intact original version, so I
decided to make one. I had a fully detailed
plan in the August 4th issue, down to the size
and location of every screw. If you make it
exactly with only the correct original parts,
it’s not a reproduction - it’s a re-creation!

In 1979 at a Harpenden meeting there
would be dozens of cardboard boxes
containing the remains of old radios - (how I
miss those daysi). I found everything on my
list except the coils and the screen plate.
I also purchased an empty oak cabinet of
the right size and a large sheet of genuine
ebonite. At the next meeting I found what
was undoubtedly a pair of Everyman Four
coils in pristine condition but they were not

right. The tubes were right, the secondaries
had exactly the right kind of Litzendraht
resplendent in its bright green silk wrapping.
The primaries were 40 gauge and the right
number of turns but just wound on top of
the Litzendraht. They were not junk, they
were almost mint so I bought them. Having
read about the importance of the airspaced
primaries I removed them and cut 16 strips
of ebonite, 8 for each coil exactly to the
original design. Then I found why the coils
I bought didn’t use the ebonite stand-offs.
How do you keep 8 ebonite strips in position
equi—spaced on top of the secondary parallel
with each other and in line while you wind
a few turns of 40 gauge spaced 1/32" apart
on top? The Wireless World article suggests
a rubber band. It doesn’t say how you
keep 8 separate pieces in place while you
get a rubber band over them. I melted two
small drops of beeswax to hold each strip
in place and used a thin film of wax on the
strips to stick the primary wire down. it was
common practice to use a spot of wax to
hold the end of a coil and stop it unwinding
while you stripped it and connected it.

I made a panel, a base board and a



Philips 630A

screen from sheet brass all exact to the
plan, and built it. The August 4th article
gives two alternative circuits. A version
for 6 volt valves and one for 2 volt valves
(PM1s and PM2). Because these were
easy to find I made the 2 volt version.
I sent Ian photos of my reconstruction
which were published in the Bulletin.

When I had adjusted the neutralising to
a setting giving very high gain but still with
perfect stability over the entire medium wave
band I found. as Ian said, that it brings in 2
or 3 stations at fair strength without aerial or
earth connected. When you consider the RF
stage is an ordinary 1926 battery triode, that
is quite remarkable. At the maximum setting
of the neutralisation which could be used
without danger of oscillation, l measumd a
voltage gain aerial to detector grid of 200.
You would be doing well to equal that with
two good quality coils and a screened grid
or pentode. I think that qualifies as a super
inductor. There were other ways to improve
coil efficiency. 0n was toroidal winding; by
bringing the two ends of the coil together, a
closed magnetic circuit is formed inside the
windings so that the field leaving one end

Philips 634A

doesn’t have to pass through the air round
the outside to get to the other end. This
raises efficiency and reduces the leakage
field so that less screening is needed.
Philips did this in the aerial coil of the 2514
and several component makers produced
toroidal coils but they were difficult to
make. In the last 30 years toroidal winding
machines have been developed and toroids
are now widely used for all sorts of inductors
and transformers. Toroidal transformers
are a return to Faraday's superior form
of magnetic circuit so that transformers
could be made smaller, lighter and more
efficient. Toroidal transformers are therefore
widely used; it only took 100 years.

In the late 19303 a new technique for
improving the efficiency of coils appeared
— lron dust cores. The iron increases
the magnetic flux density enabling
more inductance to be obtained from a
given winding. Or in practice a smaller
winding for the same inductance and
thus less losses and leakage field.

Again the cry was TRF sets with superhet
selectivity with the new iron dust cores. It
had to be dust or the eddy currents would
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have made it a very poor quality coil indeed.
Of course it was iron dust with a binding
agent to enable it to be moulded into a solid
core. The higher the frequency, the finer
the dust and higher the ratio of binder to
dust. As I remember the higher frequency
grades had a relative permeability of 3;
that is 3 times better than air, 3 times is
worthwile. What iron dust cores really did
was enable coils to be made much smaller
without loss of efficiency and so contributed
to miniaturisation. Of course one of the first
applications was superhet IF transformers.
It did not bring about a resurgence of the
TRF set. Nothing could be gained from that.
Today we have ferrites, but iron dust is still
superior in some special applications.

If you asked me today to design a super
efficient HF transformer? Well, you realise
that I’m 18 years of retirement away from
the sharp end so I’m not familiar with the
latest materials, but there are data sheets.
i would choose a small ferrite ring core of
the appropriate grade for the frequency and
wind it with ordinary self-fluxing enamelled
copper wire, spreading the turns out so
that the winding goes all round the core.

article continued on page 61



Book review continued from page 45

developments in cinematography and eventually
culminated in scanning discs and television.

Burns devotes several chapters to wireless history.
In the first of these ‘The Early Wireless Pioneers’
(Chapter 10) he takes us, descriptively, through the
work of James Clerk Maxwell. and eventually moves
on to Karlsruhe in the 1880s Iwhere Heinrich Hertz
did such a splendid job using highly innovative
resonant electrical circuits for the generation and
detection of freely propagating electromagnetic
radiation. He also tells us about the fundamental
work of Lodge and the serendipitous pre-Hertzian
experiments of David Hughes. The later chapters on
wireless history cover the whole period through to
sound broadcasting and high definition television.

Burns tells us the well known story of how Hertz
was first led to the realisation of the possibility
of investigating the so—far unsolved problem of
reconciling Maxwell's equations with the work of
Neumann and Weber as outlined in the Berlin prize
problem set up by Helmholtz in 1882. Few innovators
reveal their initial source of inspiration but Hertz
did. In the introduction to his published papers he
describes, albeit very briefly, how he was led in the
right direction by observing the behaviour of a pair
of flat spiral coils (so-called Reiss or Knockenhauer
spirals) he found in the labs at Karlsruhe. While using
these coils in the normal way Hertz realised that the
small spark across the terminals of the secondary
circuit when a battery of Leyden jars (or even a single
Leyden jar) was discharged through the primary
could be used as the detector for the type of effects
he had previously thought would be too small to be
observed and measured. Hertz wrote, “ . . .  it was not
necessary to discharge large batteries through one
of these spirals in order to obtain sparks in the other;
that small Leyden jars amply sufficed....”. Burns
seems to assume Hertz meant connecting a battery of
primary cells and then disconnecting. It is quite clear
that, when talking of discharging large batteries, Hertz
was referring to large batteries of Leyden jars - there
is nothing to suggest he meant connecting a large
battery of primary cells and then disconnecting them!

John Bryant made the same mistake in his
otherwise excellent booklet on Hertz published in
1988 by IEEE for the Hertz centennial celebrations
at Karlsruhe. He even drew a very un-Hertzian
diagram with a battery of primary cells connected
to the Knockenhauer spirals! Errors of this
sort have a habit of repeating themselves.

Hertz tells us he was aware from the work of
Fedderson and others that the discharge frequency of
a Ruhmkorff coil was about 10 kHz (of course, he did
not use the form Hz!) and that of a typical Leyden jar
was about 1MHz. Realising the 1MHz frequency of a
discharging Leyden jar would represent a wavelength
of approximately 300 metres, rather long for bench
experiments, he sought to generate waves in the
order of a few metres by stripping his circuits down
to minimum inductance and capacitance. He thereby
achieved frequencies of the order of 100 MHz and was
then able to construct working apparatus designed
for wavelengths of 3 metres or less. In the process of
reducing the capacitance of a Leyden jar he effectively
separated the inner and outer parts until they simply
became the loads on the ends of an open circuit
radiator with a spark gap at the centre - the classical
Hertzian dipole. While Burns is perhaps partly right to
say, ‘Hertz never explained the thinking which led him
to replace the Knockenhauer spiral with a rectilinear
circuit arrangement’, the systematic step-by-step
approach in his first paper (1887) followed by his
calculations using Kelvin’s equation said it all. Thus,
as well as developing high frequency (microwave)

circuits, Hertz moved from energy conserving circuits
to highly damped energy radiating open circuits. The
Knockenhauer was merely the source of inspiration
that his prepared mind was waiting for. It was never
contemplated as a suitable experimental device.

The rest of this chapter gives a detailed account of
the move from Hertz to Marconi by way of FitzGerald
and Lodge adding also some mention of others
such as Hughes, Righi, Jackson, and Popov. He
doesn't discuss the fascinating work of Bose with
wavelengths down to less than a centimetre and,
while the name Bose appears here and there, he is
not mentioned in the index. Although Burns mentions
the coherers used by Lodge, Jackson, Bose and
Popov he only makes passing mention of Eduard
Branly and so does not explore the intricate route
by which the Branly coherer came to Oliver Lodge’s
attention, a route which so well illustrates the chancy
nature of the invention and discovery process of
science and technology. Of course, i looked for,
but did not find, a mention of Branly in the index.

Burns reiterates the well known role of Oliver
Lodge in demonstrating Hertzian waves and
showers well-deserved praise both on his unique
understanding of syntony and the originality of all
he did for the development of the new technology.
He is equally thorough in describing the ideas and
work of Jackson and then also in recounting how
Marconi achieved a successful signalling system, his
energetic enterprise and his quest for ever greater
signalling distance, but adopts a rather sceptical
tone in relation to the veracity of many of his claims.
in his well written and informative epilogue, Russell
Burns continues his discussion of the work of
radio pioneers and provides many wise thoughts
on the subjects of invention, discovery, timeliness,
partnerships and the entrepreneur inventor..

The rapid progress of wireless telegraphy gave
rise to a host of new detectors before the arrival of
therrnionics. The magnetic detector receives scant
attention and appears only in lists until the chapter
on Maritime Wireless Telegraphy where it receives
passing mention in a diagram and caption. There was
no entry for ‘magnetic detector’ in the index but it is
there - as: Rutherford-type magnetic detector - p.353.
On p.353 we see the simple line-diagram of the
Marconi magnetic detector which, although it derives
in physical principle from the detector Rutherford used
in 1895 and particularly for his transmissions from
the Cavendish Lab to Park Parade in February 1896,
deserves to cany a more informative designation. I
seriously followed that index lead when looking for
an account of Rutherford’s work - which is absent.

Other wireless developments include the
Fleming diode and De Fores’t audion. While
valve developments are not covered in sufficient
detail for the serious valve historian, Burns
does pick out the salient features of the early
history of these most important devices which
heralded the remarkable age of thermionics.

Communication as we know it today is a complex
mixture of fibre optics, geostationary satellites, GPS
navigation, CCD images, internet providers, mobile
phones, fast computers and a panoply of software.
En route to these more recent developments, the
formative years of visual communication is very well
described by Russell Burns. The story takes us from
the first primitive silhouette pictures transmitted by
John Logie Baird in 1924 to the cathode ray tube
and high definition television during the 19303. Burns
provides the reader with good accounts of the work
of television pioneers on both sides of the Atlantic.

When scanning a distant field of view with
microwave beams, ships and aeroplanes are detected
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by the returning reflected waves and, after suitable electronic
processing, information can be obtained concerning the object’s
size, coordinates and velocity vector. Thus radar became one of the
twentieth century’s great success stories, one which played such a
dominant role in World War II and spawned a whole new departure
in the techniques of military intelligence and strategy. The electronic
scanning techniques developed for radar can be recognised in some
of the sophisticated scanning systems used today in medical imaging.

In his chapter on ‘The Emergence of New Technologies’ Russell
Burns has written an excellent survey of radar which is technically
and historically informative at a high level. I found straightforward
answers in this chapter to a number of my old radar queries.

Russell Burns took on an enormous task when he set about
writing this book. It is a bit uneven in its coverage with some
topics omitted altogether and others described in considerable
detail. Yet other topics are little more than sketches. The Marconi-
Fleming transatlantic transmission of 1901 is a mixture. While
the MacKeand - Cross suggestion (p.377) that Marconi received
wide band signals is discussed, the detector is referred to simply
as, less sensitive than the crystal detectors of several years
later’. Here was an opportunity to discuss the important point that
the mercury-iron detector used does in fact function as a diode
detector and almost certainly operated in this mode for Marconi.

Despite my few criticisms, I am full of admiration for the huge
effort Russell Burns has put into this book. All chapters are well
supplied with references to his source material and I am sure
the book will remain a definitive study for some time to come.

Whenever the author provides a numerical value, he first uses the

familiar old English units and then very helpfully provides the Si units
in brackets, a scheme l have also used in this review. Of course,
typographical glitches being what they are, this sometimes goes
wrong, as on p.21 when he states a certain speed as 5miles(8km/h)
meaning 5mph of course. When a scientist’s name is first mentioned
Burns soon follows it in many cases with a brief but full thumbnail
biography in which the reader becomes immediately aware of the
man’s dates of birth and death and a host of other vital material. I

g was very grateful for this direct access to biography. In the absence
of such a useful practice in other historical books I am forever
rushing to my sources. I would like this practice to be very much
more widely used by academic historians who so frequently give the
impression the reader has no business not knowing who the guy is!

I personally enjoyed reading the book in an on/off sitting lasting
several weeks! I recommend it to anyone who is about to embark
on a serious study of almost any branch of the formative years of .
communications history. For writers or researchers who want to
hunt out facts, ideas, technological innovation or other pathways
in communication history they could do little better than thumbing
through the pages of Russell Burns’ comprehensive work.

Finally, I must refer to the very closing paragraph where Burns
beautifully illustrates progress in communication technology
by comparing the barely discernible 1901 transatlantic Morse
‘S' achieved with a transmitter radiating at approximately
1.8 kW with the magnificent colour images received some
decades later from the outer reaches of the solar system
transmitted from an inter-planetary probe radiating at 22W.

Superinductance article continued from page 59

Philips 730A Philips 830A
Spacing the turns reduces self—capacity and
leakage flux. Due to the high permeability
and small size of the core, the winding wire
length is so short that Litzendraht to mduce
RF resistance is unnecessary. Does that mean
that Litzendraht wire is no longer needed? No,
it’s still the best engineering solution for some
applications, many of them not in radios.

Would the Everyman Four work any better
with my toroidal superinductors? No, but I
could hide the transformers under one of the
valve holders. Modem toroidal HF transformers
can be very tiny. Experimental windings on
the smallest cores are done by hand using
a daming needle to thread the wire through
the hole in the middle. There is a common
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component used in high performance receivers
called a hot carrier ring mixer. It does the job
of a frequency changer valve but in a very
superior way. It’s the size of a small moulded
mica capacitor circa 1950, and it contains two
HF transformers and four Shottky diodes, two
superinductances and four crystal detectors. .
Walt long enough and it comes round again!



A brief resume of British
(and several overseas)
Finished goods 8. component
manufacturers (as at May
2005) part 7 by Dave Hazel] .

GBC Electronic Industries Ltd,
119 Edgware Road, Park West, Marble
Arch, London W02 (in 1958). Formed by
two former directors of Champion Electric
Corporation (of the Bolsom family), to market
foreign made radio and audio equipment
in the UK. In 1958, they launched the
Phonotrix and Phonetic tape recorders.

GE (USA)
General Electric, cmated by the late 19th
century merger of Edison and Thomson-
Houston, to create one of the biggest electrical
and electronic companies in the world. in
1955, the CRT division was in Syracuse. By
1955, they had a huge R&D and manufacturing
complex at Schenectady 5, NY. GE had an
interest in BT-H and subsequently AEI. GE
bought the ailing RCA in the mid-1980’s.

GEO (UK)
General Electric Company. Founded in 1896
by Hugo Hirst and Gustav Bingswanger.
In 1900, the company floated on the
London Stock Exchange. In 1911, Head
Office was at 67 Queen Victoria Street,
London, E0. For many years, the HQ was
at Magnet House, Kingsway, London, WC2
- when GEC merged with Radio & Allied
Industries Ltd, the HQ was slimmed down
and relocated elsewhere in London.

Made a vast array of electrical equipment
and components, including valves, Osram
lamps, loudspeakers, CRTs, capacitors and
semiconductors. They also made TV and
radio sets (since the 1920’s). In the US, GEC-
Osram valves were branded ‘Genalex'.

After it took over Radio 8 Allied industries
(Sobell) in 1961, the company was run by
Michael Sobeil’s son-in-law, Arnold Weinstock
(became Chairman in 1963) and proceeded to
take over many other companies - including
AEI, English Electric and W & T Avery.

in 1962, GEC and Mullard agmed to pool
their semiconductor production interests.

GEO, in conjunction with Siemens of
Germany, took over Plessey in 1989 and
shared the various bits of Plessey out
between them. Also in 1989, GEO merged
its heavy electrical operations with those
of CGE (France), to form GEC Alsthom.
GEC Aisthom was floated off as a separate
entity in 1998, as Alstom. GEC then sold its
defence businesses to British Aerospace,
which became Bae Systems. Finally, under
the new chairman, Lord Simpson, GEC .
changed its name to Marconi pic in 1999
after selling off virtually everything except
GPT (its erstwhile telecoms joint venture
company with Plessey), ‘refocusing’ as a
‘teiecoms only’ company (but it still owned
half of Hotpoint-later sold). With the slump
in demand for telecoms equipment in 2001 -
2, Marconi nearly went into receivership. in
May 2003, the company was reconstituted as

Marconi Corporation pic, in which cmditors
of the former Marconi pic now own around
95% of the shares in the new company.
Marconi sold their subsidiary Applied Energy
Products to Graphite Capital (a Venture
Capital company) in February 2002. Applied
Energy comprised: Creda (excluding domestic
appliances, which went to MerlonD, Redring
showers & Xpelair. The business is now up
for sale (Nov 2004).GEC Limited, Magnet
House, Kingsway, London, W02 tel TEMpie
Barr 8000 (in Aug ‘57). in 1936, also Magnet
House, but telegrams ‘Electricity, West Cent,
London’, Cable grams ‘Poiyphase, London.

GEO Claudgen Ltd,
Neon signs. Fonneriy Claude General.

GEO Computers Ltd,
Eistree Way, Borehamwood, Harts 0n 1977).

GEO (Domestic Equipment) Ltd,
Swinton Works, Mexborough, Yorkshire
(in 1964). Domestic appliances.

GEO Gas Turbines Ltd,
Whetstone, Leicester (in 1978).

GEO (Electronics) Ltd,
Power Electronics Dept, Industrial
Division, East Lane, Wembley, Middx
(in 1965). Static inverters.

GEO Elliott Process Instruments,
Century Works, Conningtcn Road,
Lewisham, London, SE13 (In 1975 - 77).

GEO Medical Equipment Ltd,
East Lane, North Wembley, Middx (in
1973). Maker of X-ray systems.

GEO Semiconductors Ltd,
formed in 1969, to combine AEI
Semiconductors Ltd and Marconi-Elliott
Microelectronics Ltd. The mainsite, by
1973, was East Lane, Wembley, Middx
(near the GEC Hirst Research Centre).

A B Dick Company,
Chicago, USA (acquired in 1970s).
Duplicators and copiers.

Applied Electronics Laboratories.
Brown’s Lane, Ailesiey, Coventry (In 1957).

Associated Automation Ltd,
70 Dudden Hill Lane, London, NW10 (in
1970). Maker of Clare Elliott and Elliott
relays. in 1965, Clare-Elliott Ltd (a subsidiary
of the Elliott Automation Group).

W 8. T Avery Ltd,
Birmingham (acquired in 19703).
Weighing equipment.

Circuit Technology inc;
Acquired in 19803. Hybrid circuits.

GEO Electronics Division,
Lower Ford Street, Coventry (in 1961).
Multiplexing equipment (e.g. Timpiex TDM).
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GEC (Electronics) Ltd,
Spon Street, Coventry an 1965). VHF
transceivers. in 1966, they launched the
very compact ‘Courier’ range of pocket
radiotelephones (AM or FM). in 1967, they
also produced hospital communication,
CCTV and remote control systems. By 1968,
GEO-AEI (Electronics) Ltd, same address.

Radio & TV Works,
Spon Street, Coventry an 1957).

GEO (Radio 8. Television) Ltd,
Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks an
1967 & 74). The TV design centre
(former McMichael Radio site).

GEO Traffic Automation Ltd,
Borehamwood, Herts (in 1978).

GEO Road Signals Ltd,
East Lane, Wembley, Middisex
an 1967). Traffic signals.

Marconi instruments Ltd
(In 1976), Longacres, St Aibans, Harts. Maker
of test and measurement equipment, going
back to at least the mid-1940’s. In 1937, the
firm was known as Marconi Ekco instruments
Ltd (a joint venture with E K Cole Ltd).

Marconi-Elliott Avionic Systems Ltd,
22-26 Dalston Gardens, Stanmore, Middx
an 1976). Repairs to avionic equipment.

Semiconductor Division, School Street,
Hazel Grove, Stockport an 1961 ).

Picker International Inc. Medical _
imaging equipment. Acquired in 1980s.

Yarrow Shipbuilders Ltd. Acquimd in 1985.

GI - see General instrument

GL. Brand of the Radio Instrument Co,
294 Broadway, Bexieyheath, Kent (in 1947).
Maker of transformers and amplifiers.

GSPK (Electronics) Ltd,
Hookstone Park, Harrogate, Yorkshire
(in 1968). PCB manufacturer (e.g. in the
Decca 'Bradford’ CTV chassis), who also
offered a home DIY PCB kit in 1968.
Still in existence (in 2003) and also a
contract electronics manufacturer.

GTE - General Telephone
8: Electronics Corporation,
USA. Took over Sylvania in 1959.
Merged with Bell Atlantic (who merged
with NYNEX in 1997) in 1999 and the
new company is called Verizon.

GTE Microcircuits,
2000W 14th Street, Tempe, Arizona (in 1981).

Gabriel Manufacturing Co Ltd,
Newton Road, Torquay, Devon (in 1961).
Maker of ‘Wavefiex’ wave guides and a
member of the Tecaimit group of companies.



Galatrek International,
Scotland Street, IJannrvst, Nr Colwyn Bay,
Gwynedd, North Walea 1980). Mains
stabilisers/Uninterruptible Power Supplies.
Taken over by Advance Electronics
Ltd in the 1990’s. Circa 2002, sold to
Riello of Italy (a UPS manufacturer).

Gallenkamp (A) a Co Ltd,
PO Box 290, Technico House, Christopher
Street, London, E02 fin 1979). Laboratory
equipment maker and by 1979, a member of
the F-"rsons Group. Later Sanyo Gallenkamp.

Gamma Electonics Ltd,
was Greenford, Mlddx up to 1947,
then Burwood Road, Hersham,
Walton-on—Thames, Surrey.

Gardners Radio Ltd.,
Carbery Works, West Southboume,
Bournemouth an 1938). In 1939, they
relocated to Somerford, near Christchurch,
Hants. In 1962, they changed their name to
Gardners Transformers Ltd. The company
originated as a small radio shop in 1928, set
up by C J Gardner and his brother Harold.
In 1932, they began to make transformers
and other wound components. A transformer
manufacturer, including valve audio output
transformers, which were used in classic
Mullard hi-fi designs of that period (e.g. the
‘5—10'). They were still in business In the
1990's but no trace can be found in 2002.

Garrard. The Garrard Engineering
8. Manufacturing Co. Ltd, '
Newcastle Street, Swindon, Wilts an 1947
and 1962). An ‘ad’ in the April 1970 Wireless
World states "50 years of world leadership’
— so, Garrard Engineering was established in
1920? It became a public company in 1926.
Was the company originally an offshoot of
Garrards the jewellers/silversmiths? YES! The
Garrard Engineering & Manufacturing Co Ltd
was originally set up in 1915, by Garrard &
Company - the jewellers. The first Chairman
was Major S H Garrard. They occupied
premises in Willesden, NW London. In 1919,
the company relocated to Swindon, Vifrltshire.

Maker of record turntables (first model in
1930) and pick ups. Also, revolving display
turntables for shops, etc (one seen in a now
closed shop in Princetown, Devon). They also
made clocks for a time (pardon the punl). In
1945, following the death of Major Garrard,
links with Garrard & Co were severed. In
1957, the MD was Hector V Slade - upon the
retirement of his father. At its peak, the firm
also had factories in Blunsden, Marlborough
and Okus (all Swindon area). By 1964, the
name had changed to Garrard Engineering
Ltd and the service department was at
Radnor Street, Swindon. Taken over by The
Plessey Company Ltd in November 1960.
In 1967, Garrard introduced cassette player
mechanisms. By the late 1970’s, Garrard was
making losses and losing market share - the
future looked uncertain. In 1979, Plessey sold
Garrard to Gradients Electronica of Brazil.
Production appears to have transferred
overseas, although R a D seems to have
continued In Swindon for several years. The

Newcastle Street site, close to the centre of
Swindon and the route of the defunct Berks &
Wilts canal, was sold by ‘Plessey Properties'
and is now a small retail park and housing
development. In 1997, a licence to use the
Garrard name was acquired from Gradients by
Terry O'Sulllvan, who rebuilds some Garrard
decks and makes new ones (e.g. 501 and
601) to order (based in Lamboum, Writshire).

Gas Purification & Chemical Co.
In 1963, owned Grundig (Great Britain)
Ltd, AB Metal Products Ltd, Wolseley
Electronics Ltd, B & R Relays Ltd
and Greencoat Industries Ltd.

Gate Electronics Ltd,
Tudor Grove, London, E9 (In 1957). Maker
of TV aerial signal distribution amplifiers.

Gaumont.
A French film industry company, with a UK
subsidiary. In 1922, A C & R C Bromhead
buy out the Frech parent's shareholding
and it is renamed Gaumont-British. In 1941,
the Gaumont-British Picture Corporation
is acquired by J Arthur Bank's General
Cinema Finance Corporation (which was
set up by Rank. and others, in 1936).

General Cable Manufacturing Co
Ltd, Leatherhead, Surrey (In 1946).

General Instrument Corporatlon,
Elizabeth, New Jersey, USA (in 1945). GI
became a stock corporation in 1939, is an
American company that produced electrolytic
and paper/film capacitors used by some UK
TV set makers in the 1970s. They also made
ganged tuning capacitors. In 1938, they also
made pushbutton tuning mechanisms for
radio sets. In 1960, GI took over General
Transistor. In the 1970's a lot of GI LOPTx and
deflection components were used in UK TV
sets (made by GI in Portugal). Later produced
the first primitive electronic video games 'TV
tennis’, etc. with the ‘AY' series ICs (made
In Glenrothes, Scotland). They are also very
big in cable TV equipment, through their
acquisition of Jerrold in the 1950’s. In 1997, GI
split into three quoted companies. The cable
TV company was taken over by Motorola In
2000. The semiconductor business, General
Semiconductor Industries also acquired,
from ITT Industries, their semiconductor
business, including Interrnetall in Germany.
In 2001, GSI was taken over by Vishay.

General Instrument Microelectronics Ltd,
57-61 Mortimer Street, London, W1 an
19723). UK sales and admin office.

General Radio Company (UK) Ltd,
Boume End, Bucks an 1965 & 69). UK
operation of the US firm (of West Concord,
Massachusetts), making test equipment.
Changed its name to GenFtad in 1976.

Gent & Co Ltd,
Faraday Works, Temple Road, Leicester
(In 1948). Long established maker of fire
alarms systems, clocks and time systems.
In the 1920’s Gent made radios and

battery eliminators. Their ‘Pul-syn-etic’
master/slaves impulse clock system was
used by the railways for many years. Taken
over by Choride Group an the 1970’s?).
Then sold on to Caradon plc. At 2002,
ownership unclear (MBO from Caradon?).

Germanium Power Devices Corp, '
PO Box 65, Shawsheen Village Station,
Andover. Ma 01810, USA (In 1975).
Germanium power transistor manufacturer.

Gevaert Ltd,
Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex
an 1964). Magnetic recording tape. Later
merged with Agfa, to form Agfa-Gevaert. .

Gllson (R F) Ltd,
11a  St Georges Road, Wimbledon,
SW19 (in 1957 and 1962). Maker of
transformers, including ultra-linear audio
output types. Later became part of Drake
Transformers (1960'37), Billericay, Essex.

Glenburn Engineering Ltd,
Drayton Road, Shiriey, Solihull, Warwickshire,
890 4NG (In 1974). Turntable manufacturer.

Gnome Electric Lamp Works Ltd,
17 Sunbeam Road, London, NW10 (In 1964).

Goblin (BVC) Ltd,
Ennyn Way, Leatherhead, Surrey (in
1972). By 1973, a BSR company. Vacuum
cleaners, teasmades, etc. Plus, audio
and PA equipment. See also BSR.

Godwinex.
Brand name of J Dyson & Co Ltd (In 1934).
Manufacturer of transformers and chokes.

Goldring.
Erwin Scharf Ltd, of 49 De Beauvoir Road,
London, N1 (In 1948). A maker of ‘Goldring’
pickups. By 1957, The Goldring Manufacturing
Co (Gt Britain) Ltd, was established at
486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London,
E11 (still there in 1965). By 1970, Goldring
Manufacturing Co (Gt Britain) Ltd, 10 Bayford
Street, Hackney, London, E8. Makers Goldring
turntables and sellers of Swiss made Lenco
turntables and Goldring cartridges - they
also distributed Japanese made ‘TAO' PA.
equipment in the UK. In 1973, Goldring Ltd,
same address. Goldring had to move to Bury
St Edmunds, Suffolk, as their Leytonstone
premises were compulsorily purchased
by the local council. Mr E Scharf was still
President of the company at this time. On Feb
3rd 1977, Goldring went into receivership.
Goldring Products Limited, Anglian Lane,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, IP32 SSS, in
1979 (did Mr E Scharf buy the goodwill of
the company and contimue to trade?)

In the USA, in 1955, Flecoton Corporation,
52-35 Barnett Avenue, Long Island City
4, NY - makers of Recoton-Goldring
‘500’ magnetic turnover cartridge.

Goldsman.
In 1948, a maker of fixed and
variable resistors.



Goodmans Industries Ltd.
Lancelot Road, Wembley, Middx (in 1948)
(in the ‘Axiom Works’) - still there in 1969.
Goodmans was founded in 1926. In 1936,
they made audio output trandformers and
repaired loudspeakers. In 1959, the company
was acquired by Relay Exchahges Ltd (who
also owned Rentaset). Goodmans publicity
material stated that it was a part of the
Rentaset TV rentals group - around 1960
and in 1965. Rentaset later merged with
Radio Rentals, in 1963. The new merged
company, Radio Rentaset Ltd, was bought
by Thom in 1968. By 1966, their adverts
stated ‘a Division of Radio Rentaset Products
Ltd.’ In 1967, the manufacturing operations
of Goodmans Industries (at Wembley) was
merged with the acoustic division of the
Plessey Components Group (at Havant)
and was brought under the control of a new
company called Goodmans Loudspeakers
Ltd. At that time the merged operations
employed approx. 500 staff. In 1970, the
company relocated to Downley Road, Havant.
Hants. In 1984, the management bought the
company from Thom—EMI plc and moved to
Solent Road, Havant. In 1987, they bought
Mordaunt—Short and merged with Tannoy, to
form the TGI group. In 1989, they moved to
1 Ridgway, Havant, Hants — where they are
in 2003. In 1991, Goodmans Loudspeakers
Ltd was set up as a separate company from
Goodmans Industries, which by then was
selling foreign made consumer electronics
goods (TV, car radio, etc). Goodmans
Industries was bought by Alba pic in 1994.

Goodmans made loudspeakers for
use in TV and radio sets, as well as in
enclosures for Hi Fi systems. They also
made vibration generators for industrial
applications..Goodmans branded hi-fi
amplifiers and tuners were introduced
in 1966 (Maxamp & Stereomax). Initially,
they were made by the Radio Rentals TV
plant in Bradford but later by the (Thorn)
Ferguson factories (e.g. Module 80).

Goodsell Ltd,
40 Gardner Street, Brighton, Sussex an 1950 &
58), Maker of tuner and tuner/amplifier chassis.

Gordon Equipments Ltd,
25 Milton Street, London, EC2 an 1937).
Maker of ‘Gordon’ battery chargers.

Gore (w L) & Associates Ltd,
Pitreavie Industrial Estate, Queensferry
Road, Dunfermline, Fife. UK company
of the US firm, based in Delaware.
Ribbon cables, “Gore-Tex”, etc.

Gdrler.
German manufactumr of tuning gangs and
VHF (FM radio) front ends. Used by several
British manufacturers in the 50’s and 60’s.

Gould.
The name originates with Charles Gould who,
In 1898, set up the Gould Storage Battery
00. Later on, Gould was taken over by

The National Battery Co and subsequently
renames Gould National Battery Co. In
1969, Gould National Battery acquired the
Clevite Corporation and the merged business
was renamed Gould Inc. From this point,
Gould Inc. became a US conglomerate,
with interests in batteries, copper and
other metal foils, test and measurement
equipment, semiconductors, power supplies
and circuit protection. Over the years, it
acquired Advance Electronics and Bryans
Southern Instruments in the UK, together
with Shawmut, Clevite and l-T-E in the US.
Gould Inc was taken over by Nippon Mining
of Japan, circa 1988 and many businesses
were sold off, including Gould/Advance in
the UK Gould Electronics Inc still exists,
making copper and other foils and other
PCB manufacturer related products and is .
owned by Japan Energy Company (formerly
known as Nippon Mining Corporation).

Graetz GmbH,
Altena, Westfalia, Germany an 1962).
TV and radio manufacturer. Later
an l'iT/SEL company/brand.

Grafton (The) Heater Co Ltd,
13-15 Westland Place, City Road, London, N1
an 1953). Maker of 'Grafton’ electric Irons.

Grampian.
Grampian Reproducers Ltd., of Kew Gardens,
Surrey (in 1938) — maker of public address
equipment and universal audio output
transformers for radio sets. The company was
founded by A R Williams in 1932. In 1948,
at Hampton Road, Hanworth, Middx and 9
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middx
an 1952 and 1976). Established circa 1932
(WW June 1972, p30. In 1957, they were at
17  Hanworth Trading Estate, - In 1956, they
marketed a version of the Mullard 5-10 valve
HiFi amplifier. By 1975, they were a Telephone
Rentals group company - The Hanworth
Trading Estate, Hampton Road West, Feltham,
Middx. Telephone Rentals was later taken over
by Cable & Wireless. Maker of loudspeakers
and microphones and HiFi amplifiers.

Granada TV Rental Ltd,
Sharston Road, Manchester 22 an 1967). TV
rentals. Bought Robinson Rentals in 1968.
Merged with Thorn UK's TV rental operations
(Radio Rentals) circa 2000, to form Box Clever.

Graseby Instruments Ltd,
Kingston By—pass, Surbiton, Surrey (in
1978). In 1966, at Tolworth, Surrey. Also
at Weybridge. Founded by J Langham
Thompson in 1946. Electromechanical and
electronic equipment for MOD and foreign
governments. Became a Pye company circa
1970 and later merged with Pye "Dynamics
to form Graseby Dynamics. Became a
part of CEI, when it was spun off from
Philips circa 1982. CEI changed its name
to Graseby pic in the early 19905 and was
taken over by Smiths Industries in 1997.

Graves (J G) Ltd,
Hallamsgate Works, Crooks Road, Sheffield
(in 1944). A maker of the wartime utility
radio set (manufacturer code U37).

Graybar Electric ca,
5830 Calumet Avenue, Hammod, Indiana
(circa 1940’s). Neon lamp manufacturer.

Greengate Cables Ltd,
P 0 Box 202, Marshall Works, Mosley
Road, Trafford Park, Manchester, M17
10H (in 1982). Cable manufacturer (also
made railway specific cables). Acquired
by Raytheon (USA) via its UK subsidiary
- A C Cossor Ltd, circa 1977. Later merged
with another Raytheon subsidiary, Sterling
Cables Ltd (of Newbury, Berks) in the
1980’s, to form Sterling—Greengate Cables
(a Raytheon subsidiary). Sterling Greengate
was sold by Raytheon, to BICC, in 1989.

Greenpar Engineering Ltd,
Electronics Division, Station Road, Harlow,
Essex (an 1970). Maker of coaxial connectors.
By 1981, Geenpar Connectors Ltd, still
in Harlow. Later became part of Dubilier,
then M/A Com, then AMP, then Tyco.
Harlow site closed down in the 1990’s. The
Greenpar name has been resurrected (2001)
and used for a low cost range of coaxial
connectors sold by Tyco Electronics.

Greenwood Electronics, _
21 Germain Street, Chesham, Bucks (in 1974).
Soldering equipment (lsoTlp, Oryx, Ersa,
etc). In 1975, at Portman Road, Reading.

Grelco Ltd, Hopcott,
Minehead, Somerset an 1961 & 64). ‘Grelco'
brand electrical accessories (shaver adaptors,
etc.). By 1966, they were Harvey Hubbell
Ltd, Minehead, Somerset (an American
company) - still using the Grelco brand.

Gresham Lion Group Ltd,
Gresham House, Twickenham Road,
Hanworth, Middx (in 1964 & 71). instrument
makers + magnetic mcording heads.
In 1975, Gresham Lion Electronics Ltd,
Gresham House, Twickenham Road,
Feltham, Middx. Formed from the
merger of Gresham Developments Ltd of
Hanworth, Middlesex and Lion Electronic
Developments Ltd, of Feltham, Middx.

Gresham Recording Heads Ltd
(in 1971). in 1972, the company merged
with lnforrnation Magnetics Corporation,
of California, to form Gresham-
Infomiag Ltd, Weybridge, Suney
(location of the Gresham factory).

Gresham Transformers Ltd,
Hanworth, Middx On 1955). Established in
1938. It later became associated with Lion
Electronic Developments Ltd and Data
Recording Instruments Co Ltd. Gresham-Lion
Ltd was formed in 1974 and was bought by
Dowty pic in 1984. When Dowty was taken
over by TI Group plc, the former Gresham



business was sold to Cray Electronics Ltd.
In 2002, the company is owned by Digital
Power Corporation Inc, Freemantle, CA, USA.

Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd,
Kidbrooke Park Road, London, SE3 On
1953). Formed in 1952 by/Albert E Johnson.
Paul Spring has been with them since 1952
and became MD in 1969. UK distribution
and service company for Grundig (of West
Germany) tape recorders, radios and
radiograms. In 1954, 'the company was part of
the electronics division of The Gas Purification
& Chemical Co Ltd (which also included
Wolsey Television Ltd). In 1955, also at Grundig
House, 39-41 Oxford Street, London, WC1. In
1960, Grundig (of Germany) opened a factory
at Dunmurry, near Belfast. This closed in the
1970’s after the German factory manager was
killed by terrorists. In 1964, Grundig introduwd
a range of TV sets to the UK market (actually
made by Plessey!) They began to import
German made sets in 1969, when 3 channel
UHF/625 commenced. Later moved to 40
Newlands Park, Sydenham, London, SE26 (by
1960) and then (In the 1980’s) Mill Lane, Rugby.

The German firm was founded by Bavarian
radio dealer Max Grundig in 1945 and wasfis
based in Nuremberg. The original products
were radios. In 1952, Grundig began producing
high quality TV sets and tape recorders.
Later, they also made dictation equipment
(“Stenorette’) , test equipment and CCTV
cameras. By the 1970’s, Grundig had opened
a factory in Portugal, where its lower cost

Valves and Vintage
Hi—Fi wanted .for cash
2A3, 2P3A/167M, 300B, A0044, B65,
D024, D026, D030, 00100, E0083,
E0032, E0033, E0035, EL34, EL35,
EL84, G232, G234, KT66, 0V1075,
KT77, IVIH4, AC/HL, ML4, PX4, LP4,
PX25, PP3/250, PPS/400, U52/5U4G,
U12, U14, U18120, G237

radios and small portable TV's were made.
From 1984, Philips established a significant
shareholding in Grundig (of Germany).
However, they failed to turn the company
around and Philips sold out in 1997. In early
2003, Grundig withdrew from the UK market,
with the exception that Grundig branded
products would be sold exclusively by Dixons
stores. In April 2003, Grundig of Germany
filed for bankruptcy protection, having failed
to negotiate a takeover by Beko (of Turkey)
and Sampo (of Taiwan). In January 2004, the
mceivers sold part of Grundig to Alba pic of the
UK and Koc (a conglomerate that owns Beko)
of Turkey. From a peak of around 38,000 in the
late 1970’s, Grundig's workforce was around
3,500 by 2003. Max Grundig died in 1989.

Gflnther Instruments Ltd,
7 Salmon Lane, London, E1 an 1958).
In 1959, at 14 Oriental Street, London,
E14. Maker of the Gunther ‘Beamec’ CRT
tester/rejuvenator and ‘Heatamec’ open
circuit CRT heater repair equipment.

Guest Electronics Ltd,
Nicholas House, Brigstock Road, Thornton
Heath, Surrey (in 1969). Name changed
to Guest International Ltd, in 1970. In
1973, they relocated to Redlands, Marlpitt
Lane, Coulsdon, Surrey. Electronic
component and equipment distributors,
including ‘Iskra' of Yugoslavia. In 1976
they were actually a subsidiary of
Iskra. In 1977, renamed lskra Ltd.

West of England
Vintage Wireless Fair

Willand Village Hall
5 Mins from Junction 27 On M5

Sunday 9th April 2006
10:30 Am — 3:00 Pm

Numerous Stalls
Radios, Gramophones,
Spares & Ephemera
Bring & Buy Stall
Mini-auction
Homemade Refreshments
Free Parking

Stalls £10
Admission £2.50
Accompanied Under 16’s Free

Details: Exeter 01392 860529
Wells 01749 676635

Supporting The BVWS

RAD

Out Now!
a t taché

o s
by  Mark  johnson

. . . . . . . . . .
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An 80-page colour guide
to the Attaché portable
O Detailed specifications
for each model including
colour variations
0140  radios in full colour
0 Over 200 additional
photos of sales literature,

0000000

. . . . . . . . . .

trade ads and related products

BY POST: (from May 1st only)
£17.00 plus P&P £2.50 UK
(£3.50 Europe I £5.50 Rest of World)
BVWS, 26 Castleton Road,
Swindon, Wilts 3N5 SGD
Tel: 01793 886062

BVWS Books
Limited edition!

Dynatron LF59, RGD 1046, Soundsales,
Garrard 301, SIVIE 3009 — 3012,
Tannoy 12” or 15” speakers and
cabinets. Anything unusual. No offers
Please quote your price
Tel: 0208-882 8593 / 07880 915080
cbobino@tiscali.co.uk
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Books also on sale at BVWS meetings and events



Letters
Dear Editor

it is good to have analysis of theory behind
circuits in the sets that we restore and
treasure. Thus i found the article on crystal
sets by Mr Williams useful and interesting.
May I suggest that a couple of points have
been overlooked?
1: At mains frequencies an unused portion
of a transformer is electrically insignificant,
but at radio frequencies unused portions
of tapped inductors may well damp the
required portion, is lower selectivity and
absorb power.
2: There is inevitably always capacitance
across the headphones; the leads to
the headphones themselves constitute
a capacitor and to this various stray
capacitances are added, e.g between the
headphones and the operator

Yours Falthiully
Blot Levin

Dear Editor

Praise and support where it is due

Let’s put our hands together and heartily
applaud a loud and cheerful ‘WELL DONE'
to the person or persons who got their hands -
dirty having decided to relocate the Autumn,
2005, NVCF, which was formerly held at the
NEC, to the National Motorcycle Museum.
The museum complex was straightforward to
find and the parking arrangements, being free
of charge, provided easy access: a practical
consideration when carrying heavy and
cumbersome objects.

Although attendance numbers both
in terms of visitors and vendors was
spectacular, i couldn’t help thinking that
congestion might well have been alleviated
if a number of aisles had been wider. Being
jostled whilst stood in front of stalls and
at the same time being aghast at a wee
proportion of people who appeared not to
have developed an appreciation for regularly
applied fragrant sprays and liquids almost
moderated the pleasant atmosphere. But that
aside, the usual range and diversity of audio,
visual and related fair provided most people,
including myself, with a justifiable reason to
part with hard—eamed dosh - and we loved
every minute of it!

Yours Sincerely
Phil Booth
Sheffield
Yorkshire

Dear Editor

The mentidn of the launch of I‘N in Bulletin
30/3 and. the media debate on the demise of
Grace Archer on the same night reminded me
of a conversation i had in 1990 with the late

Godfrey Basely, who lived locally and was the
founding editor of The Archers.

i asked him whether this famous
‘coincedence’ was deliberate. He replied ‘Of
course - at this distance in time with a safe
BBC pension, I can admit it!

Yours Sincerely
Anthony Hopwood

Dear Editor

Your correspondent John Ross in the
Summer Bulletin makes a most valid point
and highlights an area in which the BVWS
is very weak. in the UK the BVWS is the
organisation in the world of old wireless
and as such could be reasonably expected
to have an archive which offered at the
very mimimum, basic details of all known
radio companies. if an individual requires
background information on for example,
HS Phillips of Weston—super-Mare it
should simply be a matter of contacting
the archivist to access what is known.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. But if the
BVWS does not collect such information
then who does? The short answer is no one,
which essentially means you will need to do
your own research, if you have the time and
the know—how.

One option is to post your enquiry on
Paul Stennings’ superb Vintage Radio
website, but my observations suggest that
most ‘company’ searches receive only very
basic information and many no replies at all.
One recent posting requested background
information on the Aerodyne company; apart
from some detail on specific models owned
by members, very little came forward about
a company whose name i guarantee most
BVWS members will recognise. Even Gerry
Wells had apparently not been able to assist.
The reality is that if you post a technical
query you can expect numerous replies
but if your enquiry relates to the history of
a small radio company then you are most
likely to be disapointed.

There then is the key word - small. The
society has experts on Ekco, Murphy etc
and indeed much has been written about the
giants of the radio industry and thus your
questions will undoubtedly be answered. But
from the very early days many small concerns
produced radios up and down the country,
from HS Philips, who probably employed
only a handful of people, to Aerodyne, whose
workforce may well have reached three
figures. i don’t know, but i do believe that the
BVWS should be able to tell me.

None of which implies any criticism
whatsoever of our Committee who can justly
be proud of their achievments, for instance
in organising the of transfer service sheets,
films etc to CD and DVD, thus ensuring the
survival of the material. I am also aware
of plans to extend this process to further

data and ephemera held at the Vintage
Wireless and Television Museum in West
Dulwich, London. Absolutely first class - as
far as it goes. i do believe however, that
the collection and preservation of historical
information should be one of the prime
objectives of a Society such as ours, but as
things stand at present the Society does not
have any serious structure in place to seek
out, archive and make available material
relating to the many small to medium sized
companies operating from the twenties to
the end of the fifties.

This then, is an area which in my opinion
should be adressed with a degree of
urgency, for the fact is that time could be
said to be running out.

As the years pass it becomes increasingly
difficult to piece together the often
fascinating history of an individual company.
Even today records are disposed of and the
people who could have brought the story to
life pass away, leaving the researcher to fill
the gaps with mere speculation.

i also believe that the members
themselves hold a great deal of information/
memories which they need to write down
and pass on, in order that future generations
of wireless enthusiasts can have a detailed
answer when they ask the question ‘who
were HS Phillips?’

Research also offers the opportunity of
an article for the Bulletin such as my two
year long investigations into Seymour Radio,
now all but complete and of course John
Ross made his own valuable contribution
in his article on South Dorset wireless
manufacturers. Another good example
recently has been Steve Harris’ piece in
Airwaves on Cecil Clarabut of Bedford. Wall
to wall technical is all very fine but for me
personally, the story of long gone family
business wins hands-down.

So what am i proposing? Well certainly
not that the current Committee members,
who already do an astonishing amount
of voluntary work in running the Society,
(look at the quality of the publication you
are reading for example) add this fairly
mammoth task to their existing workload.

We need an enthusiastic individual,
willing to take on the task, with perhaps
the involvement of similarly minded
representatives in the regions (no bad
thing in itself, but hey, now i am getting
controversiali).

So decidedly not a small undertaking but
I for one would be willing to get involved - is
anyone else out there interested in getting
the project off the ground?

Yours Sincerely
lain Wright



Dear Editor I

7 The Cossor 220lPT indirectly heated pentode
is an interesting byline in 2v battery valve
development. Cossor made simple but
efficient 3 valve TFiF receivers throughout
the 1930’s, some as kits, and it is likely the
220lPT would have made a less microphonlc
detector than a directly heated valve. i don’t
think the voltage gradient along a 2v filament
would have been much of a problem.

Dave Morris mentions two other indirectly
heated battery valves, the Mullard 202
and Cossor 22000. Cossor also made two
triodes, the 220LF and 220RC, around 1945.
Maker’s data has not been sighted, but some
one-line CV data is available and it shows
the CV1323/220LF to be similar to the 210LF
and a little more efficient. A sample of a
development 220VPT is known.

In the USA in 1933 Sylvania introduced
the type 15, another indirectly heated 2v
amplifying pentode having a separate
connection for the cathode, unlike the
220lPT. Philco used the 15 as a frequency
changer and as an IF amplifier, both with
cathode bias. It was also used in a DC mains
radio. The 15 was sold by many American
valve manufacturers throughout the 1930’s
and into the 1940’ , and had similar
characteristics to the 220lPT.

Yours Sincerely
Philip Taylor

Dear Editor

i asked for information in Bulletin Vol
28 No.2 (Summer 2003) about a TMC
No.2 crystal set i had recently acquired
with instructions referring to an ‘Everset'
permanent—type detector, the set was
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actually fitted with the adjustable type of
‘run' detector normally fitted to the set.

Recently I came across an advert for
the TMC Crystal Set No.2 fitted with the
‘Everset’ detector, I enclose a copy of this.

The advert is from ‘Popular Wireless
Weekly’ magazine for December 16th, 1922,
so perhaps this variant was only available
just after broadcasting commenced,
although the set I had did not have any trace
of a BBC transfer as far as I could tell.

Yours Sincerely
Mike Butt

Dear Editor

Greetings from ‘Wild Wales’ on the date
that we used to hear 21 gun salutes to a
gracious lady (4th August). Comparing ‘your’
Bulletin with a previous journal - at least the
BVWS has a treasurer!

Being in a reminiscent frame of mind, I
well recall the start of my ‘full—time’ career,
careering around 3 dozen Radio/electronic
‘places of work’ - 56 years ago, on the
fourth anniversary of my interest in wireless
at a rate of twelve and a half pennies an
hour! Most of which went to a landlady for
half a room, sharing at one stage with a
‘released’ (later ‘naturalised’) German PoWl
A year later at (beer—buying) 18, a 50% rise
to 3 Guineas and the start of ‘working-life—
Iong’ contributions to the (then) new National
Health Scheme (no printable comment) and
‘deferement’ from compulsory ‘bearing of
arms’. What a great history for Britain, lately,
I’ve noted termed ‘UK’. Enough of this snow
‘thatched’ philosophy.

A look through the ‘Summer’ issue reveals
many interesting articles.

I’m amazed at the effort that Gary
Tempest has put into that EM! 1937 vintage
receiver, for that huge Company were
‘penny—pinching’ in all they did! Many a
‘hard—rolled’ brass chassis left ‘our’ RC
section to be replicated by ‘workshops’ in
MS, only to be returned with complaints
of ‘hum', for ‘they' hadn’t reckoned on
the magnetic-isolating properties of brass
- needing the hand-reamed expansion of
transformer—mounting holes to allow the
snug insertion of expensive brass bushes.
As for the long dial bulb, a similar one had
been ‘in service’ on a rack-mounted receiver
(Marconiphone), feeding the PA system of a
huge canteen of a BOF - providing ‘music
while you work’ since WWII. For authenticity
of lighting and spectral response, may i
suggest a ‘string’ of tungsten-filament
festoon lamps, in series with on a GRP strip
(glass after all) run, gently via PF condenser.

‘Bush’, not that I’ve ever warmed to
their award-winning designs, brings back
memories of the cockney phrase ‘da’n ‘
the Bush mate’ uttered by the conscript
(in 1954) ahead of me in the queue, to
the snooty clerk at the huge (800 rooms!)

67

government buildings lust between ‘my’
technical college at Acton and Shepherds
Bush! Whose name decorated the
underground railway bridge crossing the
Uxbridge Road. The education which
this lad of eighteen should have had, fell
short of reading yard—high capital letters!
Despite this, we still use a Bush solid-state
radio on a daily basis, but converted to
‘sinnnded’ 9 volt power. The dreadful
noise made by unequally-discharged 4 1'/2

volt batteries is horrid. Recently fitted with
trickle—charged Ni—Cad cells, it keeps going
when our ‘pole—mounted’ mains disappear.

A local ‘discovery’ has been a retired
gas works engineer who has made crystal
detectors using razor blades. Fred’s three
quarter of a century-old memories make me
feel so young!

Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall’s article on positive
feedback brings to mind the BBC’s ‘afiinity’
(during valve usage) for ‘response tailoring"
feedback circuits, sometimes utilising both
kinds!

Harpenden Hall; is it a gloomy building?
Our Wctorian church at Cowes never
produced a decent photograph despite
using flash etc.

‘Black level’ for which the ‘Beeb’ piped
around studios a video signal labelled
‘PLUGE’! A pity the 625 line Klystron—
transmitting system ‘inverts’ the video and
‘stretches’ the sync pulses.

Reading Dicky Howett’s piece on the EMI
orthicon camera reminded me of one the
other businesses this 33 firm conglomerate
owned: the ‘Fludge’ bicycle factory, _
encroaching on Hayes’ green-belt and made
a pile of money with the ‘Cycle Master'
(rear bicycle wheel replacing) motor unit.
that l raced during my 100—miles—a—week
pedalling exercise to (day release and
evenings) college! At EMI salaries, it was
pedal or eat!

Looking at the British finished goods and
components article (part 5) and seeing the
piece on Eddystone reminds me that I’ve got
an E010 somewhere! They manufactured
very low powered transmitters (during
the eighties at least) using ‘enhanced’
amplitude modulation! A 25 milliwatt rig in a
caravan during Cowes week reached a wide
audience on both sides of the Solent.

isn’t it frighteningly amazing at how many
‘good old’ engineering firms have gone?
How hath the mighty fallen.

Seeing my letter in the Summer Bulletin
reminds me that the ‘Gut—Buster’ wheel
brace I refer to produced delightfully circular
holes, even in the Nagra (very expensive
Swiss—made tape recorders) machines ‘we’
modified to BBC standards at Ealing Film
Studios in 1968.

Many thanks again and to my ‘magazlne—
swapping’ neighbour.

Yours Sincerely
Wynn (73 turns on the coil) Mainwaring. l Eng MllE



Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50, quarter page advertisements cost £45, half page: 990 and full page: £180. Cheques made payable to ‘BVWS’ please

AUDIOJUMBLE
2006

A hidden radio controlled by knitting needles
14 December 2005 through cracks in the floor.

ANNUALSALE or VINTAGEAND MODERN HI—FI ,
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE

60yearsagopneonetsofwer1etumedtofllismunlry, TONBWE’ m"

some managedtobnngheckclandesfineradlos» ‘ i ,  , 7themes. tremencionanaoerauonnuiemm SUNDAY 12TH FEBRUARY 200:6.
10.30AM - 4.30PM

HIDDEN BROADCAS’TS
RALPH BARRETT CEng PIER MERE (Consultant)

STALLS £25410 ADMISSION £4410
9:30am Early Entry £104!”

BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892—540022

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAYI ' ’ ' :neenmtytobeadflired MAINLINERAILWAY STATION wmnNWALKING D1srjANCEoasling a metal flywheel for a
generator, making capacitors mini
and resistors tromtreeharlr. . ,_ 5. - .

All to bemmm' * i . tendon mm c VALVE AMPS * TUNERS c RECORDS *
* SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS *

* BOOKS * CASSETTE DECKS * C.D. PLAYERS *
* BRING & BUY STALL *

Willie “3510mm,- ; 1' . Nilehergltforadmission
pnsoner of warmmes we kept . mommies at 6pm
'hush-huSh'. and the appamtuswas ‘- . l -' ‘ andwinehufietafteniards.
of necessity concealed from the . ‘2.
captors. Nevertheless it did much Opentonon-members.
to lift morale and avoid mental dillapse. Tickets not remitted.

www.audiojumble.co.uk

AWA Radiolettes models 29 and 38 continued from page 23

can be received without excess minimum volume problem on the model 38, should not be The model 38
on strong stations (Note: on my length of aerial). denigrated. ltried some conventional four valve ti’Ul does have
Occasionally I can see the radio being switched to plus rectifier radios, of the same era. None y
Distance to improve some weak foreign station. were as sensitive of course and couldn’t pass an art-deco

the Radio Tigne on 18 inches of wire test. look, so much
Conclusions The model 38 truly does have an art-deco 30 that i t  had
To me these are very attractive radios with cabinets look, so much so that i t  had the compliment of .
in much thicker Bakelite than the norm. being one of only two radios included in the Art the compliment
They have excellent performance although the Deco Exhibition, which took place in London a of being one
audio quality is limited, for the model 29, by its couple of years ago. That one was black with the Of only tWO
four inch speaker. it was called a mantlepiece vivid green fret and feet. The feet come off, by . .
radio though. The 38 definitely sounds more full the way, when you remove the chassis bolts. radios lflCiUded
and is easier to listen to. But it was intended as They were obviously manufactured with quality in in the Art Deco
a table radio and has a bigger cabinet and a six mind. Both have complex tuning gang and pointer EXhibitiOl'l, which
inch speaker. Both have an extremely compact .drive mechanisms, that for the model 29 being tOOk lace i n
chassis compared to British radios of the time. particularly elegant. For the model 38, it seems p

With the different circuit arrangement I was a little very complicated, to only give 8 turns and to and, London a COUple
surprised at how close they were on sensitivity. I and is still too direct for the short wave band. of years ago_
measured this with a signal generator (both sets One thing that is not quite up to it is the chassis on
switched to Distance) and confirmed it with a short the model 29. inside the valve screening enclosure,
aerial. Both would receive, at just about acceptable it is not really strong enough. There is so much
quality, Radio Tigne (668 kHz), in Holland, on just effort needed to remove the UX based valves that
18 inches of wire. It shows, (ignoring the differences it bends and distorts. if you have the chassis out
in IF frequency and coil Q’s) that for sensitivity, of the cabinet the best way of removing these is to
it doesn’t matter whether the gain is from an RF use a blunt instrument bearing on the valve pins in
stage or from an extra lF amplifier, the result can be tum. Another thing that helps is to clean and polish
about the same. Of course for selectivity the later the pins and then apply a little lithium grease.
is likely to be better. I thought the model 29 would
be markedly not so good at night as it does have
two less tuned circuits and three less at IF. But in
limited comparisons it does not seem to be much
worse in selecting overseas, and weak, stations. .

The reflex approach, despite the minor
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Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal 3
More Domestic British Crystal Sets of the 1920s
by Ian L Sanders. Photography by Carl Glover
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BVWS Members buy 2 and save £12! (postage 29 UK, 224 EEC £28 US)

ii" Siriotly Limited Edition!
11.13 orly 750 copies pr'med
in ES cfiscount for BVWS members
it? 2'0 pages 256 pages-
.Ht' Over 200 full-page photographs. Over 200 fail-page photographs. 2

. . . . .  , , £29.95(£24.95forBVWSmmbers) £29..95(£2495forBVWSmembers)
SmotIyIetedEdmonlonly500copIespnnted Plus£79&Pf0rUK,£13EEC plus£7p&pforUK.£13EEc
£5dIscount for BVWS members (mamfld £15) (restofwofld £15)
240pagesofGPONo.eraBrttishoystalsetsOver200full- ’ .
page WW— 5:29-95 mm BVWS my.) Slipcase to house all 3 volumes £9.95. Buy all 3 and get slipcase free!
plus£7p&pforUK, £13EEC(IBstofworld £15) (postage 5312 UK. 235 EEC $55 US)
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The British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum . —BnnJeS  *

WHETHER your interest is in domestic radio and TV or in
amateur radio, 1n military, aeronautical or marine
communications, in radar and radio navigation, in
instruments, in broadcasting, in audio and recording, or in
professional radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGON BS is
the magazine for you.
ARTICLES on restoration and repair, histOry, circuit techniques,
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia— you’ll
find them all. Plus features on museums and private
collections and a full-colour photo-feature in every issue.
IT‘S MOSTLY about valves, of course, but ‘solidostate’ — whether
of he coherer and spark-gap variety or early transistors — also
has a place.
FROM 'zrm DAYS of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to
what was the state-of- the-art just a few short years ago.

TH ERE Is AISO a selection of free readers‘ For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year, and 18 only
available by postal subscription. I t 'Is not available at
newsagents.
TO TAKE OU'I‘ a subscription, or to order a sample copy,
please contact:
RADIO Brooms, Wimborne Publishing Ltd”
408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND.
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562.
Web sites: www.radiobygones.co.uk

www.radiobygones.com

The British Vintage Wireless and Television Museum , ., __
23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwich, London SE21 '. "
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Minutes
Minutes of BVWS Committee meeting
held on Tuesday 12th July 2005
at 5 Templewood, Ealing. _.

/

Present: Mike Barker (chair), Graham
Terry, Ian Higginbottom, Guy Peskett,
Paul Stenning (on the speakerphone).

1. Apologies for absence: Terry
Martini, Jeremy Day, Jon Evans.

2. The minutes of the meeting held on 6th
May 2005 were accepted as a true record
after GP was added to attendance list.
Matters arising:-
Item 8(ii), MB reported that Vic
Williams had agreed to be Harpenden
Organiser in place of JD. He will shadow
Jeremy at the September meeting.

3. GT reported that the membership stood
at 1650, including 97 complimentary
and honorary members. Data held on
those not renewing has been archived.

4. MB reported (for the Treasurer JD) that
the Society’s account balances stood
at £8,032 (current) and 926,873 (deposit).
Current liabilities (auction proceeds to be
paid out) were about 25,000. The position is
satisfactory for this point in the Society’s year.

5. MB reported that the summer Bulletin
had been printed by the Hastings Printing
Company to a high standard and had
been delivered to the Museum in the
seven days turn around time promised,
all at a significant saving in cost.
The ever rising costs of postage were
discussed. No practical solution was
identified for the immediate future but
any new opportunities arising from the
impending introduction of real competition
in mail services would be looked at.
MB will ask JD to look into the Society
acquiring a debit card which could, for
instance, be used for buying stamps.

6. MB reported that a dinner had been
booked for the Saturday evening of the
weekend of the 30th anniversary of the
founding of the Society at the National

Motorcycle Museum. The summer NVCF
would be on the Sunday of the same
weekend. The Committee will put out a
call for ideas for other activities during
the weekend on the Society’s web site. A
visit to Droitwhich has been suggested.
suggestions for other places in the region
to visit would be welcomed. Offers to
demonstrate early communications
technology would be appreciated.

8 . The logistics of Committee meetings
were discussed and it was agreed
to try out the idea of holding four of
the six annual meetings as telephone
conferences. It was recognised that this
would require more detailed agendas and
briefing documents. It was hoped that it
would enable more members outside the
south east of the country to serve on the
Committee, this being a positive move
to increase the size of the Committee.

9. A08
it was agreed that the Society would try
out a “Small Advertisements” scheme,
the idea being to provide an outlet for
members who are significant traders, and
therefore not eligible for the Members
advertisement flysheet, but for whom
purchasing even the smallest panel in
the Bulletin would be too expensive. A
Bulletin panel would be set aside for the
advertisements which would be limited to 20
words plus contact details. The cost would
be £5 per entry payable with the copy. The
scheme would be administered by GP.

10. The next meeting was set for 7.30
on Thursday 6th October 2005 and
will be a telephone conference.

The meeting closed at 10.05 pm.

Obsess ion Obsession

WADAFi valve amplifier
Stereo

Made at the Vintage Wireless Museum

No miniature valves
No Transistors
No Chips
No printed circuits
No Oxygen free cables required
No gold plated peoples plug
15 Watts per channel (real
watts)

Choice of colours:
Chelsea front docrYell’ew «II-J
Lambretta Red
and Bronze

Get that nice Warm _

$3500 each.

Wells Amplifier Development And Rentals
23 Rosendale Road. West Dulwich
London SE21 808
Telephone 020 8670 3667

We want your
articles!

by Gerald Wells

AVAILABLE NOW! _ _
Fm to EMS members Share your Interests wuth your fellow
eefor additional copies BVWS and 405 Alive members.
available from Graham Terry, We accept: Type, handwriting, fax,
Membership secretary email, floppy'disc, CD

Send your articles to:
Carl Glover, 33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HR

Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904
bulletin,editor@bvws.org.uk

icopyfreepermembercollected
atallmeetingsorbypostat
£2UKor£4overseas
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Orders will only be accepted with payment enclosed.
All equipment is hand built and tested and comes complete with a 12 months guarantee that covers faulty components and labour.

DOMINO 405 Line Standards Converter
Fully built and tested ready for use, in a high quality metal case.
Dimensions 203 x 177  x 65mm.
Converts 625 line video source to 405 line video.
Built-in VHF Band 1 modulator providing either:
Channel 1 (Alexandra Palace) or Channel 4 (Birmingham)
Domino will convert off air 625 line signals via the tuner of a VCR
or playback from VHS or DVD.
Specifications:
Digital conversion using 2 line interpolation and crystal controlled
modulator giving high quality, stable pictures.
Powered by 12V DC power unit, supplied
625 line video input via BNC connector at 1V/75 ohm
405 line video output via BNC connector attV/75 ohm
Audio input via Phono connecter
405 line VHF output via coaxial connector at 75 ohms.
Output on VHF band 1 at approx 100 mlllivolts p-p.
CH 1, Vision 45 MHz Sound 41.5 MHz
CH 4, Vision 61.75 MHz Sound 58.25 MHz.

405 Line Standards Converter £400 (inc. P+P within the UK)
Please make cheques payable to Malcolm Everiss with your name and address on the back and send to the following address: 26
Castleton Road, Swindon. Wiltshire. SN5 5GD. Tel: 01793 877927 Email: malcolm@domino405.co.uk

Why not visit www.domino405.co.uk where you can download an order form and view some pictures.

This does not cover any transport costs for the return of the equipment nor accidental damage to the equipment on your part however
caused. The guarantee will be void if the case seals are tampered with. All equipment is dispatched within 30 days of receiving your
order. Specify CH 1 or CH 4 when ordering.

Back issues
Vol 10Numbers2, 3&4 Inc .The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Smcies “A
Monster Defiant”.
Vol 11 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. BTH
VR3 (1924) receiver, Marconi's 1897
tests, Origin of the term ‘Radio’, Baird
or Jenkins first with TV?
Vol 12 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. the
Emor Globe, The Fultograph, Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.
Vol 13 Numbers 1, 2, 3 Inc. Dimct
action tuning, The Philips 2514,
Noctcvisicn.
Vol 14 Numbers 1,  2, 3, 4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930’s, The story
of the Screen Grid.
Vol 15 Numbers 2, 3, 4 Inc. The

wartime Civilian Receiver, Coherers in
action, Vintage Vision.
Vol 16 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc.The
Stenode, The Philips 2511, Inside the
Round Ekccs.
Vol 17 Numbers 1. 3, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
Wattless Mains Droppers, The First
Philips set, Receiver Techniques.
Vol 18 Numbers 3, 4, 5 Inc. The Frrst
Transistor radio, The AVO Vadve tester,
The way it was. ,
Vol 19 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Inc.
The Birth of the Transistor. Super
Inductance and all that, reflex circuits, A
Murphy Radio display. restoration.
Vol 20 Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 Inc. Radio
Instruments Ltd., Japanese shirt pocket
radios, Philcc ‘peoples set', notes on
piano-keys, the story of Pilot Radio, the
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Ever Ready company from the inside.
the Cambridge international, the AWA
Radlclette, this Murphy tunes itself!
Vol21 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Marconi
in postcards. the Defiant M900, GPO
registration No.3, Personal portables,
the transmission of time signals
by wireless, the Ekco A23, historic
equipment from the early marine era,
the birth pains of radio, inside the
BM20, plastics, Ferdinand Braun,
pioneer of wireless telegraphy, that was
the Mend that was, the first bakelite
radios, BWVS-thefirstfiveyears,tt're
world of cathedrals, Pam 710.
V0122Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Another
AD65 story, the Marconiphone P208
& P178, listening in, communication
with wires, the story of Sudbury radio
supply, ach collection, Zenith Trans-
oceanice, Farnharn show, Alba’s baby,
the first Murphy television remiver, AJS
receivers, Fellows magneto Company,
Ekco RSS, Black Propaganda.
Vol 23 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc.
Sonora Sonorette, Bush SUGS, RNAS
Transmitter type 52b, North American
‘Woodies’, My collect catalin, Pilot
Little Maestro, Therernin or Electronde,
The Radio Communication Company.
Early FM receivers, an odd Melody
Maker, Black propaganda.
Vol 24 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. The
Superhet for beginners, Tricde valves
in radio receivers, History of GEC and
the Marconi - Osram valve, KB F810,
Great Scottsl, Riders manuals.

Vol 25 Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 Inc. Repair
of an Aerodyne 302, Henry Jackson. '
pioneer of Wireless communication at
sea, 29t 500 series, Confessions
of a wireless fiend, RGD B2351 , John
Bailey 1938 Alexandra palace and
the BBC, Ekco during the phony war,
Repairing a BTH loudspeaker, The
portable radio in British life.
VoIZBNumbers 1, 2 Inc. Howgreen
was your Ekco?, The Arnplion Dragon.
Crystal 982109. The BVWS at the NEC,
Installing serials and earths, novelty
radios, Machine-age Ekco stands of the
19308, Volksempféinger; myth & reality.

Supplements:
1 ‘The story of Bumdept’.
2 ‘WW 1927 data sheet’
3 ‘Seeing by wireless' the story

of Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Earlier Bulletins and supplements
are priced at 92:00 each + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards are
priced at £2.50 each. + postage.

Postage: for individual Bulletins add
50p, for 2-5 bulletins add 21, for
6 or more add an extra 20p mph.
23 Rosendale Road, West Dulvvlch
London SE21 808
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
rthe Vintage Wireless Museum'.
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ARDLY have. we paid off ; the
. droshky that brings us up the

l ’ of which the Alexandra Palace
poses its unique aesthetic problem than
Mr. Punch’s Artist and -I are swept into a
strange and unnerving world .' The world
of television. The brave new little world
scarcely out of its rompers, which lies
confidently behind your ten inches of
shiny screen. For, incredible to relate,
all internal television, that is to say
everything not seen through the out-
side cameras, takes place in two small
studios carved out of a corner of this
crumbling slab of  mid-Victorian funeral
cake. When your set gives you Hamlet
or Macbeth, or'indeed any programme
demanding quick and frequent changes
of scene, it’s diflicult not to assume
that vast resources of space and equip-.
ment are behind the production. The
very. reverse is the case. There are
certainly vast resources, but they are
confined to art and ingenuity. The
whole story of internal television is
mad and extraordinary and wonderful,
and Mr. P.’s A. and I will gladly try to
tell you a little of it in our simple way,
though we admit our minds boggle at
the complexity of the task . . .

It is late, on Saturday afternoon.
“This,” says our Kind Host, as we

trip over a power cable into one of the
two studios, “ is Cafe Continental in
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rehearsal. 'It comes on at eight-thirty.
It may look a bit haywxre' now, but the
mirac e never fails to hap an.”

A filin studio, but less ormal. The
, set of a French cabaret takes up more
,than half the floor. There ’s a. bar, and
a dais for the orchestra, "while ,round
about are tables at which sit grou s of
potential roysterers facing up so erly
to the pitfalls of property chamfiag‘ne.
“Film extras,” explains our K. . .

The trepical house‘ at ‘Kew' has
nothing on this studio. ' Its private

lanetary system is extensiveandvery
ot. 'Big floodlights are everywhere,

and a Milky Way of powerful bulbs
hangs on battens from the roof. A
French variety artist is running
through his turn. Technicians param-
bulate. People are talking, but not
smoking. Suddenly , a great. voice,
coming from nowhere, strikes us dunib.

. It sounds like the voice of J ove, but it
directs a stream of precise Montmart-re
on the gratified Frenchman. ‘
. ‘.‘ The Producer, up in the Control
Room. ,He should be able to bring
order out of confusion. He was one

.of Eisenhower’s De-coding .Oficers
in North Africa.” ' ' .
, There are four cameras, two of them
on the floor. The wizards on the latter

, no t  only have to operate their instru-
ments as instructe through their car-

,phones but also give the most delicate
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traffic signals with one hand to the men
pushing their trucks.

The mike-man is equally interesting
to watch. He ’3 in charge of a Heath
Robinson machine resembling a pre-
historic bird, with a telescopic neck .
carrying the mike. This can be moved
in any direction, and the mike-man’s
job is to keep it reasonably near the
person talking. Just consider the con-
centration needed to do that for an
hour. . . . ':’

Walking across the dim no-man’s-
land behind the lights and cameras is
like taking a stroll in the Snake House
at the Zoo, for the floor is thick with

cables, and those attached to the
cameras have a disconcerting way of
coiling quietly round your ankle. As
we watch more variety turns being
warmed up and gradually linked
together into a programme, we notice
that whenever a hitch occurs a man
wearing headphones and a golf-jacket
goes casually forward to the scene of
the tragedy and, with a few words no
more emphatic than if he were asking
the caddy for his No. 3, magically
unravels the knot. In unusual measure
he has the gift of making people laugh
and of keeping them happy.

"Key-pin,” murmurs K.H.  “The
Studio Manager. He fixes things on the
fidor for the Producer. Let’s go up to
the Control Room and see what all this
looks like from above. . . .”

Imagine the cabin of a small, rather
dingy air-liner, with windows along
one side only, looking down into the
studio. There are three rows of seats,
and the Producer sits in the middle.
He has a mike and a little personal
switchboard that puts him through to
particular headphones, such as the
Studio Manager’s, or else amplifies
him into Jove for the whole studio to
hear. Besides keeping an eye on the
rehearsal itself he’s watching it in two
television screens.

“You see, all four cameras work all
the time from their difi'erent angles,”
whispers K.H. “The screen on the
right shows what’s going 'out to the
public—if this weren’t rehearsal——
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' that bank of dials

while the one on
the left shows the
Producer what

{l
l—

su
n

three cameras are
holding for him.
Having taken
samples, so to
Speak, he decides
which of them
shall next go into -
action ‘on  the
r i g h t - h a n d
s c r e e n . Th  e
mechanics of - al l
this are controlled
by the girl sitting
behind him, who
has to do some
prettyniftyknob-
twiddling. She ’s
the Vision-Mixer.
At the desk in
front of him at

.—
4 .__

b

—‘
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sits the Sound-
Mixer. And the
girl at the twin.
g r a m o p h o n 6
looks after all the noises o .”

Think of that in terms of engineering,
apart from human skill.

The atmosphere in this crew’s-nest
is taut but very friendly, not at all
unlike that of an R.A.F. Ops. Room
during the war. The Producer might
easily be bringing in 9. Lancaster
through fog instead of marshalling a
group of talented foreigners in a three-
ply night-club high above Wood
Green. . . .

On our way downstairs we stop in a
ghostly room where thousands of
trapped volts snarl at us from metal
cages reaching to the ceiling, and green
tongues lick horribly in metal months.

“The Racks Room,” K.H. explains
apologetically. “That e ineer at the
control panel touches up t 1e picture as
it goes out just as a; photographer
might.” '

“This is surely the anteroom . to
Hell,” I say, shivering.

“I  doubt if Hell’s wired for so much
juice,” objects Mr. P.’s A., looking
uneasily over his shoulder. . .’ .

When rehearsal breaks we go down
to a very matey canteen, meet the
boys, and learn a lot. Television has
themin thrall, all right. What fas-
cinates them about it, apart from see-
ing to the ' growing-pains of such a
vital medium of entertainment, seems
to be that it offers most of thejdifli-
culties of film production" plus , the  _-

'extra difficulty of not being able to
stoplthe camera. And they tell us how
bot studios are'used in big productions

.and how a conductor can be in one, a
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ballet in  the other; the conductor
watching the ballet in  a .. television
screen, the ballet hearing his orchestra
through loudspeakers. . . . '

When we get back to the studio the
programme has already begun to go
out to the privileged Home Counties.
(Privileged, however, only until the
autumn, when Birmingham begins
transmitting to a new and densely
populated area.) I t ’ s  going like clock-
work and none of the roughness of
three hours ago remains. Tension has
mounted, but the artists— singers,
dancers, acrobats and trieksters—seem
perfectly at home, and the immaculate
yellow-faced diners sit entranced in
paper hats. But it is the‘faees' of the
technical fraternity, full of subdued
excitement, that Mr. P.’s A. and I find
ourselves studying in the dramatic
half-light in the wake of the cameras.
The Studio Manager smiles watchfully,
fielding slip for a hitch that doesn’t
come. The Call Boy, an ardent
Francophile, rounds up his victims in
enviable French. And all this time, up
above us, invisible at his dark window,
is one man' successfully holding the

_ myriad reins of this queer business
in. his hands. ., . .
, As we put on our goloshes and shake

the ohms out of our hair we remark
. that kee ing television at the Alex-
,‘ andra P 06 is like trying to'grow a

m'elon in a matchbox. Pretty soon it
must burst out, as already it deserves
to do, - When that happens, will some
of the fun have gone for its valiant
pio‘neers? ERIC. .
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News and Meetings
GPO registration Numbers
Martyn Bennett has the role of custodian of the BVWS list of GPO
Registration Numbers. As many members will know the project of
assembling this list was started in the early days of the BVWS and,
more recently, has been enthusiastically carried on by Pat Leggatt.
Members are strongly urged to help build the list, whenever they
get the opportunity, particularly as it is something that will help
with the identification of vintage wireless in years to come. The list
is by no means complete and the GPO no longer have a record
of the numbers granted to wireless manufacturers. The BVWS
Handbook contains the current listings - one in numerical order
and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any additions,
or suggestions for corrections, by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett, 58 Church Road, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 8LB
telephone: 01 252-61 3660 e-mail: martyBOglobalnet.co.uk

2006 meetings
1st January Radiophile Workshop at Sambrook
22nd January Radiophile Auction at Wetwood
29th January Workshop at British Wntage Wireless
and Television Museum
12th February Audiojumble at Tonbridge
12th February Radiophile Workshop at Sambrook
26th February Radiophile Auction at Wetwood
5th March Harpenden Auction and AGM
19th March Radiophile Exposition at Shifnal
9th April West of England Vintage Wireless Fair
23rd April Workshop at British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
23rd April Radiophile Spring Exposition at Cowbit
6th May BVWS 30th anniversary meeting and show
at National Motorcycle Museum
7th May NVCF at National Motorcycle Museum
3rd June Garden party at British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
4th June Swapmeet at Harpenden
2nd July Wootton Bassett
9th July Workshop at Wntage Wireless Museum
23rd July Radiophile Summer Special at Sambrook
18th August ‘Friday Night is Music Night’ at British
\fintage Wireless and Television Museum
3rd September Table top sale at British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
10th September Radiophile Exposition at Shifnal
1st October Swapmeet at Harpenden
15th October Southborough
22nd October Workshop at British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
22nd October Radiophile Exposition at Cowbit
12th November Leeds \fintage Audio Show
3rd December Wootton Bassett

FOR SALE
VINTAGE RADIO GRILLE CLOTH'S

Many patterns to choose from
Large and small quantities

NiEW CLOTHS NOW AVAILABLE
Cab-inst fittings - Rexine coverings

Samples available (please send £1.00 stamps for post/packing)

SW. Chaplin 43 Lime Avenue, Leigh~on~Sea. Essex,f;$§9:-3PA
Tel: 01702 473740

email: sidney@tradradgrilles.ireeserve.oo.uk
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2007 meetings
6th May NVCF at National Motorcycle Museum
1st July Wootton Bassett
2nd December Wootton Bassett

2008 meetings
4th May NVCF at National Motorcycle Museum

Workshops, Vintage Wireless Museum:
For location and phone see advert in Bulletin. 11:00 start.

Harpenden: Harpenden Public Halls, Southdown Rd. Hapenden.
Doors open at 10:00, tickets for sale from 09:30, Auction at 13:30.
Contact Vic Williamson, 01582 593102
Leeds Vintage Audio Show: Ramada Jarvis Hotel
Seacroft roundabout A64, Leeds. Doors open 10:00.
Contact Andy Wilcox, 0113 273 2323
West of England Vintage Wireless Fair:
Willand Wlage Hall (J27/M5). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Barrie Phillips, 01392 860529
NVCF: National Vintage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin.
www.nvcf.co.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial Hall, Station” Rd. Wootton Based.
Nr. Swindon (J16/M4). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Mike Barker, 01793 536040
Southborough: The Victoria Hall, London Road.
Southborough, A21, Kent. Doors open 10:30.
Contact John Howes, 01392 540022 (between 8 and 9PM Only please)

For more details with maps to locations see the ENS Website:
www. bvws.org. uk/events/locations. htrn

Visit Britain's largest

Vintaee Dadio Shon
Without even leaving your home!

5 Britain’s widest range of Radio, TV and Gramophone
collectables for sale in every issue - 6 issues per year.

D Illustrated with accurate descriptions and prices.
ID Interesting articles on all aspects of vintage technology.
II Annual subscription fully refundable against purchases.
ll Top prices paid for quality items - collections bought.

Send S.A.E. for deta i ls  and sample  copy

ON THE AID
Ihe Vintage Technology Centre

The Highway, Hawarden (nr. Chester) CH5 SEN
Tel/Fax (+44) (0) 1244 530300

www.vintageradio.co.uk
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Invitation to Conszgn
MECHANICAL MUSIC
AND TECHNICAL APPARATUS

South Kensington, 31

CHRISTIE’S
SINCE 1766
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